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Pref,retace

A good number of the Recipes found in this Book are the care'

ful collection of many years, noted down as an aid to the compiler
who has had a large, personal and practical experience in House'
keeping and the culinary arts for more than thirty-five years.

It's surprising to find in these modern days how few really under-
stand anything at all about cooking, and it is worth-while to tr)i

and learn all we can when the opportunity affords in order to be
quite independent of the so-called cooks of nowadays. It is a
general rule that when a cook finds his young mistress knows scarcely
anything of this most valuable art he will readily impose on her
ignorance; and it is with a view to helping such, the compiler has
carefully tried to put together in simple language, detailing the
manner of preparing each dish, so that in a case of emergency there
will be no difficulty in understanding and trying to act upon them.

The chief object of the compiler, by placing this little work of
hers before the public is, that it may be a help to the inexperienced
and to keep such from falling an easy prey into the hands of
their cooks.

The compiler has striven after many months of patient labour
to make this book as perfect as possible, so that by giving attention
to the directions within, the young house-keeper especially, will be
able in the absence of a cook to prepare dishes herself.
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KITCHEN REQUISITES

Aluminium degchies are now generally used. These are sold
in sets fitting one into the other and are available with close fitting

covers. When the day's work is over, they must be well scrubbed,
washed, drained and put away on a clean shelf. In addition to
these degchies, several other articles will be needed. The following
list is a suggestion

:

A couple of frying-pans.

One large and one small kettle for boiling water.

Two or three iron spoons.
One currystone and muller, called Sil-Butta in Hindustani, this

is useful for grinding currystuffs and other ingredients daily.

One cocoanut scraper called Nctriel-ka-Koorchnee in Hindustani.
One chopper, this is generally used to chop meat, or for beat-

ing out mutton chops and cracking bones.
A few pudding dishes of various sizes, these are used for baking

milk puddings and also for pies.

One saucepan for boiling milk. »

One pair fire iron tongs called Chimta in Hindustani.
One flat iron plate called Tawa in Hindustani.
One pestle and mortar called Imam Dhusta in Hindustani.
One meat mincing machine.
One large smooth board, which is necessary for making pastry;

it should be two feet square and two or 'three inches high from the
ground; this, together with a round wooden pin is called Balin and
Thucktha in Hindustani.

One small smooth board for cutting up meat, onions etc.

One set of scales and weights : these are most useful for weigh-
ing and proportioning your materials.

HINTS ON MONEY MATTERS

Always have a supply of change in hand, eight, four, two and
one anna pieces, also a supply of copper coins. This will obviate
the various inconveniences of keeping people at the door, sending
them out at unreasonable times, and running or calling after an
inmate in the house supposed to be provided with the "Needful."
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It is well to keep the change in small purses or bags, and to

replenish the house-keeping purse from these daily or weekly as

may be most convenient. If money for daily expenses has to pass

through the hands of the cook, it is a time and trouble saving plan

to settle with him every night, and to make up his cash in hand to

a certain similar sum. This will be found most convenient and
will prevent any puzzling calculations, and a few minutes daily

reckoning from a regular sum in hand will prevent either party from
being out of pocket or out of temper.

Never run into debt.

MARKETING

The best rule for marketing is to pay cash for everything, as

this enables you to pick and choose, and so get suitable articles.

Once a month all the provisions or stores etc. ought to be pur-
chased, so that there will be no occasion to be constantly sending
the servant out to get a pice worth of this, or a pice worth of the

other, and so save a great deal of time, trouble and inconvenience.
Have everything you get put away in order, either in a large mess
box or in a store-room, in tins and jars etc. and the old maxim " a

place for everything, and everything in its place" will be fulfilled

to the letter. This system is a great help and the cook has only to
purchase fresh meat, vegetables etc. for daily use. It is not a bad
idea to stock in your coal for the month, but this may be pur-
chased by the cook daily as required, or better still, he may be given
a reasonable sum of money to last him for the month, according to
the requirements of the family and in this way the worry of the

coal will be off your mind.

ON CHOOSING FOOD

There is nothing more important in the affairs of house-keeping
than the choice of wholesome food.

MEAT

GOOD MEAT—DISEASED MEAT

Beef.—The grain of good ox or buffalo beef is loose, the meat
red and the fat a white colour. Cow beef, on the contrary has
a closer grain, the fat a creamy colour, and the meat is not so red.
Inferior beef, which is meat obtained from ill fed animals, or from
those which have become too old for food, may be known by a
hard skinny fat, a dark red lean, and in old animals a line of horny
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texture running through the meat of the ribs. The flesh of an animal
which is not in its prime, rises up quickly after being pressed by
the fingers, but when the dent made by pressure returns slowly, or
remains visible, the animal probably had past its prime, and the

meat consequently must be of an inferior quality. Buffalo beef
should if possible be avoided. Cow beef is always the most
wholesome.

Sheep Mdtton.—The meat should be firm and close in grain,

red in colour, the fat white and firm. Mutton is in its prime when
the sheep is between four or five years old, but at the present time
it is rarely to be had above three and is often only two years old.

If too young, when pinched the flesh feels tender, if too old it

wrinkles up and remains so. In tender mutton the fat easily

separates, in old it is held together by strings of skin. In sheep
diseased, the flesh is of a very pale colour, the fat inclining to be
yellow, the meat appears loose from the bone, and if squeezed,
drops of water ooze out from the grains ; after cooking the meat
drops clean away from the bones. Whether Ram mutton is pre-
ferred to that of Ewe, it may be known by the lump of fat on the
inside of the thigh.

Goat's mutton is not so firm and close grained as that of sheep,
it has a coarser grain and the meat is much darker, and may be
distinguished by the shank bone being longer and from the hair

which is not woolly.
Veai*.—Should be delicately white, though it is often juicy and

well flavoured when rather dark in colour. On examining the loin,

if the fat enveloping the kidney be white and firm in appearance the
meat will probably be prime and recently killed. Veal will not keep
as long as an older meat, especially in hot or damp weather; when
the "off" fat becomes soft and moist, the meat flabby and spotted
and somewhat porous like a sponge.

Large overgrown veal is inferior to small delicate yet fat veal.

The meat is best when the calf is from three to four months old.
The fillet of a cow-calf is known by the udder attached to it and by
the softness of the skin. It is preferable to the veal of a bull-calf.

I,AMB.—This meat will not keep long after it is killed. The
large vein is bluish in colour when the fore-quarter is fresh and
green when it is becoming stale. In the hind-quarter, if not recently
killed, the fat of the kidney will have a slight smell and the knuckle
will have lost its firmness.

Pork.—When good, the rind is thin, smooth and cool to the
touch; when changing from being too long killed it becomes flaccid
and clammy. Enlarged glands called kernels in the fat make an
ill-fed or diseased pig.

Bacon.—Should have a thin rind, and the fat should be firm
and tinged red by curing; the flesh should be of a clear red without
intermixture of yellow, and it should firmly adhere tp the bone.
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To judge the state of ham, plunge a knife into it to the bone and
on drawing it back, if particles of meat adhere to it, or if the smell

is disagreeable, the curing has not been effectual and the ham is not
good. A short thick ham is to be preferred to a long and thin one.

Venison.—When good, the fat is clear, bright and of con-
siderable thickness. To know when it is necessary to cook it, a

knife must be plunged into the haunch, and from the smell the cook
should determine whether to dress it at once or to keep it a little

longer. It should be dusted with dry ginger powder and ground
pepper, this will also keep away flies.

POULTRY

OLD BIRDS ARE TOUGH BIRDS

Turkey.—An old turkey has rough and reddish legs ; a young
one smooth and black.

FowiiS.—Common domestic fowls while young, have the legs

and combs smooth: when old these parts are rough, and on the
breast long hairs are found when the feathers are plucked off. Fowls
and chickens should be plump on the breast, fat on the back and
white-legged.

Ducks.—Choose ducks with supple feet and hard plump
breasts. Tame ducks have yellow feet, wild ones red.

Geese-—The bills and feet are red when old, yellow when young.
Geese are called "green" when they are only two or three months
old. If over twelve months old they are not fit for the table.

Pigeons.—Suppleness of the feet shows them to be young:
tame pigeons are larger than wild pigeons.

Partridges.^When young have yellowish legs and dark
coloured bills. If held up by the lower bill it should break. Old
partridges are very poor eating.

Quails.—Are much the same as partridges and may be chosen
accordingly.

Pheasants.—The spurs of old birds are long and pointed,
young birds short and round.

FISH

SEA FISH AND FRESH WATER FISH

When perfectly fresh there is a creamy substance between the
scales; also. Ipok for rigidity of the muscles or flesh, the redness of
the gills and clearness of the eyes.

Crabs.—^Just caught have always some muscular action in the
claws, which may be detected by pressing the eyes with the fingers;
when this cannot be produced the crab is stale.
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Crabs have an agreeable smell when fresh, and when purchasing
shell fish care should be taken to see that their weight is not due
to water.

Prawns.—And shrimps, when fresh are firm and crisp.

Oysters.—If fresh, the shell is firmly closed. When the shells

of oysters are open they are dead and unfit for food.

HERBS

FRESH GARDEN HERBS ARE PREFERABLE
TO DRIED ONES

It is most important to dry herbs at the proper season, i.e.

when they are .procurable. These herbs if always at hand, will be a

great help to the cook. Herbs should be gathered on a dry day and
they should be immediately well cleaned and dried by the heat of
the stove, by placing them in the sun ; the leaves should then be
picked off pounded and sifted, put into stoppered bottles, labelled

and put away for use.

FLOUR

When much pastry is made in a house, a quantity of fine flour

should be kept at hand in dry jars, and as it makes lighter pastry and
bread, than when freshly ground. In some families many members
are not fond of fat, to avoid which, take off bits of suet from beef-

steaks, etc., previous to cooking. This can be used for puddings.
Bread should never be thrown away. When it becomes stale all

pieces should be dried, pounded and put away in dry tins or
bottles. It comes in handy for bread crumbs and puddings.

COOKING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
The housewife cannot always put her hand on weights and

measures when she is d^oing plain cooking and that is the reason
why many a savoury dish could not be made on a particular day,
and as always happens, just at a time a thoughtful woman wants to
give her husband and family something in the nature of a treat. Now
there are a number of ways of doing without weights and measures.
You can be quite independent of these troublesome, and somewhat
expensive things; all you have to do is to consult the following
table whenever you are in doubt or your memory fails you:

—

One quart of flour is one pouiid.

One quart of granulated sugar is one pound nine ozs.
One quart of powdered sugar is one pound seven ozs.

One pint of butter is one pound.
Ten eggs, medium size weigh one pound.
A piece of butter the size of an egg is two ozs. in weight.
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One ordinary tea-cup of butter is a quarter of a pound.
Three' tea<cups of sugar make one pound.
One tumbler full makes half a pint.

Seven nutmegs make one oz.

Two cups of granulated sugar make one pound.
Two cups of lard make one pound.
Two cups of stale bread crumbs make one pounds
Two tablespoonfuls of butter make one oz.

Two tablespoonfuls of flour make one oz.

Six teaspoonfuls of baking powder make half an oz.

Three teaspoonfuls make one tablespoonful.

Indian money

Four cowries make one gunda.
Twenty gundas make one pice.

Four pice make one anna.
Twelve pies also make one anna.

Two annas is the 8th of 'one rupee. .

"*

Four annas is the 4th of one rupee. l^-^i

Eight annas is the half of one rupee.

Sixteen annas make one rupee.

There is a gold coin called a sovereign, once equiV'alent to
15 rupees, or about £ 1 in English money. It is also called a gold
mohur. It fluctuates in value with the price of gold.

BAZAAR WEIGHTS

Sixteen chattacks make one seer, or 2 lbs. oz. 13 drs. and
42 seers make one maund, or 82 lbs., 2 ozs. 13 drs.

INDIAN JEWELLER'S WEIGHTS

4 Dhans or grains
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BAZAAR WEIGHTS AND DRY MEASURES

5 Sicca weight = 1 Chattack
16 Chattacks = 1 Seer
5 Seers = 1 Pessarie

40 Seers or 8 Pessaries = 1 Maund

BAZAAR WEIGHT—LIQUID MEASURE

5 Sicca weight = 1 Chattack
4 Chattacks = 1 Pow
4 Pows .=. 1 Seer

5 Seers = 1 Pessarie

40 Seers or 8 Pessaries = 1 Maund

MILK FOOD

PORRIDGE

This dish is usually a first course at breakfast. To cook
porridge in an ordinary saucepan you must have the boiling' water
ready with a little salt in it, then stir the meal into it quickly; the

stirring should be continued till it boils again, when the pan
may be drawn to the side of the fire and the porridge allowed to

cook slowly till done. It must be stirred occasionally to prevent it

getting into lumps.

No. I. OATMEAL PORRIDGE

Ingredients.—Two large tablespoonfuls of oatmeal; a teaspoonful

of salt; two cups of cold water.

Method.—Place the saucepan with the water and the salt on the

fire, and when it boils, sprinkle in the oatmeal gradually, stirring all

the while until quite soft. Add sugar and milk according to taste;

some prefer salt only.

No. 2. QUAKER OATS

May be cooked in the same way as the foregoing recipe, only
put up to boil in hot water instead of cold.

No. 3. TAPIOCA, SAGO AND PEARL BARLEY

May be cooked as No. 1 recipe, or put up in milk, according to
taste, and cooked until soft.
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No. 4. CRUSHED WHEAT-MEAL, CALLED
"DHULIA" IN HINDUSTANI

This is also made in a similar manner as No. 1 recipe, but it

should be steeped in cold water for a few hours before cooking, as

it helps to soften the grains and so cooks it sooner.
Milk and sugar is generally added at table.

No. 5. ROLONG OR SOOGEE

Ingredients.—Four ozs. or two chatts^cks soogee; a tablespoon'

ful of butter or ghee; two cups of hot water.

Method.—Put the butter and soogee into the saucepan, set on
the fire, brown well, and pour in the hot water gradually, stirring

all the time to prevent it from lumping until it thickens sufBciently,

add sugar and milk at table. *

No. 6. VERMICELLI AND MACARONI

Is generally boiled on a slow fire with sufficient milk or water.

Serve in the usual way.

No. 7. INDIAN VERMICELLI CALLED "SAMAI"

Ingredients.—Four ozs. or two chattacks samai; a teaspoonful

of salt; two cups of cold water.

Method.—Brown the samai in a saucepan and set aside. Boil

the water and then throw in the browned samai and salt. Take it

off the fire, cover, and let it stand for 15 minutes or so; drain off

the water in the same way as you would for rice. Serve with milk

and sugar at table.

N. B.—The samai may be fried in ghee or butter, in which case

add enough water just to swell it.

Another way.—Tie the samai after browning it in a clean cloth

loosely, and immerse it into boiling water; remove in 15 minutes

when it will be ready.

RICE OR CHAWAL

Rice is consumed by most European families at breakfast, lunch

and dinner. It is eaten with fried fish, fried meat, omelet, country

captain, or some other curried dish and invariably followed by
toast and eggs, jam, fruit etc. Half a pound will be al\yays ample
for a family of four. The rice at dinner is usually preceded by soup,

fish, roast and made dishes.
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The best rice for table use is Bassmuttee. In purchasing this

or any other approved quality, care must be taken to avoid "Nevir

Rice." Good rice when rubbed in the palm of the hand and clean-

ed of dust will appear a bright and nearly transparent yellowish
colour.

Rice is used in a variety of forms. It is boiled, made into

khichari, pilau, puddings, blanc-mange, cake, bread, etc.

No. 8. PLAIN BOILED RICE

Ingredients.—Half a lb. of rice (or -four chattacks); nearly

a degchie full of cold water; a teaspoonful of salt, if desired.

Method.—Pick and wash the rice two or three times, steep in

cold water and set aside for an hour or two. Place a medium sized

degchie with the cold water on a brisk fire, and immediately it

*boils, throw in the steeped rice free from water; the water will

bubble up to the surface and overflow sometimes, but the cover of

the degchie should be kept partially open, and the rice stirred now
and again.

The grains of the rice should be quite soft without being pappy.
When it is quite cooked, the degchie must be removed from the

fire, and the thick water called "Peach" in Hindustani congee water,

should be drained away first; then add two or three cups of cold

water, mix well with an iron spoon (this helps to separate the

grains) and drain off for the second time; then put a stone or any
kind of heavy rest on the cover of the degchie and turn round,
leaving it flat on a board to drain thoroughly; after this, pick it up
and place the degchie with the rice on a slow charcoal fire, or rest

it near the fire with a few burning coals on the cover, this will help

all the moisture to evaporate, and also keep it warm until required.

A small pinch of alum called phitikari in Hindustani is used by
some cooks to "improve the whiteness of boiled rice, but if the

rice is properly washed several times, rubbing it well between the

palms of the hands it will not be needed.

N. B.r—Rice may be boiled in cold water—put the rice and cold
water in the degchie together and boil, but the above way
is considered the best. Great care must always be taken
not to boil rice too soft as it spoils it.

No. 9. RICE BOILED BURMESE WAY

Ingredients.—Half a lb. of rice (four chattacks) ; as much cold
water as will entirely cover the rice ; a teaspoonful of butter or gfiee; a

teaspoonful of salt.

Method.—Wash the rice and put it on to boil in as much cold

water as will entirely cover it, care must be taken not to allow the

rice to burn, which may be prevented by occasionally shaking th^
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degchie, or stirring the contents with a spoon. Put the salt and
butter into it when it is nearly cooked which will give it a nice fla-

vour and also help to separate the grains.

N. B.—In this the water is not drained off as in the previous
recipe.

No. 10. RICE CONGEE

Is made with crushed rice or small grains called "grits". Boil
about four chattacks of grits in two cups of cold water and stir

constantly to prevent it from burning. This is cooked very soft.

"Pappy" may be given to little children with dal or stew gravy.

KHICHARIES

These are substituted for boiled rice at breakfast or lunch, and
are eaten with fried fish, croc^uets, omelet, jhalfrasie, etc.

No. 11. BOONEE KHICHARI OF MUSOOR-KA-DAL

Ingredients.—Four chattacks rice (i lb.); four chattacks dal

(i lb.); six large onions; two chattacks ghee (4 ozs.); a few pieces of
green ginger; two hard boiled eggs; allspice, pepper and salt.

Method.—Pick the rice and dal and rid them of all stones or
grave], mix together, wash well in cold water and set aside. Slice

the onions. Put a degchie on the fire, put the ghee and onions in

and brown nicely and remove the fried onions and put aside. Now
throw in the allspice, pepper, salt, washed rice and dal into the
boiling ghee, fry all until it becomes a nice brown colour, then add
as much hot water as will entirely cover the whole of the ricfe and
dal; put a good fitting degchie cover on and cook on a slow fire,

reducing the same from time to time as the water is being absorbed.
Care must be taken not to allow the khichari to burn, which may be
prevented by stirring occasionally or by shaking up the degchie.
Serve up hot, strewing the fried onions over, and hard boiled eggs
cut in half.

No. 12. BOONEE KHICHARI OR MOONG-KA-DAL

Is made exactly like recipe No. 11.

No. 13. BOONEE KHICHARI OR GRAM OR
CHANA-KA-DAL

Is made like recipe No. 11. Only the chana or gram dal, being
rather hard, must be steeped in cold water for an hour or two
before frying it with the rice.
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No. 14. BOONEE KHICHARI OF GREfiN PEAS

Is also made according to recipe No. 11. Only that the green

peas are substituted for the dal, and should be shelledi washed and
added to the rice when nearly cooked.

No. 15. PEELA OR YELLOW KHICHARI

Yellow or peela khichari is nothing more than one of the ^bove
khtcharies to which is added a small quantity of ground turmeric
(saffron or huldee) according to the colour desired.

No. 16. GEELA KHICHARI

This is usually made of moong-ka-dal with less than quarter of

the quantity of ghee allowed for boonee, or with no ghee at all and
little or no condiments are used, excepting a few slices of green

ginger, a few pepper corns, one or two bay leaves and salt to taste.

It may be put up all together ^nd boiled soft.

It is supposed to be better adapted than boonee khichari for

children and invalids.

No. 17. ARMENIAN KHICHARI

Ingredients.—Half a teaspoon of jeerah; eight or ten pepper
corns; six red dry chillies; one large piece turmeric (huldee); allspice

i.e. cloves, cinnamon and cardamoms; half a lb. of rice Q seer);

one lb. of mutton chops (^ a seer); six ozs. of ghee (three chattacks);

one more chattack of ghee for frying curry'Stuffs: salt to taste.

Method.—Put the one chattack of ghee into a degchie, and first

fry the currystuffs, which must be ground finely (barring the pepper
and allspice.) Now put the mutton chops in and turn them well

over so as to have them well covered with the fried currystuffs.

Remove from the fire and set aside. Wash the rice and dal well,

drain off and set aside. Place a clean degchie on the fire and put in

the other two chattacks or more ghee. When frying, put in the

pepper, allspice and salt to taste, together with the rice and dal,

and fry all together to a nice brown. Remove the fried rice and
dal leaving just one layer at the bottom of the degchie and place a

layer of fried currystuffchops on it, cover over with a layer of fried

rice and dal, and so on alternately. After this, pour over it all

sufficient hot water as will entirely cover it, place a tight fitting cover
on, a few burning coals on the cover and cook the khichari on a
slow fire.

There must be a layer of rice and dal on the top; the more ghee
used the better.
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No. 18. PISH-PASH

Ingredients.—Haifa seer rice (1 lb.); one small chicken or half lb.

mutton; a few slices of green ginger; one onion, a few bay leaves;

pepper, salt, allspice and one chattack of ghee (2 ozs.) or butter.

Method.—Pick, clean and wash the rice, drain off all the water,

put in a clean degchie and add the cleaned and cut up chicken

(or mutton as desired) green ginger, sliced onion, bay leaves, pepper,

allspice and salt to taste. Put in the butter or ghee, now pour in

suf&cient cold water to just cover the whole. Simmer over a slow

fire until the meat becomes perfectly tender and the rice quite

pappy. Serve up hot.

N. B.—This is considered a most excellent and nutritious meal for

invalids and young chidren. If desired, the meat may be

separated after cooking and fried in some butter or ghee

and returned to the soft rice before serving.

No. 19. COCOANUT RICE (MADRAS STYLE)

Ingredients.—Two large fresh milk cocoanuts; half a seer rice

(1 lb.) a piece of turmeric for colouring (huldee); a few cardamoms,
cloves and cinnamon; some salt to taste.

Method.—Scrape the cocoanuts (after breaking in halves) into

fine flakes with a cocoanut scraper called a koorcKnee, and pour
over it half a tea cup of hot water. Knead the flakes for a minute
or two and squeeze out all the milk which will be about a teacupful,

this is the thick milk, set aside. Repeat the process two or three

times by pouring more hot water over the flakes and kneading again

for a few minutes. Get as much milk or liquid, as will be required

to cover the whole of the rice (which must be thoroughly cleaned
and washed previously in cold water) this is called the second or

thin milk. Place the thin milk in a clean degchie, colour it with
the ground turmeric or huldee, add salt and the allspice, put
the washed rice into this and stir all together and cook over a slow
fire until all the liquid is almost absorbed, then add the cup of
thick cocoanut milk, and as soon as the rice is cooked, take it off

the fire, and place a few hot coals on the cover of the degchie to
keep warm until required. Care must be taketi not to cook this

too soft or pappy, as it will be spoiled.

This is a delicious way of cooking rice, which may be eaten
with or without curry.

The thick cocoanut milk put in just when finishing cooking
gives it a flavour and the milk is tasted.

No. 20. COCOANUT CONGEE
Is made with rice and cocoanut milk and cooked soft. Add

s^lt to taste, this needs no colouring or spices, but just a few
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cardamoms if desirable. This is generally eaten with cocoanut
chutney. See Recipe No. 211.

No. 21. PILAU

This is a purely Mohammedan dish, and when made properly
is delicious and may be eaten with quorma of any dry curry.

Ingredients.—A good sized chicken; quarter seer fine table rice

(I lb.); three cups of cold water; two chattacks ghee (4ozs.); two
large onions finely sliced; four hard boiled eggs; allspice, pilau
jeerah, a few bay leaves, some green ginger, pepper and salt.

To be tied separately in a clean muslin rag the following second
ingredients are required which in Hindustani is called hukney, viz:—

.

A dessertspoonful of coriander seed; a few cloves of garlic,

some pounded green ginger; a few pounded onions and a little jeerah
called "cummin seed." •

Method— Cut up the chicken in the usual way, clean, wash and
boil in cold water, putting in the muslin rag bundle with the above
second ingredients tied up, add a little salt to taste and boil on a

brisk fire until the meat is tender. Now remove the muslin rag

with its contents and set the soup and meat aside. Put a clean
degchie on the fire, put the ghee in, and when it is bubbling hot,
throw in the sliced onions, fry to a light brown, then take them out
and set aside. Put in the pieces of meat and fry this also to a rich

brown, then remove and set this aside. Now throw in the allspice,

pepper corns, some more salt to taste, together with the rice (which
should have been well washed and steeped in water) and fry until all

the ghee is absorbed, and after a few minutes put in the fried meat
or chicken, pilau jeerah, a few bay leaves, the juice of the green
ginger (which should have been previously ground and strained
through a clean muslin rag) and fry all together for a short while,
then pour in the soup, the chicken or meat was boiled in, as much
as will cover the rice, add more salt if insufficient, and cover the
degchie immediately and cook on a slow fire; stir to prevent the
pilau from burning. Be careful that it does not bum or get pappy
as then it will be spoilt. When ready, serve up in a dish with the
fried onions strewed over and the hard boiled eggs either cut into
halves or in any design desirable.

N.B.—This pilau may be made with chicken, fowl, beef or mutton,
and if desired the addition of fried almonds (sliced) and
raisins make a change.

No. 22. CURRY PILAU OR "THYDEE" IN HINDUSTANI

This is made in all respects like Recipe No. 21 with the
addition of some currystuffs generally used in curries as per Recipe
No. 26, which have to be put in when the rice and meat are
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being browned, the whole must be well fried before the soup is

poured in.

This may be served with fried eggs or omelet.

No. 23. SWEET RICE PILAU

Ingredients.—Quarter seer rice (^ lb. ) (fine table rice); two
chattacks ghee (4ozs.); two chattacks sugar (4ozs.); half a chattack

blanched or sliced almonds; a dessertspoonful of picked and washed
raisins; a few cardamoms; a little saffron to colour and flavour.

This last is in powder form and is sold in the market, it has

a sweet smell.

Method.—Pick and wash the rice and set aside, put the ghee

into a medium sized degchie and fry the rice well, pouring in the

syrup (which must be made beforehand with the sugar) as much as

will cover the rice entirely, and the saffron powder when almost

cooked, cover the degchie and allow it to cook until the rice is soft

not pappy ; serve up hot.

No. 24. RICE KEER

Ingredietits.—Quarter seer table rice (| lb.); two cups of pure
cow's milk; a few pieces of cinnamon; two or three tablespoonfuls of
white sugar.

Method.—After picking and washing the rice boil in water until

soft, then strain the water off, and add the milk and place it over a

slow fire; as the rice begins to absorb the milk put in the cinnamon
and sugar, and on the milk being entirely absorbed, the keer is turned
out upon a dish, or put into buttered moulds and eaten cold.

Keer is sometimes cooked in milk only, but the foregoing recipe

is supposed to be more generally approved.
Keer may be made with the grits of rice, one chattack of grits to

one seer of milk with sugar or sugar candy, and a few sticks of
cinnamon for flavouring. Put the grits and milk together in a degchie

and boil until the milk is all absorbed and the grits cooked, add the

cinnamon just before finishing.

N. B.—This is delicious when made properly.

No. 25. PISH-PASH FOR INFANTS

Cut up some mutton or chicken into small pieces, wash and put
into a saucepan with a tea cup of cold water, place on the fire, add
the rice wellgicked and washed (a chattack or two) tie in a muslin
rag a few slices of green ginger, add a little salt to taste. Keep the
saucepan covered and boil gently for an hour, strain the soup into

a cup and put the rice in a saucer. The meat to be minced up finely

and mixed with the soup and rice if desired.
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CURRIES IN DIFFERENT WAYS
A curry stone and muller or SiUButta in Hindustani, is necessary

for the preparation of currystuffs for daily use. The currystuffs

should be carefully ground down to a nice paste with a little water.
Currystuffs prepared with water will not keep good any number of
days and if reiquired (on a journey, or for presents for friends far

away, good English vinegar should be used instead of water. For
Curry paste see Recipe No. 84, made in this way.

A curry stone needs cutting every three or four months to
make it easy for grinding.

The following is a list of currystuffs and hot spices in daily use:

ENGLISH

Coriander
Dry Chillies

Cummin Seeds
Turmeric
Mustard Seed
Poppy Seed
Dry Cocoanut
Garlic

Green Ginger
Onions
Pepper Corns
Cardamoms
Cloves
Nutmeg
Bay Leaves
Mace
Cinnamon

HINDUSTANI

Dhunnia
Suka-Lal'Mirrtchi
Jeerah (Sa/aitfi)

Huldee
Rye
Kus-Kus or Pos-kU'Beega

Sooka Nfltnel

Lussoon
Uddruck
Piaj

Gool, or Kala'Mirri
Ilachees

Longue
Jyephall

Tage Patha
Jountree
Dalchini

No. 26. MADRAS CHICKEN CURRY
Ingredients.—Currystuffs: one dessertspoonful of coriander

(d/iunnia) ; quarter teaspoon mustard seed (rye) ; half teaspoon
cummin seed QeeraK) ; half teaspoon poppy seed (kus'kus) ; a cou-

ple of large pieces turmeric (fiuldee) ; a few dry red chillies (^sooku'

mirrtchi) ; more if desired ; half a dozen cloves of garlic (lussoori) ;

one piece of green ginger (uddruck) ; one large piece of dry cocoanut
(sooka nariel) one medium sized onion (piaj)'

Grind the above ingredients finely to a paste in some water,

(after browning the coriander seeds and taking out the husks'), set

aside.

Get a good sized chicken, one chattack ( 2 ozs. ) ghee, a small

onion and salt to taste.

Method.—Cut up the chicken in the usual way, and clean and
wash. Set a degchie on the fire or stove, put in the ghee and when
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boiling hot throw in the sliced onion and fry to a light brown, then

put in the ground condiments and fry well until the smell dis^pears.

Put the cut up chicken in now and keep fryitrgrcovering and open-

ing the degchie alternately until all the water be absorbed, when it

is frying in the ghee, add salt to taste. Pour in sufficient water

to cover the meat. Cook on a slow fire until tender and the ghee

appears on the surface when it will be ready. Serve with boiled

rice or bread etc. as desired. A little lime juice gives it a nice

flavour; some cocoanut milk is also tasty.

No. 27. MUTTON CURRY

Is made like the foregoing recipe, cut up in two inch squares;

quarter seer of mutton instead (i lb.)

No. 28. BEEF CURRY

Is also made in every respect according to instructions in

recipe No. 26 only allowing the meat to simmer a longer time.

No. 29. MUTTON CURRY WITH VEGETABLES

Use the same currystuffs as in recipe No. 26. Fry meat and
currystu£Fs together in ghee, adding the salt and water, and when the
meat is partially cooked put in the vegetables. A little tamarind pulp
or juice adds to the flavour and should be put in after the vegetables

are cooked.

No. 30. CHICKEN CURRY WITH TOMATOES

Is made according to recipe No. 26, adding as many tomatoes as

desired, put less water as tomatoes throw out a good deal of juice.

No. 31. MADRAS SHEEP'S-HEAD CURRY

Ingredients.—All the currystuffs as per recipe No. 26, pounded
preferable, but the ground stuffs may be used. One large siz;ed

sheep's-head, cleaned and cut in halves without severing completely

;

two chattacks of ghee and one onion cut into fine slices; salt to taste.

Method.—^After the head is well cleaned and washed ( look for
little maggots which may be found and remove ). The brains
must be removed and steeped in a cup of cold water and set aside.

Put the head to boil in five or six cups of cold water on a brisk fire,

remove the scum, reduce the fire, simmer the soup until the meat
is cooked and almost begins to leave the bones. Now take the head
out of the soup and strain the soiip and put aside. Cut up care-

fully all the good pieces of meat from the boiled head and put into a
plate. Take the tongue, remove the thick skin which will peel off
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easily and cut it in halves lengthwise. Now proceed to make the

curry. Set a degchie on the fire and put the ghee in, when it boils

throw in the cut slices of onion, brown well, and add the ground
or pounded currystuffs and salt to taste; after frying nicely, pour
in the strained soup in which the head was boiled, cover and boil

until the currystuff smell disappears. Lastly, put in the cut up
pieces of meat from the head and add the brains previously cleaned,

then simmer on a slow fire until the ghee appears on the surface

when it will be ready. No water is used but the soup in which the

head is boiled. Serve with rice, potato cakes or Madras oppers.

No. 32. COFTHA OR BALL CURRY WITH COCOANUT MILK

The same currystuffs as recipe No. 26 is used, with the addi'

tion of a few cloves (longue) ground and mixed with the meat when
the balls are being formed.

Ingredients.—Quarter seer mutton or beef (4 lb.); half chattack

of ghee (1 oz.); salt, one onion and a few cloves.

Method.—After mincing the meat, mix half of the ground curry-

stuffs, the ground cloves and a little salt with it. Then mix thoroughly

and make into balls the size of walnuts and set aside. Put a degchie

with the-ghee on the fire and when it gets quite hot throw in the

sliced onions, fry to a nice brown and take them out and set aside.

Put in the remaining half of the currystuffs with a little more salt and
fry well. Pour in a cup of warm water, or thin cocoanut,milk, and
cover the degchie and boil for a few minutes. Now remove the

cover and place gently one by one the balls in the boiling currystuff

water, to prevent them from breaking up. Cover up again and
allow the whole to simmer until the ghee appears on the surface.

Take off the fire and add half a cup of thick cocoanut milk to make
the gravy. Strew the fried onions over when serving.

N. B.—This curry may be made without cocoanut milk, a few
tomatoes added gives it a relishing flavour.

No. 33. HUSSANEE CURRY OF BEEF OR MUTTON
Ingredients.—Quarter seer beef or mutton (ilb.); two large

onions cut into slices; two pieces green ginger cut into slices; a dozen
cloves of garlic; half a chattack of ghee (loz.); and all the currystuffs

as per recipe No. 26. Haifa cup of tyre (dhye) and salt.

Method.—Cut up into small squares and wash the meat in water,
pass them on silver, iron or bamboo skewers alternately, viz: a piece
of meat, a slice of onion, a piece of meat, a slice of ginger, a piece of
meat, a clove of garlic and so on until all the pins are filled up. Put
a degchie on the fire with the ghee and sliced onions, fry brown, add
the ground currystuffs and fry together well. Now place the
skewers filled in accordingly and keep frying, stirring the whole
together; add the tyre (dhye) some water and salt to taste. Allow
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it to simmer on a slow fire for nearly three-quarters of an hour
when the curry will be ready. Serve up in a curry dish without
removing the skewers or pins.

This can also be made in cocoanut milk.

No. 34. QUORMA CURRY

This is without exception one of the richest of Hindustani
curries ifmade according to the original recipe of which the following

is a copy.
Ingredients.—One seer mutton (2 lbs.); half a seer tyre (_dhye)

(1 lb.); two chattacks garlic (4 ozs.) ; one large cardamom; four

chattacks pounded almonds (^ lb.) ; "four pieces turmeric (huldee);

the juice of five lemons 'Qimhoos) ; half a seer of ghee (1 lb.) ; four
chattacks of sliced onions (ilb.); a few cloves (longwe); one chat'

tack pepper (2 ozs.) ; four chattacks cream (i lb) ;
quarter teaspoon

of ground garlic, salt to taste.

Method.—Of making is as the following recipe No. 35 which is

given for plain quorma curry.

No. 35. PLAIN QUORMA CURRY

Ingredients.-j^Two and a half chattacks ghee (3ozs.); one cup of

good thick tyre (dhye); one teaspoonful of ground dry chillies; four
teaspoonfuls of ground onions; one and a half teaspoonful of ground
coriander seeds;"six small sticks of ground cinnamon; one teaspoon*
ful of salt; half teaspoonful of ground green ginger; quarter teaspoon
T)f ground garlic; eight or ten pepper corns; four or five ground
cloves; five or six ground cardamoms; two or three bay leaves; two
cups of water; the juice of one lemon; twelve large onions cut length-

wise into fine slices; one seer of fat mutton (21bs.).

Method.—Cut up the meat into one and a half inch squares
and wash well. Warm the ghee in a degchie and when it is bubbl-
ing hot fry the sliced onions in it, remove and set aside; then fry all

the ground condiments, when quite brown throw in the mutton
and salt and allow the whole to fry well, after which, add the tyre

the hot spices with the pepper corns and bay leaves, the water say
two cups, and the fried onions finely chopped; mix all and close

the degchie and allow it to simmer over a gentle coal fire for about
an hour or two, by which time the quorma will be ready.

No. 36. FOWL QUORMA
Take a young full grown tender fowl, cut it up as for an

ordinary curry, cook it with all the condiments in the proportions
given and observe all the instructions laid down in recipe No. 35.

N. B.—Most Europeans give preference to the fowl quorma.
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No. 37. DUCK CURRY

Cut up exactly as you would a chicken and curry it in the same
manner allowing it to simmer for an hour and a half. Use curry-

stuffs as per recipe No. 26 with the addition of a few ground
cloves if preferred.

No. 38. YOUNG PIGEON CURRY
Take four young pigeons, cut each into four pieces making in all

sixteen pieces. The instructions given for the cooking of a chicken
curry apply equally to a pigeon curry.

No. 39. FRESH PORK CURRY

Cut up a pound of fresh pork into small squares and wash well.

Curry according to the directions given in recipe No. 26 using less

ghee and adding a few whole cloves.

No. 40. EGG CURRY WITH GREEN PEAS

This is a favourite curry with some families in the winter when
the English peas are procurable. The method of preparing it is

exactly the same as recipe No. 26, cooking the peas first and adding
hard'hoiled eggs cut into halves to the curry after it has been cooked.
N. B.—Cocoanut milk used in this curry gives it a flavour.

No. 41. EGG CURRY WITH CHANA-KA-DAL

Parboil say about half a cup of dal, curry the dal first, when
nearly cooked, put in the hard-boiled eggs cut in halves and finish

simmering immediately the dal is soft or tender.
N. B.—Use the same ingredients as in receipe No. 26.

No. 42. MADRAS FISH CURRY (SIMPLE WAY)

Ingredients.—A few slices of fresh fish; all the currystuffs as

per recipe No. 26 ; half a dozen green chillies slit down the centre;
two or three large onions cut lengthwise into slices; half a chattack
ghee (loz.) ; or tnustard oil, as preferred; tamarind juice or pulp

;

a few leaves of mathee-ka-sag fresh or dry and salt to taste.

Method.—After cleaning and washing the fish place the slices
in a clean degchie, add all the ground ingredients as in No. 26, salt,

chillies, onions, ghee or mustard oil and mathee leaves. Pour in
the tamarind juice, mix well together and cook gently on a slow
fire until the grease appears.
N. B.—This curry is g^n^rally eaten with Madras oppers, but if-

served with rice, more gravy must be allowed. Use
the acid accQr4ing to taste.
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No. 43. FISH CURRY WITH COCOANUT MILK
AND VINEGAR

Ingredients.—Currystuffs as per recipe No. 26 ; fish prepared as

in recipe No. 145; half a cocoanut (fresh) scraped; a tablespoonful
of vinegar; a dessertspoonful of ground raw rice or wheat flour; a

few grains of ground coriander; a small piece of turmeric; half a
chattack of ghee ( loz.) and one finely sliced onion.

Method.—After cleaning and preparing the fish as in recipe
No. 145 set it aside. The thick cocoanut milk is squeezed out with
the vinegar. The thin cocoanut milk is thickened with the ground
raw rice or wheat flour, ground coriander seeds and turmeric. Now
proceed to make the curry. Place a degchie on the fire with the
ghee, when quite hot fry the onions in it, then add all the ground
currystuffs, when quite brown add the thin milk stirring it until it

begins to thicken. NowTay the fried fish (cold) into the curry and
lastly the thick milk. Care should be taken not to use a spoon as

the fish will break up.

No. 44. *FISH CURRY (ANOTHER)

Ingredients.—Currystuffs as per recipe No. 26; half a chattack
ghee or mustard oil (loz.); one large onion sliced ; four chattacks
fresh fish (^ lb.) ; salt to taste.

Method.—Wash the fish and place a degchie on the fire with the
ghee or mustard oil, when bubbling hot throw in the sliced onions
and fry to a light brown, then put in the currystuffs and brown
well, put in the fish cut into slices and fry all for a few minutes.
Either put a few ripe tomatoes ciit up or some tamarind juice.

Simmer the whole on a slow fire until the grease appears.
Green mangoes or any other acid may be used instead of

tamarind.

No. 45. SALT-FISH CURRY WITH BRINJALS

Ingredients.—^Currystuffs as per recipe No. 26 ; two chattacks of
^ny kind of salt fish (4 ozs.) ; half a chattack of ghee or oil (loz .) ; a
little tamarind juice ; three or four young brinjals cut in slices

lengthwise and one onion sliced.

Method.—Cut up the salt-fish into pieces and wash well, then
let them steep for a few minutes in cold water. Put the ghee or
mustard oil in a degchie and when bubbling hot fry the onions

;

add the currystuffs all finely ground to a paste and brown well,
now add the salt-fish with "some water and let it cook for a few
minutes, after which put in the brinjals cut up (don't remove the
skins), and when the vegetable is tender, pour in some tamarind
juice. Cover the degchie and let it cook for a while; when serving
a few hard-boiled eggs cut into halves make a good addition.
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N. B.—Atnchoor or green mangoes may be used instead of
tamarind.

No. 46. SALT-FISH CURRY WITH TOMATOES

Is made exactly like the foregoing recipe, using tomatoes instead

of brinjals, in which case the acid must be omitted.

No. 47. PRAWN CURRY
Ingredients.—CurrystuflFs as per recipe No. 26; a dozen large

prawns (fresh); half a chattack of ghee Cloz.); one sliced onion;
half a scraped cocoanut; half a lime (the juice) and salt to taste.

Method.—Wash and clean the prawns rejecting the heads.

Prepare the cocoanut milk thick and thin. Put the ghee into a

degchie and brown the onions, then put in the currystuffsand brown
well. Add the prawns and salt and fry all together to a nice brown
colour. Then pour in a cup of thin cocoanut milk and allow it to

cook for a quarter of an hour or until the gravy is dried up; add
the thick cocoanut milk about half a cup for the gravy and some
lime juice to give it a taste.

N. B.—Dry prawns may be used in which case they must be
steeped in boiling water and cleaned well of all shells

and dust.

No. 48. OYSTER CURRY
May be made with fresh oysters or those procured in tins; they

are generally cooked in their own liquor, and made according to
the foregoing recipe No. 47, omitting the cocoanut milk.

This curry cooked dry is very nice.

N. B.—Salmon ; sardines, etc, in tins are also made in curry in

a similar way. A few tomatoes or any kind of acid
makes an improvement.

No. 49. SHEEP'S BRAIN CURRY WITH
COCOANUT MILK

Ingredients.—Four pairs sheep brains; half a chattack of ghee
(loz.); currystuffs as per recipe No. 26; one onion cut into slices;
half a fresh cocoanut and salt to taste.

Method.—Wash and clean the brains and set aside. Warm
the ghee and fry the onions to a light brown; add the currystuffs
and fry all together. Prepare the cocoanut milk, put in a cup of
thin milk and simmer for a while, add the salt. Now drop tde
cleaned brains in and cook over a slow fire until the grease appears
on the surface. Just before removing from the fire add the thick
cocoanut milk (half a cup). Be careful not to stir with a spoon
so that the brains will remain whole.
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This is the Bengal way of making sheep's brain curry.

No. 50. SHEEP'S BRAIN CURRY (ANOTHER WAY)
Is made as above, but omitting the cocoanut milk and using

warm water instead. It is usual to mash up the brains in this and
cook the curry dry. A few tomatoes make an improvement.

No. 51. SHEEP'S LIVER CURRY
Ingredients.—One good sized sheep's liver; currystuflfs as per

recipe No. 26; one chattack ghee (2ozs); one onion and salt to taste.

Method.—Remove the lungs called Paypada from the liver.

Wash the liver in cold water and then pour boiling water over it,

allowing it to steep for half an hour or more. Remove from the
water and cut up into small squares about quarter of an inch or one-
eighth of an inch thick, almost like mince. Wash again in cold water
and proceed to make like any of the other foregoing curries. This
is generally made dry.

If desired, a few young brinjals cut small may be added.

No. 52. OX TONGUE CURRY
Is made like the above only that the tongue is well washed and

boiled first, then skinned and cut up into small squares and cooked
in its own soup similar to that of sheep's head curry, recipe No. 3J.

No. 53. MADRAS CHICKEN PEPPER WATER
Ingredients.—CurrystufFs as per recipe No. 26 ; some tamarind

juice; a dessertspoonful of ghee; one onion, salt to taste, and curry
leaves; a small chicken.

Method.—Cut up the chicken in the usual way as for a curry,
then clean and wash. Prepare the tamarind juice just enough to
cover all the meat in the degchie, and perhaps a little more ; first

mix the ground currystuffs with the tamarind juice, add sufficient

salt to taste and then put in the cut up chicken. Set it on the fire

to boil. When it reduces to half the quantity 'and the meat is tender,
take it off the fire. Now temper it thus: Set another degchie on
the fire with some ghee, and when it is hot, throw in the sliced
onions and a few curry leaves if any, and when quite brown pour
in the curry soup and pieces of boiled chicken, covering the degchie,
and simmer for a few minutes. The tamarind juice must be used
according to the acid required.

This may be made with the neck of mutton, breast bones or
any kind of dal which must be first boiled.

No. 54. MADRAS PLAIN PEPPER WATER
Ingredients.—Two dry chillies (suka-mirrchi) ; one piece tur-

meric (huldee) ; a teaspoonful of mustard oil (karva Tiel); half a
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teaspoon of jeerah (cummin seed) : and rye (mustard seed) ; a

few pepper corns (kala mirrchi); a few cloves of garlic (lussoon);

a little piece of green ginger (uddruck) ; a few pods of tamarind
(imali) ; salt to taste (nimak) and a teaspbonful of ghee.

Method.—Squeeze out the tamarind juice about two or three

cups, put in a degchie, add the above currystuffs which must be
ground roughly and salt to taste. Now set the degchie on the fire to

boil. When reduced to half the quantity take it dff the fire and set

aside. Temper this in the same way as for chicken pepper water,

only straining the curry soup through a coarse muslin, and simmer
for a few seconds and remove.

This is generally served with boiled rice, omelet jhalfrazee etc.

The addition of half a cup of thick cocoanut milk gives it a nice

taste. If cocoanut milk is used the tamarind juice should be pre'

pared with the thin cocoanut milk.

No. 55. KOOLOO MULGATWANY OR PEPPER WATER
Is made exactly like any other pepper water, see recipe No. 53.

Use only the dal water with the tamarind juice. No meat is used
in this. Kooloo dal is a red kind generally used down south for
feeding horses, and the thick dal water makes the pepper water ; a
little salt fish added makes an improvement. Care must be taken
in the use of this dal water, as it is considered very heaty.

No. 56. SALT-FISH PEPPER WATER
Is also made like recipe No. 53, omitting the chicken and using

salt'fish instead.

The head of the salt fish is generally used.

No. 57. CRAB CURRY
Place the crabs in cold water and boil; when cold, remove care-

fully the yellow liquid on the back, the claws and the legs. Divide
them and make the curry in the same way as prawn curry omitting
the cocoanut milk and adding acid instead.

No. 58. SNAKE GOURD CURRY WITH MINCED MEAT

Ingredients.—Currystuffs as per recipe No. 26; half a chattack
ghee (1 oz.) ; three or four snake gourds called in Hindustani cKee-

chunda; four chattacks of minced meat (^Ib.); one sliced onion.
Half a cocoanut and salt.

Method.—Slightly scrape the skins off the gourds and remove
the seeds, don't break them, only scoop them out, and cut into
pieces three or four inches long, then wash and set aside.

Mince the meat and mix half or all the ground currystuffs with
itand ali(?tle salt just as you would for cofta curry. Stuff the goucd
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pieces with it and set aside. Now put a degchie on the &re with
the ghee and sliced onions and make exactly like cofta or ball curry,

see recipe No. 32.

If desired, the mince meat may be fried in the currystuffs before
stuffing the three-inch gourds.

- No. 59. KARALA CURRY WITH MINCED MEAT
Scrape off some of the rough parts from the surface of the vege^

table, rub well with salt, cut up in three or four inch pieces, remove
the seeds and rub the inside also with salt, and leave it steeping for

an hour or two, after which boil for a few minutes; then remove
the vegetable and press gently in a cloth to extract the bitter, fill

each piece with mince curry meat as per recipe No. 58. Cook in the
same way as cofta curry, omitting the clove powder and cocoanut
milk. A little acid makes an improvement. ^This curry made with
mustard oil is very nice.

No. 60. COLD MEAT OR FRESH MEAT MINCE CURRY
Ingredients.—Currystuffs as per recipe No. 26; a tablespoon(ul

of ghee; one minced onion; four chattacks mince meat cold or fresh

(i lb.) ; salt to taste.

Method.—Brown the minced onion in the ghee, then put in the
minced meat, either fresh or cold, stir well, add all the ground
currystuffs and salt, stir, fry well, after which pour in water about
two wine glassfuls. Let it cook only a few minutes if the" dish is

made out of cold meat. This is a capital curry for picnics, quickly
made and no acid needed. This may be used for making curry
puffs also. If this cu^ry is made with fresh meat, the whole must
be fried well and more water used.

No. 61. CALCUTTA MEAT CURRY
Ingredients.—Currystuffs as per recipe No. 26: half a cocoanut;

a few curry paik leaves; salt to taste and four chattacks fat mutton
or beef (i lb.)

Method.—If the meat is fat, cut it in pieces, mix the ground
currystuffs and salt with it, and some thin cocoanut milk. Put into
a degchie and set it on the fire, and as soon as the curry boils twice,
reduce the fire, and when the grease appears fry the curry in the
same with a few curry leaves ; lastly add the thick milk from the
cocoanut.

If the meat is lean, add a tablespoonful of ghee.

No. 62. TRIPE CURRY
Ingredients.—Three tablespoonfuls of coriander seed; three

dried red chillies ; a little mustard seed; a little jeerah; a teaspoonful
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of kus-kus ; aJrew pepper corns ; a piece of turmeric ; a few cloves,

a piece of green ginger ; a few curry leaves, one sliced onion; some
acid; half a scraped cocoanut; salt to (aste, andlialf a seer of copy's

tripe.

Method.—Have the above ingredients ground barring the co-

coanut and set aside.

Get the tripe and wash well. Cut into pieces ; boil in five cups
of water, simmer for three or four hours, skimming it occasionally

until it is tender. Now put the ghee into a degchie, fry the sliced

onions and curry leaves, add the ground condiments and brown
nicely over a slow fire, adding gradually a little water. Add the

boiled tripe and salt to taste, and fry all for a little while, put in the
soup in which the tripe was boiled. Simmer for about half an hour;

then stir in the scraped cocoanut and lastly add the acid of^amarind
or lime juice.

No. 63. TRIPE CURRY (ANOTHER WAY)

Make the curry according to the foregoing recipe^ but omit the

cocoanut and add more currystuffs, with green chillies, green ginger

and garlic sliced and a little allspice.

No. 64. JEWISH CURRY

Ingredients.—Two chattacks ground coriander ; one large piece of

turmeric (ground); one tablespoonful of ground pepper; one chattack

of ground garlic; a few dry chillies (ground); half chattack of ghee or

salad oil; one sliced onion, a wineglassful of vinegat; half a seer

mutton or beef and salt.

Method.—^Place a degchie with the ghee or oil on the fire and
when it bubbles put in the sliced onions, fry to a light brown, put
in the ground condiments, together with the meat (cut up into pieces

and washed) vinegar, lastly add the salt to taste. Cover the degchie
and cook on a slow fire until the meat becomes tender. Keep the curry

warm by placing a few burning coals on the cover of the degchie.
This curry will keep for two days.

No. 65. MAHRATTA MEAT CURRY

Ingredients.—Half a seer (1 lb.) of mutton or beef; half a fresh

cocoanut; one large onion, a few green chillies; a little jeerah and a

little aniseed called souph; a few pepper corns and a little allspice; a

few dry chillies, a little coriander; a piece of turmeric; a piece of

green ginger; half a chattack of ghee ; salt to taste and another tea-

spoonful of ghee.

Method.—Place a tawa (iron plate) on the fire with the teaspoon-
ful of ghee, and brown the fresh cocoanut (cut up into bits), the
Qnions, jeerah, aniseed, pepper, allspice and dry chillies; after
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browning these well, grind with the coriander (which must be clean'

ed, roasted and husked) and the turmeric, kothmeli or coriander
leaves, garlic, ginger and green chillies. Cut up the meat in small
squares and mix the ground condiments with it adding some salt and
set aside. Now warm half a chattack of ghee in a degchie, brown a

few slices of onion, then add the meat which has been mixed with
the currystuffs and brown all for a few minutes. Pour ii^ a cup of
water and when the meat is' nearly cooked, pour in half a cup of
warm water and boil gently until the meat is nice and tender. Half
a cup of thick cocoanut milk may be added if desired.

No. 66. GREEN CURRYSTUFF CURRY
Ingredients.—Four chattacks of mutton Q lb.); a bunch of

coriander leaves (kothmeli) ; half a dozen green chillies ; a few cloves
of garlic; a few slices of onion ; a little turmeric (huldee) ; some
jeerah, mustard seed, salt and ghee.

Method.—Cut up the meat into small pieces, wash well and set

aside. Grind all the ingredients to a paste with a little water and
mix with the meat (turmeric may be omitted if desired) and salt to
taste. Now brown the onions in the ghee (half a chattack) and put
the meat with all the currystuflFs in, fry all to a rich brown, pour in a
cup of cold water and allow it to simmer gently over a slow fire

until the grease appears.

No. 67. DOREMAL CURRY MADE OF BRINJALS

Ingredients.—A few young and tender brinjals; one or two
onions; half a chattack of ghee; currystuffs as per recipe No. 26,
but just half the quantity; two chattacks of jaggery and a few pods
of tamarind, make both these into sherbet; and a little salt.

. MetKod.—Cut up the onions and brown them in the ghee, put
in the currystuffs and salt, brown all well; add the brinjals which
parboil before using, and the sherbet made of the jaggery anil

tamsffind. Allow it to simmer on the fire until reduced to a proper
consistency when it will be ready.

No. 68. MANGO CURRY
Ingredients.—Twenty-five small green mangoes; four chattacks of

soft sugar; three or four pods of tamarind: hdf a chattack of dry
chillies; one chattack of green ginger; one chattack of garlic ; a few
mathee seeds; a dessertspoonful of mustard seed or rye (the large

white kind); a dessertspoonful of jeerah; half a chattack of salt; half
a bottle of mustard oil or sweet oil.

Method.—Grind the chillies, turmeric, jeerah and mathee seeds
into fine dry powder. Also grind the half of the garlic and the ginger,

and sUce the other half. Make the sugar and tamarind into sherbet.

Pare and slice the green mangoes and throw into cold water. Put
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the oil in a degchie and when bubbling hot, throw in a peal of

garlic, and when it gets brown throw in the mustard seed and
immediately after all the powdered condiments; fry a little, then

throw in the mangoes, sliced green ginger and gairlic, together with

the sherbet and boil on a gentle fire, until the mangoes are quite

boiled and the gravy quite thick. Stir occasionally to prevent,it from
burning.
N. B.^—These last two curries are more of the pickle kind and may

be used accordingly.

DOOPIAQAS (two ONIONS)

Besides the full quantity of onions ground, it is necessary to

put in an equal quantity of fried onions, thereby doubling the

quantity of onions, hence the name.
Dod|)iagas are more piquant curries, and are cooked with

more ghee and less water.

The following currystuffs, etc. are considered ample for a really

good Doopiaga of chicken or any kind of meat.

No. 69. CHICKEN DOOPIAGA

Ingredients.—One and a half chattack of ghee; one breakfast

cupful of water; one and a half teaspoonful of salt; four teaspoonfuls

of ground onions; one teaspoonful ground turmeric ; one teaspoonful

ground chillies; half a teaspoon of ground green ginger; a quarter

of a teaspoon of ground garlic; twelve onions cut lengthways each

into six or eight slices; half a teaspoon of ground coriander seeds

if desired and a full sized chicken.
Method.—Cut up the chicken into pieces, as for a curry and

wash. Melt the ghee in a degchie, fry the sliced onions brown and
remove and set aside. Fry the ground condiments and when nice

and brown add the cut up chicken with the salt and fry all td§bther

to a rich brown colour. Chop the fried onions and add them
with the water, allow it to simmer over a slow fire for about an hour,
and when the chicken is perfectly tender and the gravy becomes
thick and half its original quantity, it will be ready.

No. 70. KID DOOPIAGA
Is made in all respects as the above recipe. The kid is to be

cut up in the usual manner. The hind quarter is preferable to
the fore quarter.

No. 71. PRAWN DOOPIAGA
Ingredients.—One and a half chattack mustard oil; four tea-

spoonfuls df ground onions; one teaspoonful ground turmeric; one
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teaapoonful ground chillies; a quarter of a teaspoon ground garlic;

two curry onions c«t lengthway s^ one cup of water and twelve
large prawns.

Method.-^Clean and thoroughly wash the prawns rejecting the
heads, and after parboiling the prawns make the doopiaga in all

respects like above.

COUNTRY CAPTAIN

Is usually made of chicken, and occasionally of kid and veal.

Cold meats and curries are sometimes converted into this dish.

No. 72. CHICKEN COUNTRY CAPTAIN

Ingredients.—Two chattacks of ghee; half a teaspoon of ground
chillies; one teaspoonful of salt: a small piece of ground turmeric;

twenty small onions cut up lengthways into slices.

Method.—Cut up an ordinary chicken in the usual way and
wash well. Warm the ghee in a degchie and fry the onions to a
light brown, remove and set aside. Put in the ground turmeric and
chillies, then the cut up pieces of chicken and salt, fry all together
stirring well and cook until the chicken is tender. Serve, strewing
the fried on,ions over. If the chicken is tough put a little water in

when frying.

No. 73. KID COUNTRY CAPTAIN

Before cutting up the kid let it be partially broiled or roasted;

then make into country captain similar to the above directions, or
instead of partially roasting the kid add half a cup of water to

assist the meatto dissolve.

No. 74. VEAL COUNTRY CAPTAIN
«

Partially roast or broil a shoulder of veal before cutting it up,
or make the country captain as directed in the foregoing recipe
adding water instead of roasting the meat.

MALAY CURRIES

No. 75. CHICKEN GRAVY CURRY, WITH WHITE
PUMPKIN OR CUCUMBERS

Ingredients.—One chattack ghee; one and a half teaspoonful
salt; four teaspoonfuls ground onions; one teaspoonful ground
turmeric ; one teaspoonful ground chillies ; half a teaspoon ground
green ginger; a quarter of a teaspoon ground garlic ; the milk of one
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large fresh cocoanut about two cups; three or four ground cloves;
three or four cardamoms, and a few sticks of ground cinnamon.
N. B.—Coriander and cummin seed must on no account be put in

malay curries, or the delicate flavour of the cocoanut milk
will be spoilt.

Method.—Cut up a chicken in the usual way and wash well.

Get six cucumbers or a quarter of a white pumpkin, remove the
green skin and the part containing the seeds, then cut it iip into

small squares and steep in water. Fry all the ground currystuffs in

the ghee and when nice and brown add the chicken and salt; keep
frying until all is a rich brown colour, then put in the cut up
vegetable without water. Pour in the two cups of cocoanut milk,

and the hot spices, allow the whole to simmer over a slow fire for

half an hour when the curry will be ready.

No. 76. PRAWN MALAY GRAVY CURRY, WITH
WHITE" PUMPKIN OR CUCUMBERS

Select the bagda prawns (bagda chingree) whenever they are

procurable in perference to any other. The shell and head are

a dark colour in comparison with what is called jeeUkO'chingree the

shell and head of which are very perceptably several shades lighter

than the Bagdas.
The prawns should be parboiled after removing the head. As a

rule, the heads of prawns should always be rejected, as in the process

of frying they absorb the ghee, and in the cooking dispel a liquid

from their spongy formation.
In all other respects the prawn malay gravy curry is cooked

like the chicken malay gravy curry, omitting the ginger.

No. 77. CHICKEN MALAY GRAVY CURRY
WITH PULWAL

Take a fat chicken, clean and wash it, remove all the flesh and
pound it to a pulp, after which get all the currystuffs as for malay
curries as per recipe No. 75. Mix with the pounded chicken half

of the pounded or ground currystuffs and salt to taste and set aside.

Take a dozen large pulwals, scrape or pare away the outer skin,

split them down on side, extract all the seeds, etc. and put the
pulwals into cold water. Then wash and drain away all the water
and stuff them with the prepared force meat. Tie them with fine

serving cotton and cook them with the other half of the currystuffs
in the cocoanut milk as directed in recipe No. 75.

No. 78. CHICKEN MALAY DOOPIAGA
Ingredients.—One and a half chattack ghee ; one and a half tea-

spooiiful salt ; four teaspoonfuls ground turmeric ; one teaspoonful
ground chillies; half a teaspoon ground green ginger; a quarter
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teaspoon ground garlic ; one cup of thick cocoanut milk ; one dozen
onions cut into £ne slices.

Method.—Cut up the chicken in the usual way and wash. Put
the ghee and onions in a degchie and fry ; then remove and set aside,

and put in the ground currystufFs and fry brown. Add the salt

and chicken pieces ; after frying well put in the cocoanut milk and
fried onions finely chopped up and allow to simmer over a slow
fire. The malay doopiaga will be ready in one hour.

No. 79. PRAWN MALAY DOOPIAGA
Get sixteen or twenty large bagda prawns, throw away the

heads, parboil the prawns, then doopiaga in all respect as for a

chicken malay doopiaga, omitting the ginger.

PORtUGUESE CURRY VINDALOO OR BINDALOO

This well known Portuguese curry can only be made properly
out of fat beef, pork, or duck.

No. 80. BEEF VINDALOO
Ingredients.—Three chattacks of ghee or lard; one tablespoonful

pounded garlic; one tablespoonful ground green ginger; two teaspoon-
fuls ground dry chillies ; one teaspoonful roasted and ground corian-
der seeds; half a teaspoon roasted and ground jeerah ; four or five

cardamoms and cloves ; six small sticks cinnamon, all roasted and
ground in vinegar and hot water ; half a cup of good English vinegar

;

two or three bay leaves; a few pepper corns and salt to taste; two lbs.

(J a seer) pork, beef or duck.
N.B.—The best vindaloo is that prepared with mustard oil.

Method.—Cut up the beef into large squares and steep them in
vinegar, salt and all the ground ingredients from 18 to 24 hours.
Now warm the ghee or lard, and put the meat in with all the in-

gredients and vinegar in which it has been steeped, adding the
pepper corns and bay leaves ; allow it to simmer gently on a slow
fire for two hours ; or until the meat is perfectly tender. Serve up
hot. No water must be used.

No. 81. PORK VINDALOO
Cut up two lbs. of fat pork into large squares and cook accord-

ing to the directions given in the foregoing recipe; omit the cloves,
cinnamon and cardamom.

No. 82. DUCK VINDALOO
Take a young full grown but tender duck, cut it up as for a
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curry and put it through the same course of pickling from 18 to 24
hours before being cooked.

No. 83. PICKLED VINDALOO
Adapted as a present to friends at a distance. If the following

instructions be carried out carefully the vindaloo will keep good
for months, and if required may be sent as an acceptable present to

friends in England or elsewhere.
In order to keep it^ good sufficiently long select fat parts of

pork; satisfy yourself that the meat is fresh, and that it has not been
washed in water at the butcher's shop.

Ingredients.—Three or four pounded garlic, not ground; three or

four pieces dry ginger; three or four pieces turmeric (huldee); a

teaspoonful pepper corns, ground; a dessert spoonful coriander

seeds; a teaspoonful jeerah, or cummin seeds; some dry salt; two
bottles pure mustard oil; one bottle good English vinegar and a few
bay leaves ; two lbs. (1 Seer) fat pork ; a few whole pepper corns.

N. B.—All these ingredients to be ground in vinegar and the cori-

ander, jeerah and pepper corns roasted and ground.
Method.—Cut up the meat into two-inch squares, wash well

in vinegar. No water to be used. Rub the washed meat with the

above ground ingredients, then steep in really good English vinegar

for 24 hours. Boil the mustard oil in an earthen chatty. Take all the

ingredients as for beef vindaloo, Recipe No. 80 and grind in vinegar.

Now fry in the boiling oil, then put in the meat, condiments and
all the vinegar it has been steeped in, together with some more salt

to taste,' and a little more vinegar, a few bay leaves, pepper corns

(whole), and allow to simmer until the meat is quite tender.

Remove from the fire and allow it to get quite cold ; then put into

dry stone jars with patent screw tops well filled with plenty of oil

in which the vindaloo was cooked. Take care that all the meat is

well covered over with oil. Screw down the lid and cover it over

with a good sound bladder to render it perfectly air tight ; when
required for use take out only as much as will suffice, and warm
it in a little of its own gravy.

According to the quantity of meat used, the ingredients must
be proportioned and always ground in vinegar. No water is to be
used at all.

No. 84. CURRY PASTE

Is likewise adapted for sending as a present to friends at Home
or in foreign countries.

Ingredients.—Four chattacks (8 ozs.) coriander; half a chattack
(1 oz.) jeerah; one chattack pepper (2 ozs.) ; two chattacks (4 ozs.)
chana'ka-dal without husks ; these four ingredients to be roasted and
ground and added to the following ingredients: one chattack
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(2 ozs.) ; turmeric ; one chattack dry red chillies (2 ozs.) ; one chattack

(2 ozs.) mustard seed; half a chattack (1 oz.) dry ginger (scat)

;

half a chattack (1 oz.) garlic; two chattacks (4 ozs.) salt; two
chattacks (4 ozs.) sugar; two bottles best English vinegar; two
bottles sweet oil or mustard oil.

Method.—The above ingredients in the proportions given to be
carefully pounded and ground down with the best English vinegar
to the consistency of a thick jelly ; then warm some good sweet oil

(mustard oil is the best) and when bubbling hot, fry the mixture in

it until it is reduced to a paste; let it cool and then bottle it.

Care must be taken not to use any water in the preparation, and
the oil must be thoroughly cooked before the mixture is put in

to fry.

HINDUSTANI CURRIES

No. 85. SEIK KAWAB

Is generally eaten with chappaties or hand bread, and only
occasionally with rice and dal.

Ingredients.—Two teaspoonfuls of mustard oil ; four teaspoon-
fuls of ground onions; one teaspoonful of ground chillies ; half a

teaspoon of ground green ginger; a quarter teaspoon of ground
garlic; one teaspoonful of ground turmeric; one and a half teaspoon-
ful of salt; one cup of thick tyre (dhye) ; half a teaspoon of ground
coriander seeds ; the juice of one large lemon ; a little ghee for

basting; a few sliced onions; a few green chillies; and two lbs.

(1 seer) beef, mutton or veal.

Method.^Take the meat, remove the bones and chop the- meat
slightly without mincing or cutting through it. Mix together all the
ground condiments including the oil and the tyre, and the lemon
juice; then steep the chopped meat in the mixture, turning it over
occasionally to absorb the mixture, and after a while cut up the
steeped meat into squares of equal size, say two inches, and con-
tinue to keep them in the mixture for fully one hour. Then pass

the squares of meat either on a silver plated or other metal skewer
and roast or broil over a slow fire basting it the whole time with
ghee to allow the kawab to become a rich brown colour. Remove
from the skewer and serve hot with green chillies and sliced raw
onions.

No. 86. TICK-KEEAH-KAWAB

Ingredients.—One seer minced meat ; one egg, some ground
onions ; garlic, turmeric, chillies, pepper corns ; green ginger, hot
spices, salt, ghee and tyre.

N Method.—Mix the whole of the above ingredients (which
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should be ground down to a paste) with the minced meat, and add
the yolk of an egg, well beaten up and some salt to taste ; form into

balls of equal sizes, flatten them, then pass or press them on iron

or plated skewers about 8 inches long, rub them well over with the

ghee. Now wrap them in a plantain leaf and roast or broil them
over a charcoal fire. Serve them hot, removed from the skewers.

These are also usually eaten with chappaties or hand bread.

CHAHKEES AND BOOQEAHS OR FOOGATHS

Chahkee is a term applied to vegetable curries, some of which
are deservedly popular, and one in particular which many families

have almost daily during the season when the vegetables are

procurable.

No. 87. SEAM, POTATOES AND GREEN PEAS CHAHKEE

Ingredients,—Twenty seams ; four new potatoes ; four chattacks
green peas; two chattacks mustard oil; four teaspoonfuls of ground
onions; one teaspoonful of ground dry chillies; half a teaspoon
of ground turmeric ; a quarter of a teaspoon ground garlic; some
salt to taste and a cupful of water.

Method.—Take the seams and potatoes, divide each into four
pieces, shell the peas and wash all in cold water, drain and set aside.

Put the oil in a degchie and when it is hot, fry the ground ingre-

dients, when nice and brown put in the vegetables and salt; let the

whole fry stirring it well, then add water and allow it to simmer
over a slow fire until the vegetables are quite tender, and the water
absorbed, then it will be ready.

N. B.—A cauliflower may be added if required as a change.

No. 88. PULWAL, POTATOES AND TORRIE

Clean as much of the above three kinds of vegetables as will

overfill a vegetable dish, and make the chahkee in all respects as

the foregoing recipe.

No. 89. RED PUMPKIN AND TAMARIND CHAHKEE

A quarter of the red pumpkin and the pods of two or three

tamarinds will be enough. Dissolve the pods of tamarind in hot
water and put it into the curry after the pumpkin is fried. Make in

every respect as per recipe No. 87.

No. 90. WHITE PUMPKIN AND TAMARIND CHAHKEE
Is made exactly like the red pumpkin.
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No. 91. PLAIN TOMATOES CHAHKEE

Take twenty tomatoes and cook according to instructions given

'

in other chahkees. Steep the tomatoes in hot water and peel off the

skins. There is a fresh green herb called Soa-mathee which is some-
times used with fish, vegetable and other curries, a little of this gives

it a flavour.

N. B.—A few small prawns or shrimps, fried and added make an
agreeable change.

No. 92. TOMATOES WITH TAMARIND
Take twenty ripe tomatoes and the pulp of two or three

tamarinds and chahkee as directed for red pumpkin.

SAUa CURRIES

Made of greens such as spinach, red saug, etc.

No 93. SAUG CURRY
Ingredients.—Some red saug; a large sized omra; one chattack

mustard oil or ghee; four teaspoonfuls ground onions ; one teaspoon-
ful ground chillies ; half a teaspoon of ground turmeric ; a quarter of
a teaspoon ground garlic ; the same of ground green ginger ; a cup of
cold water and salt to taste.

Method.—The omra should be peeled and half fried. Great care
must be taken to thoroughly clean and wash, the greens and allow
the water to drain away. Place a clean degchie on the fire with the
ghee or mustard oil, and fry the ground condiments, then put in the
greens and omra and fry all until nice and brown; then add the
water and salt and cook over a slow fire until the greens are tender
and the water absorbed.
N. B.— Red saug and omra with shrimps may be made in all

respects as the above, adding the shrimps- when frying the
condiments. The shrimps must be well cleaned and washed,
omit the ginger in this.

No. 94. RED SAUG AND PRAWNS
The prawns should be parboiled and then folio wall the instruc-

tions in recipe No. 93.

No. 95. GREEN SAUG OR POLLOCK-KA-SAUG
(SPINACH) WITH PRAWNS

Proceed to make in every respect as the last but put less water
as spinach throws put a lot of fluid,
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No. 96. CABBAGE BOOGEAH (HINDUSTANI)
CABBAGE FOOGATH (TELUGU)

Ingredients.—The heart of the cabbage ; two minced onions

;

three minced green chillies ; a few cloves of garlic ; a few slices of
green ginger ; half of a fresh cocoanut ; a few white prawns if desired

;

half a chattack of ghee ; some salt and water.
Method.—Cut up the cabbage leaves into fine pieces, wash and

parboil only. Have the cocoanut scraped into flakes. Put a clean

degchie on the fire with the ghee and when hot, put in the minced
onions, green chillies, garlic and green ginger with the cut up
cabbage leaves free from water and add salt to taste; when quite

fried and brown pour in a little water and cook until the vegetable

becomes tender, keep frying until all the water has evaporated;
remove from the fire and mix the cocoanut flakes with it and serve.

White small prawns or shrimps if used must be fried and added
before the cabbage is put in, and lastly add the cocoanut flakes.

N. B.—This can be made without shrimps or cocoanut, accord-

ing to taste. Cauliflower may be used instead of cabbage
for a change.

No. 97. RADDISH BOOGEAH OR FOOGATH

Is made with raddish cut up into fine slices together with the

leaves. Parboil first and throw away the water and make as the

foregoing recipe.

No. 98. KARALA BOOGEAH

Cut up the karalas into fine slices, sprinkle well with salt and
allow it to stand for an hour or two; rub well and wash in cold
water several times to extract the bitter. The karalas may be par-

boiled instead of steeping them in salt. Proceed to make as any
other boogeah.
N. B.^—Shrimps may be used in this but without cocoanut.

No. 99. DRUMSTICK FOOGATH

Ingredients.—Eight drumsticks (a kind of vegetable) ; two dry
red chillies ; a little ground jeerah ; a little ground turmeric ; six cloves
of garlic; (minced) a few green chillies (minced) ; a few slices of green
ginger; one sliced onion ; a little scraped cocoanut; a dessertspoonful
of ghee and a little salt.

Method.—Scrape, wash and quarter the drumsticks, boil in

water with a little salt. Fry the sliced onions in the ghee with the
ground ingredients, and add the green chillies, etc. Stir in the
scraped cocoanut and lastly put in the boiled drumsticks. Give it

all a good mix up and serve.
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No. 100. DRUMSTICK LEAVES FOOGATH

Is made in a similar way to the raddish foogath or boogeah.
See recipe No. 97.

No. 101. THE TENDER LEAVES OR SHOOTS OF THE
TAMARIND TREE MADE INTO FOOGATH

WITH SHRIMPS

Make like the cabbage boogeab omitting the cocoanut flakes.

The green shoots or tender leaves should be rubbed through a coarse
wire sieve in order to reduce it almost to a powder.

These powdered leaves cooked with mutton made as an ordinary
curry is very palatable.

N. B.—The oil cake (sweet oil) called kully in Hindustani may
be powdered and made in a similar way with shrimps, using
lots of pounded garlic.

No. 102. TOMATO BOOGEAH

Ingredients,—Half a seer of ripe tomatoes ; a tablespoonful of
ghee; a few minced onions; a few minced green chillies; a few cloves"
of garlic; some sliced green ginger and salt to taste.

Method.—Remove the skins of the tomatoes by pouring boiling
water over them, cut them up and fry in ghee together with the
chillies, garlic and salt; brown nicely, cover and simmer. Stir

occasionally and keep frying till all the water which will come out
of the tomatoes dries up. Small prawns or shrimps fried along
with this make a desirable change.

No. 103. GREEN PLANTAIN FOOGATH

Is made like cabbage foogath. Remove the green portion of
six green plantains with a knife, cut into small pieces, place them
in cold water with a little salt for an hour before cooking. Small
fried prawns may be added with the cocoanut flakes as in cabbage
foogath.

Foogath or boogeah may be made with the following vegetables

and cooked as in recipe No. 102, Red pumpkin, French beans,
broad beans, etc.

No. 104. POTATO BOOGEAH

Ingredients.—Four chattacks potatoes ; a few green minced
chillies ; onions, garlic, sliced green ginger ; half a chattack ghee and
some salt.

Method.—^Peel and cut up the potatoes into quarters, fry the

onions in the ghee, throw in the potatoes after washing them, keep
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frying, add the green chillies, ginger, garlic and salt to taste; pour
in a cup of warm water and allow it to simmer until the potatoes
are soft, don't allow them to mash up.

BURTAS OR MASHES

Burtas are mashes of potato and other vegetable, cold meat,
dry fish, etc. They are palatable and much liked by some people
as an accompaniment to curry and rice, etc.

The ingredients to almost every burta are fine large Patna
onions, fresh green chillies, and the juice of fresh limes; salt to

taste if necessary.

No. 105. RED HERRING BURTA
Take onions, green chillies and lime juice as before. Place the

herring with its original paper packing on a grid-iron, or on a frying-

pan and broil it well, then clean it of all skin very carefully and
pick out all the bones ; pound the herring and mix it thoroughly with
the minced onions, green chillies and lime juice.

No. 106. COLD CORN BEEF BURTA
Steep the minced onions and green chillies in the lime juice,

have the red well corned cold beef nicely pounded, add the onions,

chillies and as much as the lime juice as may be desirable.

No. 107. COLD TONGUE BURTA
The remains of corned cold tongue makes an excellent burta, as

per recipe for cold corn beef burta.

No. 108. COLD HAM BURTA
Is made the same way as the cold beef and tongue burta.

No. 109. GREEN MANGO BURTA
Ingredients.—Two ordinary sized green mangoes ; a teaspoon-

ful of sugar ; half a teaspoon of salt ; half a teaspoon of ground
green ginger ; half a teaspoon of fresh mint leaves (ground) and a
dry ground chilli.

Method.—Take the mangoes, peel and remove the seeds ; throw
them into cold water, after which remove and pound them to a
perfect pulp with.the aid of the currystone and muller called sil-

butia. Care must be taken that the currystone is perfectly clean
and will not impart the flavour of garlic or turmeric to the burta.
Mix the sugar with the mango pulp, if very acid, add a little more
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sugar, then mix it with the salt and ground ingredients; more salt or

sugar may be added if required.

No. 110. POTATO BURTA

Ingredients.—One large onion; two hot green chillies; one fresh

lime; eight or ten broiled potatoes; a little salt to taste and a
teaspoonful of mustard oil.

Method.—Mince the onion, green chillies; and squeeze over
them the juice of the fresh lime ; allow to steep for a little while.
Take the broiled potatoes, peel the skin off and pound them down
with a large silver or plated fork; add the salt and mustard oil,

green chillies and onions and as much lime juice as may be agreeable,

mix all together with a light hand so that the potatoes may not cake
and yet be well washed and mixed.

This goes well with beef steaks, or mutton chops.

No. 111. BRINJAL BURTA

Prepare the minced onions, green chillies -and lime juice as
directed for potato burta.

Take two large brinjals, carefully and thoroughly roast them in
a quick ash fire, remove the ashes or burnt parts of skin, if any,
then open the brinjals and with a clean spoon remove the contents
to as near the skin as possible, to which add a teaspoonful of
mustard oil, work these with a spoon to a perfect pulp rejecting the
lumps or shreds if any, then mix with all the onions, chillies and
lime juice* Add more lime juice and salt if required.

A piece of roasted or fried salt fish, picked to shreds and
added to the above makes an improvement.

No. 112. DRY SALT-FISH BURTA

Prepare onions, green chillies and lime juice as before, take any
kind of salt-fish, broil or roast it well ; remove all the bones and
pound the fish to almost a powder; mix it thoroughly with a
teaspoonful of mustard oil and add the onions, chillies and lime
juice. This may be made with Bombay ducks, instead of salt-fish.

No. 113. GREEN MANGO BURTA (ANOTHER WAY)
Take two ordinary sized green mangoes, peel, divide and remove

the seeds ; throw them into cold water. Now mince the mangoes
and add some minced onions, green chillies and a little thick
cocoanut milk, lime juice and salt to taste.

No. 114. TOMATO BURTA
Bake in an oven a dozen good sized ripe tomatoes until the skin
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cracks ; break them and mix some ground dry chillies or minced
green chillies, together with some ground green ginger, salt and half

a teaspoon of mustard oil, and a little lime juice may be added if

desired.

EGGS, CHEESE, ETC. IN VARIOUS WAYS

No. 115. SAVOURY EGGS

Boil four or five eggs quite hard and cut them in two, remove
the yolk and fill the whites with a mixture of chopped cold tongue,
two or three small anchovies, a little beet-root and some papers,

season with a few drops of salad oil, or a dash of lemon. Mix the

yolks with the mixture if liked.

No. 116. GARNISHED,EGGS

Boil four or five eggs quite hard, lay them in cold water, and
cut in halves crosswise; carefully remove the yolks and cut the tips

off the whites so that they will stand in the dish. Now put the

yolks in a basin and rub with a small piece of breadcrumb slightly

soaked in milk, some chopped capers and two boned and finely

minced sardines; add a little salad oil, vinegar, pepper and salt to

taste. Mix all well together, fill the whites with the mixture,

garnish the dish with jelly and keep in a cool place till wanted.

No. 117. EGG CUTLETS

Ingredients.—One oz. of grated cheese; one dry red chilli

powdered ; one raw egg ; one oz. of bread crumbs (steeped in a little

milk) ; some pepper and salt ; half an oz, ghee or butter ; two hard
boiled eggs and some dry bread crumbs.

Method.—Chop the hard boiled eggs finely, add the steeped
bread crumbs cheese, powdered chilli with some pepper and salt,

put in the yolk of the raw egg and mix all together well ; shape them •

like cutlets and dip each in the white of the well beaten egg, then put
in the dry bread crumbs and fry to a golden brown. Serve hot.

No. 118. STUFFED EGGS

Six hard boiled eggs cut in two, take out the yolks and mash
fine, then add two teaspoonfuls of butter, two cups of cream, three
drops of onion juice, pepper and salt to taste; mix all thoroughly and
fill the whites of the eggs with the mixture ; now put together; there
will be a little of the filling left to which add one well beaten egg
with this mixture, then roll in fine bread crumbs and fry to a light

brown in boiling fat or ghee.
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No. 119. POACHED EGGS IN BUTTER
Poach some fresh eggs in the ordinary way by breaking them

whole in a pan of boiling water, when cold trim the eggs neatly and
roll each one in a slice of bacon, dip in thick butter, usually made
for fritters, omitting the sugar and adding some salt instead. Fry
to a golden brown, butter and dish on white paper, and garnish

with parsley.

No. 120, BAKED EGGS

Ingredients,—Four eggs ; half a pint of good brown gravy ; some
powdered dry red chillies ; a little salt and bread crumbs ; one and a

half teaspoonful tomato sauce, and a few slices of buttered toast.

Method.—Place the brown gravy or stock in a shallow baking
tin, then break the eggs into it carefully, sprinkle with the dry bread-
crumbs, salt and powdered dry red chillies and bake in the oven for

five or six minutes. When the eggs are cooked, remove them gently

putting each one on a small slice or piece of buttered toast, add the
tomato sauce to the gravy, let it boil for a few minutes and then
pour over the eggs.

No. 121. EGGS IN CASES

Cut slices of a small loaf or roll half an inch thick, remove
some of the crumbs without breaking the crust; put these rounds of
crust into a frying pan with a little butter or lard, and fry to a light

brown ; drain and place them in a buttered dish. Break an egg
carefully into each round with the yolk as much as possible in the
centre, pour a teaspoonful of cream and a pinch of salt over each
and stand the dish on the stove or in the warm oven till the whites
of the eggs set. Serve hot.

No. 122. EGG BALLS

Grind down to a powder or paste the yolks of four hard-boiled
eggs. Add a teaspoonful of very fine sifted flour, some tender
leaves of parsley or mint, finely chopped, and a little pepper and
salt. Mix all together with the yolk of a raw egg, make into small
balls and. boil in water for two or three minutes.

No. 123. EGG TOAST
Ingredients.—Six slices of toasted bread (remove the crust); six

eggs ; half a cup of milk ; one or two teaspoonfuls of butter ; one
green chilly and a little salt.

Method.—Butter the toasted slices of bread, and sprinkle with
milk just sufiicient to soften the bread. Put the rest of the milk
into a small saucepan, and when warm, stir in the butter (which was
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left from the toast) and the eggs, whites and yolks together, add salt

to taste. Stir this carefully on the fire for a few minutes but do
not let it boil. Remove the saucepan from the fire and stir the
mixture well, place it on the fire again for another minute or so.

When ready the mixture must look like smooth curds ; remove
from the fire and spread some with a knife or the back of a spoon,
on each prepared slice of toast ; cut the green chilly into very fine

slices and sprinkle over the toast, pepper powder may be used
instead of the green chilly if preferred.

No. 124. FONDERS MADE OF EGGS AND CHEESE

Grate some fresh cheese and add about double the weight of this

in beaten yolk of eggs and melted butter, beat well together ; add
pepper and salt, then put the whites of the eggs which must be
beaten separately, stir it lightly and bake in a deep dish ; fill only
half of the dish as it will rise much. Serve quite hot.

No. 125. CHEESE AND EGG TOAST
Ingredients.—Half an oz. cheese ; one cup of milk ; two eggs

;

one oz. of butter ; salt and pepper and a few slices of toasted bread.

Method.—Grate the cheese into the milk and place on the fire

in a saucepan. When the cheese is quite melted add the well beaten

eggs with some salt and pepper to taste 'and butter. Keep stirring

all the time till quite smooth, when it will be ready. Spread on each

slice of toast and let them stand in a warm oven to dry. Serve hot.

No. 126. EGG OMELET
Beat the whites of as many eggs required to a stiff froth, add the

yolks, salt, minced onions and green chillies according to taste,

beat up all together until well mixed. Warm some ghee in a

fry.pan, pour in the batter which should cover the pan like a flat

cake, when the under part is firm and brown begin to fold the

omelet, either with the pan on or oflf the fire, and hold the pan
aslant to allow the ghee to run under the omelet for a minute or

two, and fry well to a nice brown colour. Turn out on a plate

and serve hot.

N. B.—Eggs may also be beaten up all together with minced onions,
green chillies and some salt; have a pan on the fire with
some ghee, and when hot pour in the mixture and stir up,
this served with buttered toast makes a change.

No. 127. BACON OMELET
Ingredients.—Two chattacks of lean bacon; four eggs; one large

minced onion; a few minced green chillies; one tablespoonful of
flour; one teacup of milk and some salt if necessary.
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Method.—Mince the bacon finely and put into a pie-dish and
place it in a hot oven for a few minutes. Beat up the yolks of the

eggs, add the flour, onion, green chillies, milk and salt. Now beat

up the whites and add quickly to the batter which must be poured
over the bacon in the dish. Bake the whole for 20 minutes.
N. B.—This may be fried the same as an ordinary omelet, omitting

the milk and flour.

No. 128. MINCE MEAT OMELET
Is made like an ordinary egg omelet, omitting the green chillies

and onions, and substituting prepared minced curry, as per recipe

No. 68 instead, which must be put in the centre of the omelet while
it is being fried, and then folded in the usual way.

No. 129. TOMATO EGG OMELET

Is made like an ordinary omelet with the addition of minced
tomatoes mixed well with the beaten eggs before frying.

No. 130. RUMBLE TUMBLE EGG SANDWICHES
Ingredients.—Two eggs ; four onions ; a little pounded pepper ;

two green chillies ; a teaspoonful of ghee ; a loaf of stale bread ; one
cup of milk ; half a lb. of butter and some salt.

Method.—Mince the onions and chillies very fine, put them
into a frying-pan with the ghee and brown. Beat the eggs up quickly
adding the pepper, salt and milk; now add the onions and chillies in

the pan, stirring all the time, and when set remove from the fire.

Cut the stale bread into thin slices, butter and trim them evenly;

then spread the rumble tumble on a slice, and press another slice

over it and it is ready for use. Cover with a damp cloth to prevent
them from getting dry.

No. 131. TOMATO OMELET (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.—Four ripe small tomatoes ; two tablespoonfuls of

butter ; pepper, salt and nutmeg ; four fresh eggs ; a little tomato-
sauce ; a tablespoonful of milk and a pinch or two of white pepper.

Method.—Pour boiling water over the tomatoes and remove the
skins, then cut them into slices and toss them into one tablespoon-
ful of bubbling hot butter ; season with pepper, salt and a grating of
nutmeg. Keep hot. Break the eggs in a basin or bowl, and beat
up to a frost, add the milk, season with salt and a pinch of white
pepper. Now put the other tablespoonful of butter in a frying-pan,

when quite hot, pour in the mixture, stir slowly with a fork over a
quick fire, shake the pan and stir till the eggs begin to set. Place
the cooked tomatoes in the centre and shape quickly into the form
of a cushion then fold in the ends. Allow the omelet to take
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colour in the oven, turn it out on a hot dish, pour a little tomato-
sauce round the base of the dish and serve.

No. 132. TOMATOES AND EGG TOAST

Ingredients.—Half a lb. of tomatoes ; two fresh eggs ; pepper and
salt; two tablespoonfuls of butter; a dash of cayenne pepper; a

tablespoonful of vinegar ; a pinch of sugar, some parsley and a few
rounds of buttered toast.

Method.—After peeling and slicing the tomatoes put them into

a saucepan with the butter and fry for a few minutes ; rub through

a sieve when cold ; put the pulp back into the saucepan, break in

the eggs, add the seasonings, sugar and vinegar, stir over a gentle

fire until it begins to set. Now pile in the centre of each buttered

toast a little of the tomato mixture, arrange round a dish resting

one piece on the other, garnish with parsley or water cress and
serve hot.

No. 133. CHEESE AND TOMATO TOAST WITH EGGS

Ingredients.—Six ozs. of finely grated cheese ; one red fiijely

powdered dry chilli; a few large ripe tomatoes ; four fresh eggs;

six slices of toast bread ; three sliced onions ; one tablespoonful of

ghee; cocoanut milk, sufficient to soak the toast bread; a little lime-

juice and salt.

Metfiod.—Scald the tomatoes and skin them, mash up in a soup
plate; break three eggs and add to the tomatoes, beat quickly for a

few minutes ; then add the powdered chilli and a little salt. Now
place a frying-pan on tbe fire and brown the sliced onions in the

ghee, pour in the mixture, stir continually, after which remove from
the fire. Mix in the cheese and spread the mixture on slices of

toast already soaked in the cocoanut milk, beat up the remaining

egg and spread over the top of each toast. Bake in a quick oven
for 10 minutes. When serving, serve hot with a few drops of lime-

juice on each toast.

N. B.—Steep the slices of toast in the cocoanut milk before starting

operations.

No. 134. SCRAMBLED EGGS

Ingredients.—Two fresh eggs without the whites ; a tablespoon-
ful of ghee or butter; some potted meat, a little milk and a slice or

two of toasted bread.
Method.—Beat up the yolk of the eggs in the milk, put the ghee

into a clean saucepan, when the ghee is hot put in the eggs quickly

and scramble them for two or three minutes with a fork without
leaving them; be careful that the ghee is only hot and not boiling.

Spread the potted meat on the toast and then spread scrambled
eggs over it. Serve hot.
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No. 135. MACARONI CHEESE

Boil four sticks of macaroni in milk enough to cover it; after

it is boiled, beat up an egg and add to it. Grate a little bit of cheese
in the mixture, and after a few minutes stirring, put in a pie dish
and bake. If desired add a little seasoning.

No. 136. CHEESE TOAST
Grate some cheese fine, mix it with some mustard according to

taste, put in some butter in proportion to the cheese and the yolk
of an egg. Have the toast ready and when the mixture is well mixed,
spread over the toast and hold the slice over the fire until it

looks brown.
N. B.—Sardines mashed up and spread on egg toast make a change.

No. 137. WELSH RABBIT

Ingredients.—Two ozs. of rich cheese ; two tablespoonfuls of
milk; half a teaspoon of made mustard ; some stale bread and butter;
a pinch of pepper and salt.

Method.—Cut the stale bread into slices and toast them on both
sides and butte;r them. Place them on a hot plate in front of the
fire. Cut the cheese into small pieces, melt them in a saucepan with
the milk, made mustard, pepper and sslt; stir until quite smooth,
then spread quickly on the buttered toast and serve immediately.

No. 138. CHEESE TURN-OVERS

Make an ordinary pie crust as per recipe No. 397. Cut some
cheese into thin slices. Roll out the crust in thin layers, each piece'

separately, place a few slices of cheese on the crust, add a little

mustard, pepper and salt, also a few drops of vinegar; fold and bake
in a quick oven.

No. 139. SARDINE CANAPES

Take a small tin of sardines in butter and see that they are fresh.

Remove them out of the tin and mince very finely, add a teaspoon-
ful of flour, one teaspoonful of Worcester sauce, one teaspoonful
of tomato ketchup, one teaspoonful of essence of anchovies, two
eggs, a little cayenne pepper, and the butter in the tin, mix all

together and put in a saucepan on the fire to warm and thicken but
not to boil. Cut as many slices of stale bread required two inches
thick, fry them in boiling fat or ghee, spread them with the mixture
and serve hot.

No. 140. RED HERRING CANAPES

Take a dry red herring (tin) and pound it with a little butter

;

have a few slices of stale bread prepared as in the foregoing recipe
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and spread out and leave it in an expiring oven for 10 minutes

;

serve on a folded serviette with or without eggs. >

No. 141. SAVOURY CHEESE CAKES

Put a wineglassful of pure cow's milk with one oz. of butter
and a little salt into a saucepan ; put on the fire and let the butter
melt and come to the boil ; then stir in two ozs. of flour with a
wooden spoon until quite smooth; take it oflF the fire, add three ozs.

of grated cheese, half a teaspoonof dry mustard and a little pepper,
after which stir in two eggs adding one at a time. Now make a

puflF paste. Roll out about an eighth of an inch in thickness^

stamp out two dozen rounds with a cutter two inches in diameter,
put them on an oven tin about an inch apart from each other, brush
them with beaten egg, put a teaspoonful of the prepared mixture in

the centre of each round, then turn up the sides so as to form them
in the shape of a three cornered hat, brush them lightly with egg and
bake to a light brown. Serve on a serviette.

No. 142. TO BOIL EGGS

There are three methods, the first is to put them in cold water,

and when the water boils it is ready. The second and most general

is, to put the eggs in boiling water and boil from three to four

minutes according to their size. The third and best, as it keeps the

whites softer and more digestible is, to cook under boiling point,

and this is done by plunging the eggs in fast boiling water and then

removing the saucepan to a part of the stove or fire where it cannot
boil again. In five or six minutes the eggs will be beautifully

cooked.

Another Way

To quarter boil eggs.—Simply put them into boiling water and
remove after three minutes.

To half boil eggs.—After putting them into boiling water, boil

for a minute and then remove after two minutes.
To hard boil' eggs.—After putting them into boiling water, boil

for five or six minutes before removing.

Another Way
Eggs are usually boiled for three or three and a half minutes,

by which time the white portion is over cooked and hardened while
the yolk is undercooked. If however they are plunged into boiling

water and then allowed to remain in the cooling water for twenty
minutes the whole mass of the egg becomes equally cooked through-
out, neither the white nor the yolk being hardened. By this

method the amount of heat in the water is an important matter,
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hence the quantity of water used must be regulated to suit the
number of eggs. One pint of water at the boiling point is sufficient

to cook two eggs.

FISH PREPARED IN DIFFERENT WAYS

No. 143. BAKED FISH

Ingredients.—A fish weighing six or eight lbs.; a few strips of
-pork and some more for the mince ; a small onion minced ; a

little butter, one raw egg ; a little parsley or mint chopped up ; some
bread crumbs, pepper, salt and a little flour for the gravy.

Method.—After cleaning the fish wash it and set aside. Make
a stufEng of all the above ingredients, mince some salt-pork, add the
egg and mix all together, fill up the body of the fish and sew it up,
lay it now in a dripping pan, and across the top lay three or
four strips of salt-pork, put a pint of water in the pan and bake for
one and a half- hours; baste frequently; after removing the fish

thicken the gravy with a little flour and pour it over the fish.

No. 144. BOILED FISH

After cleaning and washing the fish, put it in boiling water into
which throw a few red chillies, salt and the juice of a lime according
to taste. When quite boiled remove the fish from the water and
keep warm until wanted. Serve with white onion sauce recipe
No. 185 or egg sauce recipe No. 213.

N. B.—Some cooks tie the fish in a piece of muslin, before putting
it into the boiling water as it makes it easier to remove
from the degchie. Fish may be stewed in a similar way, by
putting it up in less water and allowing it to simmer to a
griavy. A little butter is used.

No. 145. FRIED FISH

Ingredients.—One large piece of turmeric; a few red dry
chillies; half a dozen slices of fresh fish; one chattack of ghee; some
salt, bread crumbs or coarse flour arta.

Method.—Grind the above ingredients to a paste with some
water, add some salt and mix, rub each slice of fish (after washing
well in the usual way) with this mixture and allow to steep for
about an hour. Dredge each piece of fish with the bread crumbs
or coarse flour and fry to a light brown. Gram dal called basin in
Hindustani may be substituted for bread crumbs, etc., and mustard
oil for ghee.

An egg mixed with the currystuflFs gives it a far better flavour.
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No. 146. BOILED PRAWNS
Wash them well and boil in boiling water with a red chilli and

ajittle salt. Remove the scum as it rises, this will not take long' to

cook ; say about 15 to 20 minutes ; drain, and serve them when
perfectly cold with salad.

The shells must be removed and every particle of the dark vein

running all down the back and always reject the head.

No. 147. SORRA PUTTOO
(MADE OUT OF YOUNG SHARK OR COLD FISH)

Ingredients.—A few dried red chillies, a piece of turmeric, a little

jeerah and half a garlic (these four to be ground down for currystuflFs)

;

a few green chillies cut up; a small piece of green ginger sliced;

some salt, an onion, a few curry leaves and half a chattack of ghee.

Method.—Clean, wash thoroughly, and boil a few young sharks
called in Telugu pal sorra or if not available cold boiled fish an-

swers the purpose. Take the fish and pick to shred or grind finely

without water. Warm the ghee and fry the onions brown, add the
ground currystuffs and fry well. Put in the cut up green chillies,

sliced ginger and salt, together with the curry leaves. Fry to a rich

brown colour. A little scraped cocoanut may be added if desired.

N. B.—This is generally eaten with bread and butter or pepper
water and rice.

No. 148. FISH MOULOO OR MOULEE
Ingredients.—Half a chattack of ghee ; a few slices of fried fish

as per recipe No. 145; half a scraped cocoanut; half a dozen green
chillies ; one whole garlic peeled and cleaned ; a large piece of green
ginger sliced ; a little salt and some lime-juice.

Method.—Place the fried fish together with the slit green chillfes,

the cloves of garlic, ginger, ghee and salt into a clean degchie
with a cup of thin cocoanut milk, and put it on a gentle fire to

simmer until about dry. When taking off the fire, add half a cup of

thick cocoanut milk to make the gravy, with the addition of some
lime-juice to taste.

No. 149. PRAWN CURRY FRY

Ingredients.—Two chattacks of ghee ; half a seer of fresh prawns

;

a little jeerah, a few red dry chillies; a little mustard seed; some
garlic, onions and salt; half a fresh cocoanut and vinegar or
lime-juice.

Method.—Put the ghee into a degchie and fry the onions which
must be sliced; put in the prawns after washing, shelling and taking
off the heads, and when it is nicely blrowned put in the condiments
which must be ground to a paste in water and keep frying for a few
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minutes; salt to taste. Now add the cocoanut milk which must be
extracted in the usual way and let the whole simmer for a while;
just before serving add the vinegar or lime-juice.

N. B.—The cocoanut milk and acid may be omitted if desired.

No. 150. PRAWN CUTLETS

Shell and wash some prawns, remove the heads but leave the
tails slit them down in the centre and gently beat them flat with a
rolling pin, rub them over with yolk of eggs and a little salt,

dredge with flour knd fry over a moderate fire to a rich light brown
colour. Garnish the dish with green parsley or serve with tomato
sauce.

No. 151. PRAWN CUTLETS

Ingredients.—Four chattacks fresh prawns ; one chattack of ghee

;

one onion and an egg; a few mint leaves, some bread crumbs, a little

green ginger and a slice of bread ; a couple of green chillies ; salt

and pepper.
Method.—-Shell and wash the prawns ; remove the heads and

dark vein running along the back; mince sn^ll; steep the slice of
bread in cold water, drain and press to a pulp, add the onion, ginger,

mint, green chillies, pepper and salt, all ground nicely with water to
a paste and mix together with the egg and minced prawns ; to form
into cutlets, sprinkle each with bread crumbs and fry to a light

brown in the ghee.

The green chillies may be omitted if desired.

No. 152. CRABS IN SHELL

Ingredients.—Six large crabs—( sea crabs preferred ) ; a few
onions, and green ginger (the juice to be extracted) ; a little lime-
juice, pepper and salt ; a little mushroom ketchup; a chattack of
butter or good ghee ; some finely sifted bread crumbs and a little

stock or gravy.

Method.—Clean and boil the crabs in salt ; remove them out of
their shells, pick and clean them well and reserve the coral for
dressings. Now chop and mince the crab ; add the onion and ginger-

juice, lime-juice, pepper, salt and a little .mushroom ketchup, melt
some butter and ghee and fry the mixture until the butter is absorbed

;

then add a little stock or gravy, and remove from the fire immedi-
ately the gravy begins to dry. Butter the shells and fill with the
mixture. The meat of six crabs will refill five shells. Take the
finely sifted breadcrumbs, grind down the coral and put it over the
shells with the breadcrumbs and bits of butter or ghee; bake for a
few minutes or fry in ghee—one side. Crabs made into curry are
delicious.

N. B.—The shells must be reserved for the filling.
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No. 153. SMOKED FISH

The mango fish, beckty or hilsa should be cut down the back,
spread open and well washed and salted. Have a bright charcoal
fire, and sprinkle over it some bran with brown sugar; cover the
fire with an open bamboo basket (rather high for fear of burning it),

having over it a coarse duster and allow them to smoke. When
one side has browned, turn and brown the other side; as the smoke
decreases add more bran and fan up the fire. A duster thrown over
the fish while smoking will facilitate the operation.

No. 154. TAMARIND FISH

Make a thick pickle of ripe tamarinds, good English vinegar and
a little salt ; pass it through a sieve, rejecting all stones and fibre.

Select good fresh hilsa full size fish with roes. Remove all the
scales and fins, cut away the heads and tails, remove the roes, clean
out the inside of the fish and then slice. Wipe all blood with a
clean dry towel. Care must be taken to use no water in the cleaning of
the fish or in the preparation of the pickle. The board on which the
fish is cut up, and also the knife, must be very clean ; after all the
blood has been thoroughly cleaned and wiped away, lay out the slices

of fish and roe on a clean dish, sprinkle thickly with salt and place
over them a wire cover to keep away the flies. Four or five hours
afterwards put a layer of the pickle into a wide mouthed bottle or

jar, and a thick coating of pickle over each slice of fish and the roes

(after washing away the salt with a little vinegar) ; lay them in order
in the jar until the last of the fish is'put in, then be careful to put in

a very thick layer of the pickle. Cork the jar securely and tie it

down with a good bladder to keep it air-tight, and in three weeks it

will be ready. If the fish is really fresh, all the ingredients of good
quality, and no water be used in the operation of cleaning and pick-

ling, the jars well filled, and moutbs secured with round bladderis,

the fish will keep for months.

No. 155. PUDDAH FISH

Ingredients.—A few slices of good salt-fish ; two bottles of English

vinegar ; half a seer of ripe tamarinds ; one bottle of country vinegar ;

two chatcacks of dry chillies ; half chattack of jeerah ; a teaspoonful
of mustard seed ; two chattacks of garlic and two dessertspoonful of
whole pepper.

Method,—Wash the salt-fish in some weak country vinegar, and
grind the above condiments to a paste in vinegar, barring the whole
pepper. Now make a thick pickle with the tamarind and two
bottles of English vinegar, pass it through a sieve rejecting all stones
and fibre, add the ground condiments to this, mix well and cover
each slice of salt-fish thickly with it. Put each piece at the bottom'
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of the jar, laying one on the other until the jar is about filled ; cover
thickly with the remaining pickle, and sprinkle in the whole pepper
corns. Cork the jar securely. In about four weeks it will be ready
for use. Put it in the sun every day for a few hours.
N. B.—In all respects, this puddah fish is used like the tamarind fish.

No water must be used in the preparation. When wanted
for use, this must be fried in ghee or mustard oil, in a little

of its own pickle.

No. 156. SMALL FRIED FISH CALLED "THOUSANDS"

Ingredients.—The same as for fried fish see recipe No. 145.
Method.—Clean and wash the fish carefully, one by one, or

wash them all together in some salt water, taking care to see that
they are perfectly clean. Now drain away the water and mix the
currystuffs and salt with the small fish, and allow all to steep for an
hour. Pass them, one by one, on a skewer or piece of bamboo
shaved finely for the purpose, a dozen on each. Dredge with flour
or gram dal basin and fry in boiling ghee or mustard oil. Serve hot.
Egg and breadcrumbs may be used.

No. 157. FISH BALLS

Ingredients.—Half a lb. of boiled fish; four ozs. potatoes,
mashed; one oz. of melted butter or ghee; two eggs, some bread-
crumbs ; pepper and salt to taste.

Method.—Flake the cold fish and mix it with the mashed
potatoes, melted butter and an egg. Shape into balls after seasoning
with pepper and salt. Beat up the other egg well, dip each ball into
it, then into breadcrumbs aiid fry in boiling ghee or fat. Drain and
pile up on a hot dish. Boiled rice may be used instead of potatoes
if desired.

No. 158. DRIED PRAWNS

Strip the prawns of their shells and other' particles and keep
them for a day in salt mixed with turmeric powder and a little chilli

powder; then string and put them out in the sun daily from fifteen

to twenty days. The chilli powder may be omitted if desired.

No. 159. PRAWN OR SHRIMP POWDER

Take a seer of dry prawns or shrimps, pick and clean them well,
put them in a frying-pan and roast or broil until crisp. Now let them
cool and pound fine with a few dry chillies, salt and a little nut-meg.
Strain through a coarse sieve or muslin and bottle for use. A tea-
spoonful spread over bread and butter is considered a relish.

It may be eaten sprinkled on curry and rice also.
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No. 160. BALACHOW
Ingredients.-—Half a seer balachow ; two chattacks ground dry

chillies ; two chattacks ground green ginger ; two or three pieces

ground turmeric ; one teaspoonful ground jeerah ; one teaspoonful
ground pepper corns; two chattacks ground garlic; one seer

tomatoes,; two bottles good pure mustard oil and salt to taste.

Method.—Cleanse the balachow of all sand and impurities,

grind finely and strain through a coarse muslin. Put the oil into a

degchie and place it on the fire and when boiling hot, put in the
ground condiments, then fry well and add the powdered balachow,
tomatoes and salt to taste ; fry well for a while to a rich brown and
when cold, bottle.

N. B.—When tomatoes cannot be procured, tamarind steeped in

vinegar and the pulp pressed out may be used instead.

No. 161. BALACHOW (made of dry prawns)

Ingredients.—Haifa seer dry prawns ; a dessertspoonful pounded
dry chillies ; a little green ginger and garlic; a little pounded pepper
and jeerah ; half a bottle of pure mustard oil; the juice of some
tamarind or tomatoes and salt to taste.

Method.—Clean the prawns and pound them to a fine powder,
strain through a coarse muslin and add the pounded dry chillies,

jeerah and pepper, together with the green ginger and garlic minced
up fine and salt to taste. Mix all together with some tamarind juice.

Heat the mustard oil thoroughly and when it is bubbling hot put in

the mixture, and stir all the time for fear of burning. The oil must
cover the balachow. Bottle when cold, use tomatoes when they are

in season.

No. 162. BALACHOW (made of fresh prawns)

Ingredients.—One seer fresh prawns; one teaspoonful jeerah;

one and a half teaspoonful pepper corns, one large piece of
turmeric; twelve or more dry red chillies; one and a half lb.

of onions, minced small; three ozs. of garlic; four or five ozs. of
green ginger ; five or six green chillies ; half a seer tomatoes ; a few
curry leaves ; salt to taste and half to one bottle mustard oil.

Method.—Shell, wash and grind the fresh prawns, grind the
jeerah, pepper corns, turmeric and dry chillies fine. Boil the mustard
oil. and brown the minced onions, add the currystuffs and ground
prawns ; stir well, put in the garlic, green ginger, and green chillies

sliced fine, with the tomatoes cut in halves and salt to taste. Simmer
until well cooked stirring it frequently. Bottle when cold.

N. B.—Fish pudding may be made by boiling the fish and flaking it,

picking out all the bones. Mix with two eggs, a cup of milk,
some pepper and salt and cut up tomatoes. Grease a pudding
dish, pour in the mixture and bake in a moderate oven.
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DAL PREPARED IN DIFFERENT WAYS

No. 163. GARALLOOS (TELUGU) VADAIS (TAMIL)

Ingredients.—Half a seer of urad-ka-dal in Hindustani; called

minivoiloo in Telugu ; one or two pieces of saffron (turmeric) ; one
dozen green chillies ; two onions, salt and ghee or mustard oil.

Method.—Get the clean dal without the skins otherwise you
must remove the skins by steeping in cold water all night. In any
case the dal must be steeped in cold water for a few hours, then
wash and clean well. Grind on a sil, or grinding-stone to a fine

paste. Mince up the green chillies and onions, grind the saffron

and mix all thoroughly with the dal paste and a little salt to taste.

To make them, place a clean wet rag over the back of a saucer,

take up a ball of this prepared paste, the size of a walnut, spread or
flatten out over the rag, make a hole with your finger in the centre,

and slip off the wet rag and drop in, fry to a light brown one at a

time in boiling hot ghee or mustard oil.

N. B.—This may be made similarly with ground red dry chillies,

ground turmeric, ground onion and salt. They may also

be made sweet by omitting the pungent ingredients and
adding sugar or jaggery or putting them into syrup.

No. 164. URAD-KA-DAL PUDDING
Is made by grinding the clean steeped dal very finely to a paste

and steaming it in a clean cloth tied over the mouth of a degchie of
boiling water; when cooked, remove and serve with butter and
sugar.

No. 165. BOOROOLOO (A TELUGU DISH)

Ingredients.—Half a seer of urad-ka-dal ; four chattacks chana,

or gram dal; two chattacks sugar candy or white sugar; a few
cardamoms ; ghee, a little salt and two eggs.

Method.—Grind the steeped dal on a clean stone to a fine paste

(the dal must be steeped in cold water for a few hours to soften
sufficiently to grind to a fine paste). Now mix a teaspoonful of salt

to the urad-ka-dal paste which must be quite slack and set aside for

a few hours to ferment. Boil the gram dal and grind it with the

sugar or sugar candy, to a thick fine paste (use no watef.) Make up
into balls the size of walnuts and set aside. Take the dal paste which
was allowed to- ferment and work it up briskly with a wooden
spoon; add the yolk of two eggs if desired, as it helps to rise the
batter better and makes it lighter. Take one ball of the ground gram
dal and sugar at a time, dip into the prepared urad-ka-dal batter

lifting up sufficient of it with the gram dal ball, and fry one at a
time in boiling ghee. Pile up in a dish and serve hot.
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No. 166. FALOWRilES OR PAKAWRA

Ingredients.—Half a seer of gram dal (chana) flour; half a

dozen minced green chillies ; two or three minced onions ; a table'

spoonful of mathee<ka'Saug chopped up; four chattacks of pure
mustard oil or ghee; some salt to taste and a piece of ground green
ginger.

Method.—Put the dal flour into a deep pan afid mix it with all

the ground ingredients; then keep adding water gradually to it in

small quantities, mixing it briskly the whole while until it is of a

consistency, that if poured on to *a plate from the spoon it will set

like a pyramid. In this state the mixture will be ready to fry. If

frying them in mustard oil, put in a few peels of lemon and cook it

thoroughly, then remove the fried lemon peel and with a tablespoon
pour in the mixture and fry one at a time or as many as the pan will

receive; fry to a nice brown. Dish and serve hot.

N. B.—rTyre (dhye) mixed with the preparation improves it. Sliced

brinjals, potatoes, any vegetable and gooyeah leaves may be
added if desired.

No. 167. .BARAl

This is made with gram dal as the above adding dry red ground
chillies, ground onions, ground green ginger, salt and tyre (dhye).

Fry the same as above.

No. 168. DAL POOREE

Ingredients.—Half a seer wheat flour ; two chattacks gram or

mussoor-dal; a piece of ground turmeric or saflForn; a little ground

jeerah; some salt and ghee.

Method.-^Mix the flour with a little water and salt to a stiff

dough, knead well and set aside. Boil the dal with the ground

ingredients and when cooked soft, grind to a paste (use a small

quantity of water, just to cover the dal).

Now take two pieces of the prepared dough, each the size of

an apple, shape them into two bowls, take as much of the dal paste

say the size of a walnut, place it in one of the bowls of dough, cover

with the other, and then roll out the whole very carefully to the

size of a cheese plate and fry in ghee to a light yellow colour.

The lighter and thinner made the. better. This should be

eaten hot.

No. 169. DAL PITTAS

Prepare the ordinary pie crust and some dal as the above; roll

out pastry, cut into circles, the size of saucers, place a tablespoon-

ful of the dal in each and close them by doubling over. Fry in

ghee to a light brown.
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No. 170. BARYAN
Ingredients.—Half a seer of dal flour, either urad or moong

;

some powdered pepper and salt and a little turmeric powder if

preferred.

Method.—Make a stiff dough of the ground dal, with a little

water, adding the pepper, salt and turmeric. Knead well and allow
it to stand for an hour or two. Pull into little lumps and dry them
in the sun for a few days when they will be ready to use.

These may be put into curries or pepper water.

No. 171. PAPARS

Ingredients.—Half a seer urad, or moong dal flour ; one dessert-

spoonful of ground pepper ; twelve ground red dry chillies ; one
tablespoonful of ground jeerah ; one piece ground turmeric; salt to
taste and ghee or mustard oil.

Method.—Mix all the above ground ingredients with the dal
flour and make into a stiff dough with water. Knead for a few
minutes and allow it to stand for a day. Knead again pulling and
pounding the dough. Now take a small ball, smear it with oil or
ghee, roll out very thin in the form of a small flat cake and expose

^to the sun for a day.

N. B.—These are generally fried in ghee and served hot.

No. 172. PLAIN MUSSOOR-KA-DAL

Ingredients.—Two chattacks of dal; one small piece of ground
turmeric; a few cloves of garlic; a teaspoonful of ghee; a little salt

to taste.

Method.—After picking out the gravel, wash and mix the tur-

meric and salt with it; put up in a degchie with some water and boil

soft. Take it off the fire, and rub it smoothly down with the back
of a spoon or a dal rubber made for the purpose. Now put it back
on the fire and add some more water to it and boil again to the

consistency required. Remove from the fire and temper in the

usual way as directed for pepper water with garlic fried in ghee.

Chillies are sometimes used in this but it is usually made
without.

SAUCES, SALADS AND DAILY CHUTNEYS

No. 173. SAUCE FOR BOILED FOWL
Ingredients.—A cup of soup ; one tablespoonful of flour ; half a

teacup of pure milk; one teaspoonful of butter; a^few mint leaves

and salt.

Method.—Take a cup of soup the fowl was boiled in and from
it take two tablespoonfuls, and stir it with a tablespoonful of flour
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smoothly. Pour over this the rest of the soup; place this in a
saucepan adding to the mixture the half cup of milk and teaspoonful

' of butter. Place the saucepan on a slow fire, keep stirring the sauce
all the time and when it begins tp boil throw in the mint leaves
minced finely with a little salt to taste. Place the boiled fowl in a
dish and pour the sauce over it and serve.

,
No. 174. SAUCE FOR BOILED BEEF

Ingredients.—One large onion; a few minced mint leaves, a cup
of soup; one oz. of butter; a little flour; a spoonful of minced
Capers and a little salt.

Method.—Mince the onion, parboil and drain off the water ; put
the onion in a saucepan with the minced up mint leaves, soup and
butter dredged with the flour; let it boil for ten minutes, then add
the minced caper's and salt if required. Pour over the boiled beef
or serve separately.

The sauce must be thoroughly ^eated before serving.

. No. 175. SAUCE FOR ANY KIND OF MEAT
Ingredients.—Three tablespoonfuls of soup; two tablespoonfuls

of vinegar; a blade or two of mace; a little pepper and salt and one
sliced onion.

Method.—Take the three tablespoonfuls of soup, the vinegar,

mace, pepper, salt and sliced onions ; boil all together and strain.

It is ready for use.

No. 176. SAUCE FOR BOILED MUTTON
Ingredients^—Two chattacks of butter ; a tablespoonful of sliced

onions ; a tablespoonful of finely sifted flour; half a seer (1 pint)

good pure cows' milk ; two wineglassfuls of vinegar ; finely powdered
white pepper and salt.

Method.—Melt the butter in a saucepan, fry the sliced onions

;

when brown, put the flour in gradually, taking care to keep stirring

it the whole time ; now gradually add the milk and lastly the vinegar

with the white pepper and salt.

This sauce is without its equal.

No. 177. SAUCE FOR ROAST MEAT
Ingredients.—A large tablespoonful of finely grated raddish ; a

dessertspoonful of made mustard; a dessertspoonful of brown
sugar; a little vinegar.

Method.—Mix well together the finely grated raddish, made
mustard and brown sugar; now add the vinegar as much as will take
to make a thick mustard or as thick as required.

Serve up in a sauce boat.
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No. 178. BREAD SAUCE FOR ROAST FOWL
Ingredients.— A couple of slices of bread ; half a teacup of milk

;

a few pepper corns; salt to taste ; a few mint leaves and a teaspoon-

ful of butter.

Method.— Steep the bread in warm water, press out and drain

the water, boil the bread in the milk, adding the pepper corns, salt

and mint leaves minced up finely. When the sauce boils up, take

the pan off the fire and stir in the butter.

No. 179. MACARONI SAUCE FOR BOILED MEAT
Ingredients.—Three ozs. of boiled macaroni; ten ozs. of ripe

tomatoes ; four large sliced onions ; three teaspoonfuls of salad oil

;

some sliced green ginger; some soup in which the beef has
been boiled; a few nicely chopped mint leaves; pounded pepper
and salt.

Method.—Warm the, salad oil and ;fry the onions, put in the

tomatoes sliced with the ginger, pepper, salt and mint. The
tomatoes, etc. must fry with the onions and when they are cooked
pour in the soup, and when hot, put in the boiled macaroni. Serve
the sauce with the boiled meat in a dish and the macaroni all

round.

No. 180. TOMATO SAUCE FOR CUTLETS
Ingredients.—Six large ripe tomatoes; some pounded garlic and

green ginger ; halfa cup of warm water ; a few pepper corns, a minced
onion and salt.

Method.—Cut the tomatoes in halves, add the pounded garlic,

ginger and the minced onion ; boil all together in the water with the
pepper corns and salt to taste. When the tomatoes are quite soft,

strain the sauce through a coarse duster or a wire strainer .or sieve,

rubbing well through the pulp of the tomatoes, warm when
serving.

No. 181. TAMARIND SAUCE FOR ROAST PORK
Ingredients.—A handful of tamarind; a large teacupful of cold

water ; a piece of green ginger ; a teaspoonful of salt; two dry red
chillies and a little sugar.

Method.—Boil the tamarind in water, pound the green ginger,

put it in with the salt and dry chillies. Strain after it is boiled and
then sweeten with sugar.

No. 182. MINT SAUCE FOR COLD MUTTON
Ingredients.—A few mint leaves ; four tablespoonfuls of vinegar

;

three or four teaspoonfuls of sugar and a pinch or two of salt.

Method.—Chop up the mint leaves and put them in a bowl
with the vinegar, sugar and salt ; stir the sauce to melt the sugar.
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No. 183. HYDERABAD SAUCE
Ingredients.—Three pints of vinegar ; some fresh green ginger

;

a few raisins and garlic; two chattacks dry red chillies; two
chattacks of sugar and one teaspoonful of salt.

Method.—Grind the chillies, ginger, garlic and raisins in half a

pint of vinegar, after which add the rest of the vinegar with the

sugar and salt to taste, and mix well. Boil and strain. Bottle

when cold.

The left-over may be fried in ghee which makes a good chutney.

No. 184. ONION SAUCE

Ingredients.—Six to eight large onions; two chattacks butter; a

dessertspoonful of finely sliced small onions; a tablespoonful of

finely sifted wheat flour ; a pint G ^ seer) of milk; some pepper and
salt to taste.

Method.—Peel and boil the large onions, drain the water and
set aside. Fry to a light brown the sliced onions in the butter, then
gradually mix into it the finely sifted flour and the milk, taking care

through the whole operation to keep stirring the sauce to prevent it

from lumping; add the salt and pepper and lastly the large boiled

onions. Cook for a few minutes and it will be ready.

No. 185. WHITE ONION SAUCE

Ingredients.—Eight large white Patna onions ; half a chattack

butter; some milk and salt to taste.

Method.—^Peel and cut in halves the white onions, steep them
in water for half an hour, then boil them until quite tender, drain

off the water, chop and pound them fine and put them in a saucepan
with the butter, salt and say half a cup of milk; put the mixture over

a brisk fire and keep stirring until it boils, then rub the whole
through a sieve, after which add sufficient milk to make the sauce

of the consistency required.

This is a favourite sauce for boiled mutton, a few capers added
make an improvement.

No. 186. BROWN SAUCE FOR GRAVY
Ingredients.—Two ozs. butter; half a dozen onions (sliced);

one oz. flour; a little stock; a tablespoonful of port wine; a table-

spoonful of catsup ; a little pepper and salt.

Method.—Fry the onions to a light brown in the butter free

of water, stir it gradually with flour, a little stock, pepper and
salt to taste. Boil for a few minutes and strain through a sieve

or vi^ire strainer. Pour in the port wine and catsup. A little lemon-
juice or vinegar may be added if a sharper gravy is required.

N. B.—The port wine and catsup may be left out if economy is

desired.
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No. 187. PARSLEY SAUCE

Ingredients.—Some fresh green crisp parsley ; a tablespoonful of

chopped capers; a teaspoonful of English vinegar; a few sliced

onions ; two chattacks butter and a cupful of good white stock.

Method.—Pick, clean and mince the parsley and put it into a

tureen with the chopped capers and vinegar. Slice the onions and
fry in butter and put in the cup of stock free of fat ; thicken with the

grated bread-crumbs, adding the pepper land salt, allow to simmer
until of a sufficient consistency, then pour over the minced parsley

and capers ; mix well together and it is ready for use.

No. 188. SAUCE FOR CUCUMBER SALAD

Ingredients.—Two large onions; two fresh green chillies; a
little pepper and salt; a tablespoonful of vinegar and a few
cucumbers.

Method.—Slice the onions and green chillies and put them in a

soup plate, sprinkle with pepper and salt, adding the vinegar, allow
to stand for an hour or two.

Prepare the cucumbers, first cut oflF the top slice and keep
rubbing for a while until all the frothy substance comes out. Take
oflF the skins and slice them finely, wash and add the above mixture
to them.

This sauce is also used occasionally for lobster and prawn
salads.

No. 189. TAPP SAUCE GRAVY FOR MADE DISHES

Thicken a good seasoned stock with some arrowroot or corn-
flour, add to every cup of the thickened stock a tablespoonful of
tapp sauce. Pour it while hot over chicken, veal, beef, prawn
cutlets or any other made dishes.

No. 190. MAYONNAISE SAUCE
Ingredients.—The yolk of two eggs; half a pint of salad oil;

some pepper and salt ; vinegar and mustard.
Method.—Separate carefully tl^ yolk from the white of the

eggs, drop them into a clean basin and stir with a wooden spoon
for a few seconds. Take the salad oil bottle and pour slowly about
half a pint of oil, stirring constantly, until it becomes thick and
smooth ; season with pepper, salt, mustard and vinegar; when you
begin to mix the oil with the yolk, it should be added in drops at

short intervals.

This sauce is used for dressing cold meats, lobster and fish salad.

No. 191. (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.—Two hard boiled eggs (yolk only) ; a teaspoonful
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of ground sugar ; half a teaspoon of salt ; half a teaspoon of dry
chillies; two tablespoonfuls of vinegar; a dessertspoonful of salad

oil; two tables poonfuls of cream or half a cup of pure cow's milk.

Method.—Mix the yolk of the hard boiled eggs to a smooth
paste with the sugar, salt and dry mustard; when it is perfectly

smooth add gradually the vinegar, then the salad oil; mix thorough-
ly, lastly add the cream or milk.

No. 192. PIQUANT SAUCE
Prepare a cup of soup from bones, etc. Brown half a chattack of

flour in one tablespoonful of butter, add the soup and let it simmer
over a slow fire for a few nvinutes, then put in a dessertspoonful of

minced capers, one or two pickled onions or gherkins chopped up.

No. 193. SAUCE FOR COLD FISH

Ingredients.—One tablespoonful of flour; half a teaspoon of dry
mustard; half a chattack of butter; a teacupful of soup; a dessert'

spoonful of anchovy sauce ; the yolk of one hard boU^d egg ; some
cayenne pepper and salt.

Method.—Mix in a pan to a smooth paste the flour and dry
mustard with the butter, stir it over a slow fire for a minute or two,
then add the cup of soup and put in the yolk of the egg well mashed
up ; sprinkle with some cayenne pepper and salt, stir and pour over

the pieces of cold fish; add the anchovy sauce if desired.

No. 194. LYONAISE SAUCE

Ingredients.—One large onion; one oz. of butter; half a small

cup of tomato pulp ; one dessertspoonftil of vinegar ; half a teaspoon
of sugar ; a piece of glaze ; some pepper and salt.

Method.—Cut the onion into slices, put it into a pan with the

butter and let it simmer till soft; then add the tomato pulp, vinegar,

sugar, glaze, the size of a walnut, pepper and salt, let it boil up and
serve.

This is a good sauce for mutton cutlets.

No. 195. TARTAR SAUCE

Ingredients.—The yolk of two eggs ; a teaspoonful of dry mustard;

a little pepper and salt ; a wineglassful of olive oil; a tablespoonful

of vinegar; a dessertspoonful chopped capers; a teaspoonful of
essence of anchovies and a few chopped mint leaves.

Method.—Drop the yolk of eggs into the basin, the mustard,
pepper and salt to taste and mix well with a wooden spoon;, now
take the olive oil and add drop by drop, with short intervals between
each, stirring constantly one way, till it becomes thick and smooth,
after which add the vinegar, capers, essence of anchovies and
chopped mint leaves-.
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If the fresh mint leaves cannot be procured, the dried may be

substituted in the form of powder.

No. 196. CUCUMBER CHUTNEY

Mix together equal quantities shredded cucumber, onion and

sultanas, a little cayenne and salt; add a sufficient quantity of vinegar

to make a bracing mixture.

No. 197. LETTUCE SALAD

Ingredients.—One hard boiled egg; some made mustard; a

little salt; sothe vinegar; a little salad oil; some boiled beetroot

and lettuce.

Method.—Dip the lettuce in water before you divide the thin

leaves, shake off the water, wipe the leaves and cut up into strips,

do not mix the sauce with the lettuce till ten or fifteen minutes
before the salad is wanted.

To make the Sauce.—Take out the yolk from the hard boiled

egg and rub it smooth in a plate with a spoon, add the salt and
made mustard ; mix well. Now add the vinegar and finally the

salad oil. Place the lettuce leaves in strips in a bowl, pour the sauce

over and stir them well together with a fork. Chop up the whites
of the egg, slice the boiled beetroot which may be used to ornament
the top.

No. 198. BEETROOT SALAD

Cut the boiled beetroot in slices and lay them in a soup plate
with some sliced onions, a sprinkle of pepper and salt, and as much
vinegar as will moisten the whole.

No. 199. TOMATO SAUCE •

Cut into slices a dozen ripe tomatoes, place them in a deep plate
with some sliced onions, cut up green chillies and sprinkle with
pepper and salt; add a tablespoonful of vinegar if not acid enough.

No. 200. BOMBAY DUCK SALAD
Six Bombay ducks roasted. Break up the roasted fish into

little pieces and put in a deep plate, add to this some slices of green
ginger, minced green chillies and cut up onions and pour over all a

tablespoonful of vinegar.

This is a nice salad to serve with fish curry and rice.

No. 201. RED PUMPKIN SALAD
Ingredients.—Some pumpkins; one large onion; two green

chillies ; a tablespoonful of cocoanut milk ; a little lime-juice and salt.

Method.—Skin and cut the vegetable into small pieces, wash and
boil in water to which a little salt is added. When cooked, press
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out the water, add the onion minced, the green chillies cut up fine

and mix well together; add a little more salt if necessary. Stir in

the cocoanut milk strained toget|ier with a little lime-juice, a little

at a time, tasting the salad, so as not to make it too acid. If there

are no limes to be had then squeeze out the cocoanut milk with a

little vinegar which will do just as well.

No. 202. BRINJAL SALAD

Roast a brinjal in hot ashes until sufficiently cooked. Scoope
out the inside and mix it with minced onions, green ginger and
green chillies ; add a wineglassful of cocoanut milk squeezed out with
some vinegar and salt to taste.

The cocoanut milk may be left out if desired and in that case,

the vinegar is used only.

No. 203. ONION SALAD
Boil six small onions, halve them and separate the layers in a

bowl. Now slice three raw onions and add to the boiled ones in

the bowl ; sprinkle with pepper, salt and pour some vinegar.

No. 204. LOBSTER SAUCE

Pound very finely the spawn of a lobster, rub it through a sieve,
mix it with four ozs. of melted butter, then add the meat of the
lobster cut into small pieces with salt to taste. Make it quite hot,
but do not allow it to boil.

No. 205. OYSTER SAUCE

Beard and scald the oysters ; strain the liquor, thicken it with a

little flour and butter, squeeze in a little lime-juice, add a little salt

and then three tablespoonfuls of cream. Heat it well but do not
allow it to boil.

No. 206. BREAD SAUCE
Ingredients.—One small onion; a pint of pure cow's milk, a loaf

of bread (weighing about f lb.) ; one oz. of butter; some powdered
mace ; cayenne and salt.

Method.—Peel and quarter the onion and simmer it in the pint
of milk till perfectly tender, break the bread into small pieces and
put in a clean saucepan ; strain the milk over it. Cover it with the
lid and let it soak for an hour. Beat it up smoothly adding the
powdered mace, cayenne and salt with the butter; give the whole
one boil and serve.

No. 207. DELICIOUS CABBAGE SALAD
Use one small head of cabbage chopped very fine and add the

following. One egg, one tablespoonful butter, the same quantity
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of sugar., two tablespoonfuls of vinegar, four tablespoonfuls of

thick sweet cream, a few pinches of dry mustard, a little pepper and
salt to taste. Mix all these together and boil till thick; pour over
the cabbage and serve while hot.

No. 208. BRAIN SAUCE

Wash the brains ; place them in a cup of cold water, and steep

for half an hour. Boil them gently in a little salt water, remove the

scum as it rises, when cooked mash up and set aside.

.For the Sauce.—'Take a large onion minced up with a few green
chillies also minced up, place in a bowl with a tablespoonful of
vinegar and salad oil and mix the mashed up brains with the sauce.

No. 209. MUSTARD SEED CHUTNEY
Ingredients.—One oz. of mustard seed; half an oz. of butter;

one oz. of green chillies; four ozs. of green ginger ; four ozs. of
tamarind ; a little pepper and salt. \

Method.—Roast the mustard seed in the butter, after which
'

add the green mince chillies,' green ginger and tamarind well crushed
removing the tamarind seeds if any. Now put a little pepper and
salt, mix all together and serve.

No. 210. APPLE CHUTNEY
Ingredients.—Two shallots of new onion bulbs ; a teaspoonful

of powdered chillies; a teaspoonful of salt; a tablespoonful of
vinegar; six roasted apples mashed and a little beetroot-juice.

Method.—Pound the shallots and mix all the other ingredients
together, stew gently till all is a uniform creamy mixture when the
chutney will be ready.

No. 211. COCOANUT CHUTNEY
Ingredients.—Half a fresh cocoanut; a little husked chana

(broiled) gram dal ; a few cloves of garlic; a piece of green ginger; a
few green chillies or dry chillies roasted and a little salt and
turmeric.

Method.—Steep the cocoanut cut in pieces with the skin scraped
off in cold water. Now place all the above ingredients on a clean
curry stone, add the cocoanut and grind to a paste with a little water.
It must not be made watery but thick enough to convert into a* ball.

Leave the turmeric out if desired.

' No. 212. MINT CHUTNEY
Ingredients.—A few mint leaves ; some green ginger; a few pods

of tamarinds ; a few cloves of garlic; a few green chillies and salt.

Method.—Wash the mint leaves, take the seeds out of the
tamarind, see there is nothing dirty in it and wash. Add the rest
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of the ingredients and grind finely on a clean currystone as the above.
Kotmeer or coriander leaves may be made into chutney exactly

the same way.

No. 213. EGG SAUCE
Ingredients.—Two eggs and four ozs. of butter.
Method.—Boil the eggs hard, steep in cold water, take oflf their

shells, mince them up very fine; beat the butter and put the minced
eggs into it and warm up. This sauce is always eaten with salt-fish.

No. 214. RADDISH SAUCE
Ingredients.,—A teaspoonful of mustard jr two tablespoonfuls of

cream ; one tablespqonful of chilli vinegar ; a teaspoonful of grated
raddish; a teaspoonful of brown sugar and a little salt.

Method.—Mix together all the above ingredients and serve in a
sauce tureen.

No. 215. APPLE SAUCE
Take about six cooking apples, peel, core and cut them into

slices, place in a saucepan with a teacup of water and stew until

quite tender. Beat up with a fork and sweeten with a teaspoonful
of sugar.

Serve in a sauce tureen.

No. 216. SAUCE FOR FRTAR TUCK'S MOCK
VENISON PASTRY PIE

Put some soup or gravy into the pan in which the chops and
sliced sausages had been browned;* add two tablespoonfuls of
pounded oysters and simmer from ten to fifteen minutes, serve hot.

On the pie being cut add at the last moment a wineglassful of port
wine and one tablespoonful of lime juice. Make a hole in the centre

of the pie through the crusts and pour in the sauce with the help of

a lipped sauce boat.

N. B.—This is a very expensive sauce.

No. 217. THE OLD CURRANT SAUCE FOR VENISON

Boil an oz. of dried currants in half a pint of water for a few
minuses ; then add a small teacupful of bread-crumbs, six cloves, a

glass of port wine and a little butter. Stir it till the whole is

quite smooth.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF SOUPS

To extract the essence of meat, long and slow boiling over a

charcoal fire or stove is absolutely necessary. In the first instance,
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it is desirable to boil the meat with a little pepper and salt on a

quick brisk fire and take away all the black scum which rises to the
surface; then pour a little cold water into the pan to raise up the
white scum which also remove and reduce the fire taking care that

in the process of slow boiling the pan is never off the boil.

No. 218. SHIN OF BEEF-SOUP (CLEAR) OR CHUCK RIB

Ingredients.—One shin bone or chuck rib; some soup herbs"; a
little pepper and salt; one onion; a few slices of green ginger; half

a wineglass of sherry; a tablespoonful of Worcestershire sauce;
the white of an egg or some raw beef juice.

Method.—TaJce the shin or rib and cut it small, breaking the

bones and boil with a little pepper and salt together with the sliced

green ginger and onion in sufficient water to cover the meat. Let it

boil over a brisk fire, removing the black scum and add a little cold
water and skim off the white scum. Now reduce the fire and allow
the soup to simmer until it thickens and strain taking away all the
fat, season with soup herbs and more pepper and salt if necessary.
Give it a good boil up and then clear it with the white of an egg
well beaten up after which add the sauce and sherry.
N. B.—This soup may be cleared in the same way with a little raw

beef juice.

No. 219. SHIN BONE SOUP (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.—One shin bone ; eight cups of water ; a few onions

;

some mint leaves; green ginger; a teaspoonful of ghee; a few pepper
corns and a little salt.

Method.—Break and cut the bone into pieces, put up to boil in
eight cups of water on a brisk fire for the first hour, remove all the
scum, add some sliced onions, ginger, pepper corns, chopped mint
leaves and salt to taste. Simmer for three or four hours longer,
skim off the fat. Now remove from the fire and set aside. Put a
degchie on the fire with the teaspoonful of ghee and a few minced
onions, brown and pour in the soup and stir well.

It should have a clear bright colour with a brownish tinge.

No. 220. VERMICELLI SOUP
Prepare a shin of beef or chuck-rib soup as directed in recipe

No. 218, omitting the sauce and sherry; parboil some vermicelli,
and after clearing the soup add it to the parboiled vermicelli, and
give it all a good boil up before serving.

No. 221. MACARONI SOUP
Is prepared in the same way as the vermicelli soup, using boiled

or parboiled macaroni instead.
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No. 222. MULLIGATAWNY SOUP

Ingredients.—One shin bone; one small chicken; four teaspoon-

fuls ground onions ; one teaspoonful ground turmeric ; one teaspoon-

ful ground dry chillies; half a teaspoon ground green ginger;

quarter of a teaspoon ground garlic; half a teaspoon .roasted and
ground coriander-seed; quarter of a teaspoon roasted and ground
jeerah; half a chattackkus-kus, roasted and ground ;' two chattacks

ghee, a few limes ; a few curry leaves and salt.

Method.—Prepare a shin of beef soup as in recipe No. 213,
omitting the sauce, wine and white of an egg and set aside. Take the

chicken, cut it up in the usual way as for a curry and wash well. Melt
the ghee in adegchie, fry the sliced onions in it, when brown, remove
and set aside. Now fry in the melted ghee all the ground currystuffs

except the kuS'kus, sprinkle a little water over these while frying,

then add the cut up chicken with salt to taste and when nearly

brown add the ground kus-kus, pour in the beef soup, add the

fried onions, half a dozen curry leaves, close the degchie and allow
the whole to simmer over a slow fire until the chicken is tender.

Serve up hot with limes cut up in slices on a separate plate.

N. B.—This soup may be served at dinner as a first course with a

little boiled rice instead of the ordinary everyday soup.

No. 223. MULLIGATAWNY SOUP (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.—One shin bone or chuck-rib of beef; one small

chicken; two chattacks of ghee; one sliced onion; ground curry-

stuffs in the quantities given in the foregoing recipe ; two chattacks of

roasted and ground chana-ka-dal ; the thick milk of half a cocoanut

;

half a dozen curry leaves ; two limes cut up into slices and salt.

Method.—Prepare the shin-bone or chuck-rib as directed in

recipe No. 218. Cut up the chicken, wash and set aside. Place

the degchie on the fire, melt the ghee and fry the onions, remove
and set aside, fry all the currystuffs, then add the cut up chicken
and salt to taste, brown nicely, mix thoroughly the powdered chana-

ka-dal in the thick cocoanut milk and pour over the chicken just as

it becomes brown, stir well, add the fried onions and the shin-bone
soup with half a dozen curry leaves ; close the degchie and allow the

whole to simmer for three-quarters of an hour. Serve up hot with
cut up limes in a separate plate.

No. 224. DELICIOUS CURRY SOUP
Prepare the shin-bone soup as before. Make it as the above

omitting the cocoanut milk, chana dal powder, limes and the

coriander seeds; add instead the juice of some tamarind previously
boiled in a little of the beef or shinsoup and strain into the
chicken while frying; add some salt, fried onions and curry leaves

when the meat is tender; remove and serve up hot.
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No. 225. BRIGHT ONION SOUP

Ingredients.—A shoulder of veal ; some pepper and salt to taste

;

a few soup herbs; the white of an egg and a few pure silvery Patna
onions sliced very fine.

Method.—Take the veal, cut it up small, breaking all the bones,
wash well, put it in a degchie with pepper, salt and water about three

or four cupfuls, boil it well, and remove all the scum as it rises

;

reduce the fire and let it simmer until the meat is perfectly tender,

strain it, take away all the fat, add the soup herbs and more pepper
and salt if necessary, give it a good boil up and clear it with the white
of the egg well beaten up. Steep the sliced onions in boiling water,
changing the water three or four times every ten minutes ; drain away
the water and add the onions to the soup and serve up hot.

No. 226. SHEEP'S HEAD SOUP
Ingredients.—One sheep's head; one teaspoonful of ghee; one

sliced onion; a few chopped up mint leaves; some pounded green

ginger; pepper and salt to taste.

Method.—Skin or get the butcher to skin the head, and crack or
cut in halves, but do hot entirely separate them; (remove the brains
and put them in a cup of cold water to steep) look for maggots all

over where the brains were, as you sometimes find a couple, take

them out, then wash the head thoroughly and put up to boil in three
pints of cold water on a brisk fire ; simmer the soup for about four
hours and when the meat becomes tender strain off the soup. Now
put a degchie on the fire with the ghee and onions, fry to a light

brown, pour in the soup and stir, adding some powdered pepper
and salt, with the pounded ginger and mint ; simmer for a short

while and serve up hot.

The brains may be cleaned and the boiled tongue skinned and
cut into slices and added if desired. The meat may be converted
into cutlets or prepared as in recipe No. 329.

No. 227. OX TAIL SOUP
Ingredients.—Two fat ox tails ; two sliced onions ; a few pepper

corns ; some sliced green ginger; a few mint leaves; a tablespoonful
of pearl barley, macaroni or vermicelli and a little salt.

Method.—Cut up the tails by the joints, wash and put them to
boil in about three pints of cold water on a brisk fire. Skim the
soup, lessen the heat of the fire, .add the onions, pepper corns, green
ginger, mint leaves and salt, together with the barley; simmer for

three^r four hours or until the meat is tender. If using vermicelli

or macaroni put it in after the soup is strained.

No. 228. OX TAIL SOUP (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.—One ox tail ; one turnip, two carrots ; one onion

;
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a few cloves; some mint leaves; parsley and celery ; twelve pepper
corns ; three ozs. of butter ; two quarts of cold water and salt to taste.

Method.—Cut up the tail by the joints and wash well, then
remove from the water. Melt half the butter in a stewpan, put in

the pieces of tail and vegetables cut small and fry for about eight or

ten minutes ; then add salt and water and let it simmer on a slow
fire for two hours. In another pan put in the rest of the butter,

when boiling, put in the soup ; stir until it comes to the boil and
season to taste with the cloves, powdered pepper, mint leaves,

parsley, celery and more salt if necessary. Strain the soup into a

tureen, add the pieces of tail, carrots and turnips.

No. 229. MUTTON SOUP

Ingredients.—One lb. of mutton free from fat; a few small

onions ; green ginger, a few pepper corns and salt to taste.

Method.—Cut up the meat and wash well ; put it into a clean

degchie with the green ginger pounded, pepper corns, sliced onions

and salt. Boil over a slow fire for two or three hours. Remove all

the scum and serve hot when ready.

No. 230. NECK OR MUTTON BREAST SOUP

Ingredients—A neck or breast of mutton; some green ginger,

pepper corns ; onions and salt.

Method.—Cut the neck into pieces or the breast of mutton,
wash well and boil in three pints of cold water on a brisk fire. Skin
and reduce the fire; when the meat is tender take it oflF, and when
cold remove the fat and warm again before serving.

The boiled breast may be converted into cutlets or ruggoo, as

per recipe No. 332.

No. 231. CHICKEN SOUP

Cut up a small chicken in the usual way. Boil in a pint and a

half of cold water with some sliced green ginger and onions, pepper
corns, a stick or two of cinnamon and salt to taste. Simmer over a

slow fire until it reduces to half the quantity, strain and serve up hot.

No. 232. CHICKEN JUG SOUP

Put the washed chicken and all the above ingredients used for
chicken soup into a stone jar with a screwtop, add two tablespoon-
fuls of water, put the jar after screwing it tightly into a degchie of-

boiling water and boil for three hours. When the water dries add
more water.

This soup is good for invalids and young children.

N. B.— If the jar used has no screwtop but only an ordinary cover,
then put a paste of flour (atta) over the mouth of the jar to
prevent the water entering.
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No. 233. PEAS SOUP

Make some soup with beef, mutton or sheep's head, strain and
set aside. Steep some dal over night and boil until quite soft. Mash
up smoothly, strain through a clean muslin or wire sieve into the

soup. Now fry a few sliced onions in a little ghee and when suffi-

ciently brown, pour in the soup, season with pepper, salt and mint
leaves chopped up small, allow it to simmer for a little while and
serve hot with tiny bits of fried, crisp toast called sippets.

N. B.—Broiled gram dal may be used in powder instead of the dal.

No. 234. SOUP ROYAL
Ingredients.—A shin of beef; the best parts of meat cut off

a calf's head and the tongue; a few ready made circular fried brain

cakes as per recipe No. 298 ; a few ready made egg balls as per
recipe No. 122; a few force meat balls as per recipe No. 324;
one lb. of green peas; four carrots; half a lb. of boiled potatoes;

one large turnip ; one large onion ; quarter lb. split peas or gram dal

roasted and ground; some soup herbs; pepper and salt; the pulp of
one orange ; the peels or flakes of half an orange and half a lemon

;

a dozen fresh French prunes and a claret glassful of port wine.
Method.—Cut the shin of beef into small pieces but leave the

tongue and the meat from the calf's head whole, add pepper and
salt to taste, boil in eight cups of water, clearing the scum as it

rises ; remove the tongue and the meat of thecalf's head when suffici-

ently tender, but continue to boil the shin of beef until it is well
dissolved, then strain it, when cold, take away all the fat, put it up
again with plenty of soup herbs and more salt and pepper if neces-

sary, boil well and strain it once more and set aside. Now cut the
tongue into slices one-eighth of an inch thick, trim them into the
shape of large diamonds, cut up the meat of the calf's head into one
inch squares, and strips of an inch and a half long and half an inch
wide, add to these a few ready made fried circular brain cakes, a

few ready made egg-balls and force-meat balls, put the slices of
tongue to it and set aside. Now take the green peas, potatoes,

carrots, turnip, onion, split peas or gram dal pounded, soup herbs,

pepper and salt, the orange pulp, flakes of half an orange and half a

lemon, put all these into a large stewing pan or degchie with water
sufficient to cover the whole, boil them thoroughly, skimming all the
time. When perfectly dissolved, turn them out into a strainer and
allow the water to drain away, then turn the contents of the strainer

into a sieve and pass the vegetables, etc. through it, rejecting all such
as will not pass, add the whole or part of the strained vegetables to

the soup which should not be thicker in consistency than a good
thick potato soup. Next stew the prunes in the port wine, which
also strain rejecting the stones, etc. and add the strained portion to

the soup; then boil the whole, strain it once more, add to it the
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force meat, egg balls, brain cakes, tongue, etc. and serve adding
more salt, wine, etc. if required.

This soup if properly made is without its equal but it is very
expensive.

No. 235. MILK SOUP
Ingredients—.One lb. potatoes; one lb. sago; two onions; one

pint milk ; twcT pints water; a little powdered pepper and salt.

Method.—Wash, pare and slice the potatoes, parboil them and
drain away the water, skin and scale the onions and chop in small
pieces, put the parboiled potatoes, scald onions, pepper and salt in

the two pints of water and bring it to boil ; boil about half an
hour until quite soft. Now crush the potatoes and onions with a

fork or spoon until perfectly smooth, add the milk and sago and
stir constantly until it boils, then boil for about ten to fifteen

minutes, i.e., until the sago is quite clear and cooked. Crushed sago
is used. This is a very nutritious soup.

No. 236. MOCK TURTLE SOUP
Ingredients.—Half a calf's head ; one small onion ; three cloves,

one dessertspoonful flour ; one sliced carrot ; one bay leaf ; three

quarts of cold water ; one tablespoonful of butter ; three slices of
lemon ; two hard-boiled eggs ; the juice of half a lemon ; one tea-

spoonful of Worcestershire sauce and a teaspoonful of salt.

Method.—Skin and clean the calf's head, put to boil in cold

water with the carrot, bay leaf, onion and cloves ; when tender
remove the head, strain and keep cooking the soup until reduced to

one quart, then set aside to cool. Put the butter in a degchie with
the flour and brown it; add the strained soup and the tongue of the
calf's head after skinning and cutting it up into small squares or dice

shapes. Get a soup tureen or deep bowl, lay in it the three slices of
lemon, two hard boiled eggs sliced, the juice of half a lemon, one
tablespoonful of sauce and the salt. Now pour over all the boiling

hot soup and serve.

No. 237. AN ECONOMICAL VEGETABLE SOUP

Ingredients.—One small cup of dal ; one onion minced finely

;

half a carrot cut up small ; a few leeks (or young spring onions)
minced; one tablespoonful of ghee or dripping; one quart of cold
water; a teaspoonful of cornflour; half a cup of pure cow's milk
(cold); some stale pieces of bread; pepper and salt to taste.

Method.—Put the dal, onion, carrot and spring onions cut up
finely into a degchie with the' ghee or dripping and stir constantly
over a gentle heat for five minutes, just to colour and not cook the

vegetables, then pour in the quart of water, bring it to a boil quickly,

cover the degchie with a tight fitting cover and boil for an hour

;
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don't cook rapidly. Mix the cornflour with the cold milk smoothly,
stir this into the soup and boil up quickly for two or three minutes.

Break up some stale pieces of bread and put them into a bowl or

tureen and pour the soup over and serve.

No. 238. SOUP FOR DYSPEPTICS

Ingredients.—Three lbs. of lean beef; three quarts of cold

water ; one turnip ; one carrot ; one onion ; a little parsley, sage and
salt to taste.

Method.—Cut up the beef into small pieces, place them in a

degchie with the salt and pour over the water; allow it to stand for

three hours after which, add the carrot, onion, parsley, sage and
turnip, boil down slowly to one half, then strain; set the soup thus

obtained in a cool place overnight. Skim off all the grease which
has formed when wanted, heat and add any desired thickening, such
as pearl barley (which has been cooked soft), vermicelli, macaroni or

bread pieces browned in butter, which make a nice change.

No. 239. SAGO SOUP FOR INVALIDS

Ingredients.—A quarter of a cup of sago ; one cup of cold water

;

one quart of soup stock (hot) ; one cup hot cream ; the yolks of two
eggs ; one pint of hot water ; salt and pepper.

Method.—Steep the sago in cold water for an hour, -then pour
on one pint of boiling water and cook; when soft and clear, stir it

into the hot soup ; let it simmer for ten minutes, add the pepper
and salt together with the hot cream, beat the yolks of the eggs
lightly and mix them with a cup of the boiling soup; then turn into

a tureen and stir briskly as you pour in the hot soup.

No. 240. BROWN SOUP
Ingredients.—Two lbs. of mutton or neck without fat; four

large cups of cold water; one onion, also some sliced onions; a
piece of green ginger, pounded ; a teaspoonful of butter or ghee ; a

few bread-crumbs and salt.

Method.—Cut up the neck or mutton and wash well, put it into

a degchie with the water, onion and ginger, allow to boil till

tender or till the meat leaves the bone ; take off all the scum as it

-rises. Now strain and let it cool, after which remove the fat.

Warm the ghee or butter in a saucepan, brown the sliced onions
and bread-crumbs, then pour in the soup which should be about
two cupfuls, add salt to taste, and a pinch of pepper if desired.

Serve with bits of fried bread, called sippets.

No. 241. WHITE SOUP
Ingredients.—Half a seer mutton ; one sliced onion ; two eggs

;

a cup of milk ; a little flour ; a piece of green ginger ; a little white
pepper and some salt to taste.
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Method.—Cut up the mutton, wash well and put into a saucepan
with two cups of water, onions, green ginger, salt and pepper to

taste. Cook until the meat is tender, then strain the soup into
another saucepan. Beat up the eggs lightly, mix a little flour with
the cup of milk and stir the beaten eggs into it, after which, add the
whole to the boiling soup; stir briskly as you pour it into the
boiling soup.

No. 242. MULLIGATAWNY SOUP (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.—Half a seer mutton, breast bones or a good size

chicken ; one large scraped fresh cocoanut ; two finely ground red
dry chillies ; a dessertspoonful of ground coriander seeds ; a small
piece finely ground turmeric ; a little jeerah and rye, ground finely

;

a little green ginger and garlic, ground ; one onion sliced, ghee
and salt.

Method.—First extract the thick milk out of the scraped
cocoanut with two tablespoonfuls of hot water and set aside, then
extract some more thin milk with a cup of hot water, boil the meat
in this with the above ground ingredients until tender, add salt to

taste. Brown the onion in the ghee in a separate degchie, pour in

the meat and soup, keep the degchie uncovered, add the thick

cocoanut milk, cook for a few minutes longer and serve with boiled

rice and cut up limes.

No. 243. JULIENNE SOUP

Ingredients.—Six carrots ; six turnips ; a few heads of celery ; a

few onions and green ginger; some made clear soup, and salt.

Method.—Trim the carrots and turnips and cut into strips.

Cut the celery up in small bits, together with onions and ginger and
boil all till they are cooked; then add all to the made clear soup
with some salt to taste.

No. 244. BROWN CLEAR SOUP FOR GRAVY
Ingredients.—A knuckle of veal ; one lb. of lean beef; one lb. of

bacon; a few carrots; two onions; two quarts of cold water
and salt.

Alethod.—Slice the beef and bacon, break up the knuckle of the

veal and put into a basin, with two or three scraped carrots, onions,

turnips, sliced celery and water; cook well; when done add the salt

according to taste, stew the meat till quite tender but do not let it

brown. When prepared in this way it will either serve for soup,
or for brown or white gravy. If for brown gravy use some colour
and boil for a few ininutes.

No. 245. VEGETABLE SOUP

Ingredients.—Six large onions ; six potatoes ; six carrots ; four
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turnips ; half lb. of butter ; four quarts ( 8 cups of cold water ) ; a

slice of bread, some celery ; soup herbs, pepper and salt.

Method.—Peel and slice the onions, potatoes, carrots and turnips,

fry them in the butter and pour in the water. Toast the slice of

bread as brown and as hard as possible, but do not burn it, put

the toasted bread, celery, soup herbs, pepper and salt to the above;
stew gently for four hours and then strain through a coarse cloth;

have ready some sliced carrots, celery and turnips and add if

preferred. Stew all in the soup until tender. If approved you
may add a spoonful of catsup or any kind of sauce to give it an
extra flavour.

No. 246. SOUP A-LA SOP

Ingredients,—Half a lb. of potatoes ; one lb. of beef; one lb. of

green peas (shelled); one onion; three ozs. of rice; five or six pints

of water ; a few mint or sage leaves; celery, pepper, salt and two
slices of bread.

Method.—Peel and grate the potatoes, cut up the beef and wash
it. Put these into a degchie with the green peas ; wash the rice and
add the onion ; pour over water and boil well, strain through a

coUander or coarse cloth, then mash up the peas and put it into a

saucepan with the mint and celery, stew it quite tender; and
add pepper and salt to taste. Serve with fried pieces of bread
called sippets.

No. 247. SOUP MAIGRE
Ingredients.—Half a lb. of butter, a few heads of celery ; six

onions, two handfuls of spinach; two cabbage lettuces, some par-

sley ; two quarts of water, a few crusts of bread ; some pepper,
mace, two yolks of eggs ; a spoonful of vinegar and salt to taste.

Method.—Melt the butter in a stewpan, slightly brown the

onions, then add the celery, spinach, cabbage, lettuces cut up small

and the parsley. Stir all for a few minutes and pour in the water,

the crusts of bread, pepper and mace. Boil gently for an hour; just

before serving, beat the .yolks of eggs, vinegar and salt and add it to

the soup.

ROASTING, BAKING, BOILING, PRESERVING
AND CORNING MEAT

No. 248. CORNED BEEF

Ingredients.—A large round of beef weight 32 lbs. ; two seers

cooking salt; one anna's worth of salt-petre; a tablespoonful of

brandy or other spirit ; two tablespoonfuls of brown sugar and
eight fresh limes.
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Method.—Select a good round of beef, remove all the kernels

called gudthooths in Hindustani, pound the salt'petre in a mortar,
take the rind of four limes, a tablespoonful of brandy, pound
well, add half of the powdered salt'petre and one seer of^ salt.

Mix all these together. Now divide the mixture made into four
equal parts and set aside. Take the round and puncture the beef
lightly with a clean bright steel fork or needle to allow the mixture
to penetrate freely, after which rub one-fourth part of the above
mixture into it, and put aside ; an hour or two after take another
fourth part of the mixture, squeeze into it the juice of the four
limes from which the rinds have been removed and repeat the oper-

ation of rubbing it into the round, puncturing it lightly again with a
steel fork ; turn the beef over from side to side continually, so that

one side will not soak or steep more in the brine than the other, repeat

the operation of rubbing it well several times during the day. Next
morning, take it out of the brine and place it in a dry dish, rub into

it another fourth part of the prepared mixture, let it stand for an
hour or so, then pour over it the old brine, repeat the rubbing two
or three times during the day turning the beef continually. On the

third day rub half of the remaining salt-petre into the beef dry, and
allow it to stand for an hour or two, then add the rest of the salt-

petre and the juice of the other four limes to the remaining fourth

part of the mixture, and keep turning and rubbing the beef during

the day as before. In the evening pour over it the stale brine, cover

it thickly with the one seer of the remaining salt and place a heavy

weight upon it until required to be boiled the next day.

No. 249. BEEF A-LA-MODE

Corn a round of beef in every particular as directed in recipe

No. 248 and twenty-four hours previously to its being boiled. Lard
it with the following ingredients.

Ingredients—Four lbs. of lard or fat bacon ; half a tablespoon of

powdered cinnamon ; half a lb. of finely powdered pepper ; one
tablespoonful of powdered cloves ; four tablespoonfuls of chutney,

strained through muslin ; a claret glassful of mixed sauces such as

Harvey, Walnut, Worcestershire, Tapp, tomato etc.

Method.—Mix the ground pepper, hot spices and strained

chutney with a claret glassful of mixed sauces. Cut into long

narrow strips the lard or bacon to correspond in thickness

with the larding pin, and lay the strips into the mixture of

spices, sauces etc., for an hour or two before larding the beef which
should be larded through and through and as closely as possible.

Cook the next day, either in plain water, with a pint of vinegar, a

few pepper corns and bay leaves as is usual or in a preparation of

claret or champagne, with vinegar and bay leaves, etc. This is not

necessary but it tends to the improvement of the flavour at quite

a considerable cost.
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No. 250. HUNTERS OR SPICED BEEF

Cover a round of beef as per recipe No. 248 and add large

quantities of finely powdered pepper and hot spices, some of the

spices and pepper should be rubbed well in with the salt-petre and
the beef should be punctured the whole time with a fork to insure
the salt-petre and spices penetrating ; after the dry salt-petre and
spices have been well rubbed in, prepare a mixture of salt-petre,

brown sugar, lemon rind, pepper and spices, and rub in one-fourth
of the mixture, continuing to puncture the beef, then add to the
brine the juice of lemons and observe closely the instructions given
in recipe No. 248. On the seventh day remove the beef from the
brine, rub it well with two tablespoonfuls of finely powdered
spices and pepper, enclose it thoroughly in skins of fat and then in a
strong crust made out of coarse flour (atta) and bake in a good
oven. A baker's oven is the best.

N. B.—The above recipes are specially meant for large messes, or
where large quantities are used.

No. 251. COLLARD BRISKET

Bone a brisket of beef weighing eight lbs., rub into it a dessert-

spoonful of salt-petre, the same of brown sugar, the juice of four
limes and half a seer salt; allow it to remain in the brine for thirty-

six hours, rubbing it continually, then remove from the brine and
clear away all the salt. Roll the beef tightly into a collar, secure it

well, enclose in a stout duster and boil it.

No. 252. SPICED COLLARD BRISKET

The process is the same as the above, but if required to keep
for any length of time the quantity of salt ought to be doubled,
the beef kept in the brine for seventy-two hours and hot spices,

pepper, chutney and sauces added. The brisket after being rolled
should be packed in the skin of fat and in a coarse pastry made of
flour (^attd) and baked in a baker's oven.

No. 253. TO CORN BEEF (A SIMPLER WAY)

Ingredients.—Eight lbs. of beef, free of kefnels; one lb. of salt;

three or four ozs. of brown sugar ; one dessertspoonful of salt"

petre ; and half a dozen small kakagee limes.

Method.—^Mix half of the salt, the brown sugar, salt-petre and
the juice of the limes together, after puncturing the meat well with
a steel fork; rub the mixture into it and place in a large basin cover-
ing it over with the remaining salt and stick the lime skins into

slits or cuts made in the meat and allow it to steep for a few days,
taking it out every day and rubbing it until required for boiling.
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No. 254. SALT TONGUE
Is prepared in the same way as the foregoing recipe. Before

beginning to salt the tongue, cut away carefully all the udder looking
bits of fat on it, as these, if not removed will cause it to spoil. The
tongue may be boiled in the brine the next day instead of allowit^ it

to steep for a few days i.e., should it be required for use at once.
N.B.—A hump of beef may be salted in the same way.

No. 255. BRISKET OF BEEF

May be prepared similarly to recipe No. 253, using ingredients
in proportionate quantities according to the amount of meat to be
salted, allowing two chattacks of salt to each seer of meat. The
bones of a briskef of beef must be removed before salting.

No. 256. TO SALT PIG'S TROTTERS
Place them in salt for two or three days ; then boil them slowly

in the same way as bacon, see recipe No. 257.

No. 257. TO BOIL BACON
If freshly cured, wash it well before boiling; if dried one month

or more, soak in cold water for an hour, if cured for a longer period
soak in water all night. Boil in cold water slowly and when ready,
skin it and serve.

No. 258. TO BOIL AND DRESS HAM
A ham requires to be soaked the whole night if cured long ; put

it up to boil in a large degchie with lots of cold water, remove the
scum and let it simmer slowly. A ham of ten lbs. will take about
four hours to cook, when done, before it cools, skin it, sprinkle some
fine bread crumbs over it and decorate with cloves stuck neatly

into it; ornament the knuckle bone with a frill of white or
coloured paper. Ham boiled in beer has a better flavour.

No. 259. TO PRESERVE CORN BEEF

Salt the meat according to directions given in recipe No. 253.

Remove the meat from the brine on the third day and boil it just as

you would salt tongue ; remove it from the water in which it was
boiled, cut the meat into pieces of about half to one lb., warm some
good ghee or lard in a degchie in proportion to the meat, put the
meat in and roast them until no water remains ; when perfectly cold,
pack the meat in a clean dry jar, pour over the {top hot pure ghee,
which must be two or three inches thick over the meat. When any
portion of the meat preserved is taken from the jar, be sure to
cover the top again with the ghee, if this is neglected, the meat will

spoil. Always keep the jar well corked.
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No. 260. HOME MADE POTTED MEAT
Take three or four lbs. of lean beef or any smaller quantity free

from sinews, rub it well with a mixture made of a handful of salt, a

little salt-petre, and some coarse brown sugar in proportion to the
quantity of meat; let the meat lie in this mixture for two days, turn-

ing and rubbing it twice a day. Now remove it from the brine, put
it in a stone jar with a few spoonfuls of stock or glaze and cover
with a good paste to keep closed. Bake it for several hours in a
very slow oven until the meat is tender, take the jar out and pour off

the gravy which should be a very small quantity or the juice of the
meat will be lost. When cold, pound the meat in a marble mortar
until it is reduced to a smooth paste, adding by degrees a little fresh

melted butter. Now season with ground pepper, nutmeg, mace,
cloves, or any other spices as preferred ; the flavour of anchovy,
ham, onions, currypowder, mustard, wine, vinegar etc., may be
added according to taste. When the whole is thoroughly beaten
and mixed togetherj press it closely into shallow pots nearly full, and
fill up a layer a quarter of an inch thick with the very best ghee
and tie them up with a bladder or paste them with atta, to keep
the air out.

They should be kept in a cool place.

No. 261. TO CURE MUTTON HAM
Cut a hind quarter of good mutton in the shape of a ham,

remove kernels and use the following :

Ingredients.—One oz. of salt-petre ; one lb. of coarse salt ; four
ozs. of brown sugar.

Method.—Make a mixture of the above ingredients and rub the
ham well with it, taking care to stuff the hole in the shank well with
salt and sugar ; place to soak in a dish for a fortnight, rub in the
pickle of mixture every two or three days, then take it out and press

it with a weight for one day. Smoke it with saw-dust for ten or
fifteen days or hang it to dry in the kitchen. If the ham is to be
boiled, after it has been smoked for any length of time it will

require soaking several hours. It is eaten cold at breakfast,

luncheon or dinner.

A mutton ham is sometimes cured with the above mixture with
the addition of half an oz. of pepper, quarter oz. of cloves, one
nutmeg, all ground and rubbed in.

No. 262. THE INDIAN WAY OF ROASTING MEAT
Take two or three lbs. of the fore-rib or loin, salt to taste and

simmer with a cup of water very gently over a slow fire, and when
the water dries up, then brown it in its own dripping. Meat
prepared in this way gives out more dripping. If the gravy dries

up before the meat is tender add a little more water and should the
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meat be lean put in a little ghee for the gravy ; after removing the
roast meat pour in a few spoonfuls of hot water into the degchie and
stir well ; season and serve in a saucebbat separately.

No. 263. BAKED BEEF

Wash the meat and rub sufficient salt and ghee all over it,

place it on a grid which stands in a tin similar to those given with
an oil stove, put two or three tablespoonfuls of hot water in the tin

for the gravy drippings, allow for each lb. of meat twenty minutes
for baking; when the meat is sufficiently done and the gravy brown,
it is baked.

No. 264. ROAST FOWL
Prepare the fowl as directions given in a latter recipe. Make a

stuffing with some bread steeped in water, squeezed out and mashed,
add a minced onion, some powdered pepper, a few chopped mint
leaves and salt, mix well together with a teaspoonful of butter ; fill

this into the breast and secure it with a skewer or stitch with a
needle and strong cotton. Now put a degchie on the fire with a

large spoonful of ghee, when it is bubbling hot, put in the dressed
fowl downwards, rubbing sufficient salt all over it; allow one
side to roast for a few minutes on a good fire, then turn the
other side and brown it well, reduce the heat of the fire and allow
it to roast slowly, turning it now and again to prevent it from
burning. One hour should be enough to roast a fowl. Make the

gravy with a little hot water in the degchie the fowl was roasted
in, add a little more salt and pour the whole over the fowl in

the dish, hot.

No. 265. ROAST DUCK

Prepare the duck as in a latter recipe, after cleaning and wash-
ing well, stuflf it with the following :

Ingredients.—A few minced onions; boiled mashed potatoes; a

few chopped up mint leaves ; some pepper and salt. But if pre-

ferred use the following stuffing : a young tender cabbage (small)

;

a teaspoonful of finely powdered pepper ; a teaspoonful of salt, three,

cloves of garlic and four ozs. of butter.

Method.—Slice into fine long strips the heart of the cabbage.
Wash and drain the water, shake it up in a serviette without crush-

ing or destroying the crispness of theieaves (use sufficient to stuff

one or two ducks as the case may be), add the powdered pepper,
salt, the garlic minced up and the butter. Mix all together well and
stuff. Bake or roast. '

N. B^—Boiled green peas are generally served with baked or
roasted duck.
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No. 266. ROAST PARTRIDGES

If the weather permits, let the bird hang for a while as this will
make it tender. Pick and singe it carefully, remove the entrails,

wash well and clean the inside thoroughly. Truss it with the head
turned under the wing and the legs drawn closely together. Rub it

all over with salt, flour and plenty of ghee and bake as directed.

No. 267. ROAST QUAILS

Pick, singe and truss as you would a partridge, removing the
entrails, 'clean well. Cover the breast with a vine leaf and over
that a thin slice of bacon ; put the birds either on a skewer, or bake
in an oven for about half an hour, until brown and tender.

No. 268. ROAST TURKEY
Prepare the turkey as you would a fowl. Make a stuffing in the

same way, with the addition of either minced suet, lean ham or the
liver parboiled and minced up. Bake or roast as directed. A turkey
will take fully one or two hours to bake according to the size of 'the

bird and the heat of the oven.

No. 269. ROAST GOOSE
Is prepared the same as turkey, using the same kind of stuffing

;

and bake or roast in the same way, only serve with apple sauce as

In recipe No. 215.

No. 270. BOILED OX CHEEK

Wash half a head very clean, steep it in cold water for a few
hours ; break the bone in two taking care not to break or injure the
flesh and put it into a degchie of boiling water with some salt and
let it boil for two or three hours ; take out the bone and serve with
boiled carrots and turnips.

The liquor in which the head was boiled maybe strained and
made into barley soup.

No. 271. TO BOIL MARROW BONES

Saw them even at the bottom, butter and flour some bits of
linen and tie a piece over the top of each bone ; boil them for an
hour or two; take off the linen and serve them with thin slices of

dry toast cut into square bits ; at table the marrow should be put on
the toast and a little pepper and salt sprinkled over it.

No. 272. BOILED TURKEY
Follow the directions given for fowls, make the stuffing in the

same way with the addition of minced suet, lean ham or the liver

parboiled and minced. Boil the turkey in a floured cloth, put it
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into cold water and let it boil gently. Serve with oyster salad or
white onion sauce.

No. 273. ROAST TONGUE
Get a good sized tongue, cut carefully all the udder pieces of

fat, etc., wash well and put it up to boil in two cups of cold water
with a little salt ; when quite boiled and tender take the skin oflF the
tongue which ought to peel o£F easily, trim nicely by cutting off any
more particles of fat which may be on it. Put a degchie or pan on
the fire with the ghee and fry or roast the tongue to a nice brown ;

serve up with mashed potatoes and green peas.

No. 274. TO ROAST A SUCKING PIG

Sucking pigs are best at about three weeks old. It is always
best to get them direct from an established piggery where they sell

them prepared and ready for roasting. Truss the pig by breaking
the joints of the legs, fold them, pin down with a skewer, make a

stuffing as for roast fowl or duck, stuff and then put it up to roast

basting it the whole time with ghee and water (mixed) together with
some salt. It was usually baked on a spit in the old days but may
be done in an oven or stove, just as well. The pig must be
thoroughly washed first.

N. B.—Serve up in a sitting posture with a lime in the mouth, or
in halves, each laid at the end of the dish.

No. 275. COW'S HEART ROASTED FOR STUFFING

Ingredients.—A slice of bread soaked in water and squeezed
out; half chattack ghee; a few mint leaves; pepper and salt.

Method.—Get a good sized heart, wash well, make a stuffing of
the above ingredients and^tuff into the hollow of the heart, close

with a skewer made out of a piece of bamboo. Put the prepared
heart into a clean degchie with the ghee, salt and a cup of hot water,
place it on the fire, when it boils, reduce the heat and allow it to
simmer over a slow fire until all the water is absorbed and it begins

to fry in the ghee. Keep turning frequently to enable the heart to

get nice and brown in every part and put some fire on top of the
degchie, cover and simmer on a slow fire until it is properly cooked.
Then take the fried heart out of the degchie and for the gravy, pour
in a few tablespoonfuls of hot water, stir and pour over the heart
placed in a dish, hot.

This may be baked in an oven, rub some ghee and salt all over
and sprinkle with a little flour. A good sized heart will take fully

one hour to bake; serve with mashed potatoes and green peas.

No. 276. BOILED MUTTON
Get a good sized leg of mutton and observe the hints given in a
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latter recipe; wash well and put up to boil in as much water as will

cover it with a little salt to taste; remove the scum as it rises,

reduce the heat and allow it to simmer over a slow fire until tender.

Diflferent kinds of vegetables may be boiled with the meat, but
must be removed when done and served separately with capers or
white onion sauce ; see recipe No. 185.

No. 277. ROAST LEG OF PORK
Choose a small leg, wash and score the skin across in narrow

strips a quarter of an inch wide. The reason the skin should be
scored is because when cooked it will be hard to cut through.
Brush over with salad oil to make the crackling crisper and
browner. Ghee may be used instead of salad oil. Now cut a slit

in the knuckle, loosen the skin, gradually raise the flesh all round
as far as possible, put in a stuffing made of the following items: a
few minced onions, sage leaves, a sprinkle of salt and pepper and
fill in with a spoon and secure it with a small skewer if necessary.

It is now ready for cooking. Place in a baking pan on the grid
after rubbing it all over with ghee and salt. Bake for three hours
in a moderate oven, allow for every lb. of pork half an hour's bak-
ing. Pork must always be cooked slowly and thoroughly to be
wholesome and basted frequently for the crackling to be crisp,

otherwise it will become tough.

No. 278. ROAST PIGEONS

Pick, draw and singe a few pigeons and wash well in cold water.
Truss them by closing up the portion towards the tail with a

wooden pin, put a skewer through the wings and body and fasten

the legs with some string around the back. Make a stuffing with
scraps of cold ham minced fine, a tablespoonful of bread-crumbs, a

little milk, a minced onion and some pepper and salt to taste. Put
the stuffing into the breast and then close the opening with a skewer,
then put a degchie on the fire- with a chattack of ghee, when hot
put in the dressed pigeons with a little more salt, breast downwards,
roast first on one side and then on the other, until they are brown
and tender. For the gravy, after removing the roasted pigeons and
dripping, put in a spoonful or so of hot water, stir and pour over
the pigeons in the dish.

No. 279. CURRYSTUFF ROAST
Fry in a degchie a leg of mutton (after washing, etc.), weighing

two seers in two chattacks of boiling ghee or lard. When tender
and brown put in the following ground currystufFs: one^ large onion,
four dry red chillies; a piece of turmeric, a teaspoonful of jeerah
and rye, then fry all again nicely, add two teacupfuls of hot water
with salt to taste, boil till tender and all the water has been
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absorbed. If the meat is still tough add more water, cook until dry
and fry again ; serve with potatoes and vegetables.

No. 280. BAKED SADDLE OF VENISON

Clean and trim a saddle of venison, make incisions in it four
inches long down the back, insert £nely cut slices of bacon in the
splits, sprinkle sonie salt and rub a well beaten egg all over it; strew

with bread'crumbs and bake in a moderate oven for an hour
or more.

No. 281. KID ROASTED WHOLE
Get from the butcher a whole kid with its head on. Prepare a

EtufHng as for fowl roast and after cleaning the kid well stuff it.

Break the joints of the legs and fold and truss them like a pig ; then
bake in an oven not forgetting to rub the kid well ovfer with ghee
and salt.

Serve up in a sitting posture like a pig with a lime in the

mouth.

No. 282. BOILED FOWL
Clean and truss a young fowl in the usual way, fill the inside

with a few slices of raw bacon, a few pepper corns and salt. Make
a stiff dough with half a seer of flour and water, roll it out to half

an inch and enclose the fowl in this. Dip a clean duster in hot

water, sprinkle with jlour, tie up the fowl in this, and boil in

boiling water for half an hour ; when done, remove all the dough,
place the boiled fowl in a flat dish, serve bread sauce with it or

pour it over the fowl (see recipe No. 186) together with boiled

green peas all round for a garnish.

No. 283. TO BOIL PICKLED PORK
Wash off the salt, dry in a soft cloth, saw off the shank of the

leg, place in a saucepan of cold water and bring it gradually to the

boiling paint. Skim carefully and at intervals. To keep the meat a

good colour, the more slowly the meat is cooked and the more
gently it simmers the more tender it will be. After the meat boils

draw the saucepan to a cooler part of the fire and from that time,

allow twenty minutes to the lb. for cooking. Carrots or parsnips

are the usual vegetables to serve with boiled pickled pork and
another useful accompaniment is peas pudding. SeeTecipe No. 471.

No. 284. TO BOIL PIG'S HEAD
This is sometimes salted for a day and boiled for dinner ; it

will take half an hour to the lb. to cook and is served with peas

pudding similar to the above and when cured like bacon it makes a

nice cold breakfast dish.
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ENTREES AND SAVOURY DISHES

No. 285. PIGEON STUFFED WITH DATES

Ingredients.—One good sized tender pigeon ; a few dry dates

;

some powdered cinnamon; cloves and nutmeg powder; bread'
crumbs; a little parsley; one wineglassful of sherry; one wine-
glassful of cold water; half an oz. of butter and a little salt.

Method.—After preparing the pigeon in the usual way, stuff

with dates by merely splitting them and removing the stones.

Sprinkle the outside lightly with a little salt, a teaspoonful of the

cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg mixed ; put it in the,oven or hang it to

roast over the fire, baste with the butter and dredge with bread'

crumbs and parsley. It should be richly browned, the gravy is

made by boiling in the dripping pan, the wineglassful of sherry and
water, stir the whole until it boils; when serving up pour the gravy
over the pigeon.

No. 286. BOILED TOAD-IN'THE-WHOLE

Ingredients.—One lb. of kidneys; three quarter lb. of flour;

six ozs. of suet; a little milk or water; one fresh egg, salt and
pepper.

Method.—Cut up the kidneys into pieces two inches thick,

after removing the skin, wash well in warm water and roll them in

salt and pepper on a plate and set aside. Now put the flour into a

deep bowl and mix it with the suet, which should be chopped up
finely ; make it into a stiff batter with some milk or water and one
egg. Stir the pieces of kidney into the batter, tie the whole up in a
floured cloth and boil quickly for two and half hours.

This is an agreeable change from the usual run of meat puddings.

No. 287. SAUSAGES, TOAD-IN-THE-WHOLE
Ingredients.—One lb. of sausages ; six ozs. of flour; one egg;

one pint of pure cow's milk ; a little pepper and salt.

Method.—Boil the sausages for a few minutes ; after washing
them in cold water, arrange them in a greased dish or baking tin.

Make a batter of the flour, egg and milk, season with pepper and
salt, pour over the sausages and bake for about forty minutes ; serve
on a hot dish cut into squares.

No. 288. COW-HEEL STEW
Ingredients.—Four cow-heels ; one large onion sliced ; some sliced

green ginger; a few cloves, pepper and salt and half a chattack
of ghee.

Method.—Prepare the cow-heels as directed in a latter recipe.

Place a degchie on the fire and fry the onions in the ghee, when
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nicely browned add the ginger and cloves. Put in the cooked cow«
heels (after removing the large bones) with all the gravy and season
with pepper and salt. Simmer over a slow fire for a few minutes
and serve hot.

No. 289. COW-HEEL MOULEE
Ingte^ients.—Four coW'heels; two pieces of ground turmeric;

some sliced green ginger; a few peels of garlic; a few green chillies

;

two large onions sliced; half a chattack of ghee ; a little vinegar or
lime'juice; one large cocoanut and salt to taste.

Method.—Prepare the cow-heels as in above recipe. Grind half
of the cocoanut to n paste with a little warm water. Put the ghee
in a degchie and fry one onion to a light brown, put in the ground
turmeric and fry for a minute or so, add the cocoanut paste, and
keep frying for another minute, pour in the cow-heel gravy green
ginger, green chillies, garlic peel, and the other sliced onion, allow
the whole to boil up, add the good pieces of cow-heel, simmer until

the gravy is partially dried, now add the thick cocoanut milk which
must be extracted from the other half cocoanut, and when serving

add the vinegar or lime-juice according to the acid required.

No. 290. COLD BEEF CROQUETTES

Ingredients.—Two chattacks cold meat ; a cupful of pure cow's
milk ; half a chattack ghee, one egg and some bread-crumbs ; a piece

of green ginger ; one large onion, pepper and salt.

Method.—Grind the cold meat on a clean stone with the milk,

rejecting all the fibres and strings, grind the ginger, onions, pepper
and salt and mix with the ground meat, adding the egg. When
thoroughly mixed make into croquettes, roll each into the bread-

crumbs and fry to a light brown; serve hot.

No. 291. COLD MEAT PREPARED AS BRAINS

Ingredients.—^Two chattacks cold meat; two tablespoonfuls of

flour ; half a cup of cow's milk; some green ginger, one egg, one
onion ^ some bread-crumbs, salt, pepper and half a chattack of ghee.

Method.—Grind the cold meat to a fine paste in some hot

water. Now cook the milk and flour to a thick paste. Mix the

ground meat paste and flour paste together, add the pepper, salt,

ground ginger and onions. Mix thoroughly and shape into cutlets;

brush over with an ^g well beaten up, sprinkle with bread-crumbs
and fry in the ghee to a light brown ; serve hot.

No. 292. STEWED RABBIT

Skin and cut off the head and the four legs ; divide the body
into five pieces, wash and steep them in cold water with a little pan
on the fire, brown one minced onion in two ozs. of butter, and the
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same of flour, then put in the pieces of rabbit and brown them
nicely on both sides ; add a pint of warm water, a little pepper and
salt to taste, with a tablespoonful of tomato sauce and allow it to
simmer slowly with the cover on until tender. Should the gravy be
too thick before the rabbit is tender add a little more water, with a
piece of glaze the size of a walnut. For making glaze, see recipe on
same. Dish neatly in a circle with the gravy in the centre. There
should not be too much gravy.

No. 293. SHEPHERD'S PIE

Take cold meat of any kind, roasted or boiled and slice it.

Season with pepper and salt, and lay them in a baking dish. Now
break all the bones of the joint of cold meat and put them into a
degchie with some boiling water and a little salt, boil until the
strength of the bones is extracted, and it is reduced to a little, strain

it and pour the gravy on the cold meat slices in the baking dish

;

add a little mushroom ketchup or tomato sauce. Have some
potatoes boiled and nicely mashed, cover the baking dish with the
mashed potatoes* smooth the top with a knife, notch it round the
edge and mark it on the top the same as for pastry. Bake in an
oven or before the fire until the potatoes are a nice brown.

No. 294. JHALFRAZEE OR HOT FRY

Cut into small squares of less than an inch, either cold mutton,
beef or veal, rejecting the bones, add a large quantity of sliced

onions, green or dry chillies minced up and a little salt. Now
warm a chattack of ghee in a degchie and put in all the minced up
ingredients and fry well, stirring the whole time until the onions are
quite tender and the meat brown. If gravy is liked add a table-

spoonful of hot water before taking off the fire.

No. 295. CHILLI OR TAMARIND FRY (MADRAS WAY)
Ingredients.—Half a lb. of fresh mutton or beef ; one large sliced

onion ; half a dozen green chillies slit down the centre ; one chattack
of ghee; a little salt and tamarind juice.

Method.—Cut up into squares the mutton or the beef. Wash
well and place the meat in a degchie with the onion, chillies and
salt, boil on a slow fire and when the water which will come out of
the fresh meat dries up, put in the ghee and fry all to a nice brown
colour; pour in some tamarind juice according to acid requited.
Simmer for about twenty minuteS and then it is ready.

This may be eaten with potato cakes, chappaties, hand bread
or Madras oppers.

No. 296. GRILL CHICKEN

Tak^ a small sized chicken and remove the feathers. Cut the
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head and legs off. Place the chicken on a board and cut down the
centre of the back, divide but do not sever ; remove the entrails,

flatten and put a wooden skewer through the two legs to keep them
together, twist the wings on the back of the chicken and place the
liver and gizzard under each. Now wash well in cold water cleaning
all the blood away. Place a frying pan on the fire with some ghee,
when very hot, put the prepared chicken into it, breast downward,
fry well on one side, then turn, sprinkle pepper and salt to taste,

turn again, and sprinkle more pepper and salt on the other side,

after which, place a heavy weight over it while in the pan and let it

cook until both sides are brown and tender. You must keep turn-

ing to prevent it from burning. For gravy, put in a little hot water
after removing the chicken, stir and pour over the chicken in the
dish, serve hot.

No. 297. GRILL MUTTON CHOPS

Get good fat mutton chops, pare away all particles of string

and surplus bones, do not wash but simply damp over with a wet
cloth until quite clean. Place a grid-iron used for the purpose on a

brisk fire, when hot lay the chops on one by one, turn them and
sprinkle with pepper and salt to taste. When brown on one side

turn and brown the other ; baste freely with ghee, serve up hot oh
the grid-iron. This is usually eaten with potato burta as per

recipe No. 110.

No. 298. BRAIN CAKES

Clean the brains in cold water following the directions in a

latter recipe, boil and pound them, add a teaspoonful of finely

sifted flour, some grated nutmeg, pepper, salt and a raw egg, mix
all together, roll out like pie crust to the thickness of a rupee, cut

into round cakes and fry them in ghee or lard to a light brown
colour.

No. 299. Another Way
Take the brains, wash well in cold water. Chop well with a

knife, add pepper, salt and nutmeg together with a raw egg and a

little flour to make them stick together, mix well, make into cakes
about the size of the top of a wineglass and fry them brown either

in butter or ghee.

No. 300. BEEF STEAKS

Ingredients.—One lb. fat beef (undercut preferred) ; one chattack
ghee; one teaspoonful ground pepper ; two large onions and salt.

Method.^rCut the beef into steaks about half an inch thick,
beat them with a chopper, arrange them into round shapes or
oblong pieces, whichever is preferred. Put the ghee into a frying
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pan and when quite hot, lay in the steaks (do not wash in water

but rub over a damp cloth) let them fry on a brisk fire for a few
minutes, then turn and sprinkle with pepper and salt, turn and do
the same on the other side and when sufficiently done and the meat
is tender, remove the steaks into a hot water dish. Fry the onions,

sliced very fine and when half brown place them over the steaks.

Make the gravy by putting a couple of tablespoonfuls of hot water
into the frying pan and a pinch of pepper and salt, stir the same
until brown. Pour the gravy over the steaks and onions.

Serve with potato mash or burta.

No. 301. MUTTON CHOPS

Ingredients.—One lb. fat mutton, either loin or breast ; one
chattack ghee ; pepper and salt to taste.

Method.—The mutton is cut up into chops and may be cooked
in their own fat, if preferred. The meat must not be washed but
only damped over with a wet cloth-; they are beaten in shape with
a chopper and fried in the same way as beef steaks, omitting

the onions.

No. 302. CRUMB CHOPS OF MUTTON OR BEEF

Ingredients.—One lb. of mutton chops or beef steaks; a few
ground coriander seeds ; a piece of green ginger; one ground onion,

a few bread-crumbs ; pepper, salt and ghee.

.Method,—After grinding the above ingredients in water prepare

the chops and dip each into the mixture and let it steep for an hour

;

allspice may be used if preferred. When sufficiently steeped, rub
each chop with a well beaten egg or instead of egg, a little jOiour milk
called lysuin mixed to a paste which is a good substitute for an egg.

Sprinkle with breadcrumbs and fry to a light brown ; serve hot.

No. 303. FRIED LIVER AND BACON
Ingredients.—One sheep's liver ; a few slices of fat bacon; a few

sliced onions; pepper and salt to taste and one or two chattacks

of ghee.

Method.—Remove the lungs called paypada in Hindustani.
It is not used as a rule, but some people like it. Wash the liver

and heart in cold water and then steep in boiling water for a minute
or so, take it out and cut into thin slices lengthways. Cut the

bacon into thin slices and first fry and remove; then put the slices

of liver and heart in and fry in the bacon dripping; if not
sufficient add some ghee while frying, sprinkle well with pepper
and salt to taste. When fried nice and brown take it out into

a hot water dish strewing the sliced fried bacon over. Fry the
onions brown and put over all with a little gravy made with a spoon
or two of hot water in the pan.
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No. 304. TO FRY BACON AND EGGS
Get a few rashers of bacon and as many eggs as required and a

little pepper to sprinkle over the eggs. Place the bacon in a hot
frying pan and fry for a few minutes taking care that they should
not get too hard and dry then remove and place them in a hot water
dish. Break each egg carefully into the pan and allow them to fry in

the bacon fat. Place each egg on a slice of bacoii and sprinkle with
pepper ; serve hot.

No. 305. TO FRY LIVER ONLY
Wash and prepare the liver as in recipe No. 303. Cut up into

slices lengthways, put some ghee into a frying pan, and fry the liver

first, when sufficiently brown, put in some cut up. green chillies,

sliced onions, a little pounded green ginger and salt ; keep frying till

it is quite brown and the liver becomes tender ; then remove and
put it into a deep dish, make a gravy by putting a spoonful or two of

hot water into the pan, stir and pour over all. Serve hot, other-

wise it will not taste well.

No. 306. TO FRY SHEEP KIDNEYS

After washing them in hot water, cut them through lengthways,

score them and sprinkle with pepper and salt, fry to a dark brown
in ghee, take them out and place them in a hot water plate. Now
put a teaspoonful of flour into the^frying pan and as soon as it looks

brown, pour in a little hot water for the gravy ; pour over and serve.

No. 307. DEVILLED KIDNEYS

Are prepared similar to the above, being made very pungent
with the addition of some dry red chillies either ground or cut up
small.

No. 308. SWEET BREADS

Trim a few sweet breads, they cannot be too fresh. Wash well

and place them in cold water on the fire with the juice of half a

lemon and salt ; bring to a boil, stir from time to time with a

wooden spoon and after they are boiled, place them under the tap,

allow to refresh till cold, drain and cut into halves lengthways, dry
them again in a clean cloth, dredge them with flour and fry in ghee
to a delicate brown. Serve either with sauce, ham, bacon or force

meat balls. If served alone, then season with pepper and salt to
taste, frying them nice and brown. Serve on buttered toast and
garnish with egg sauce or gravy.

No. 309. SWEET BREADS STEWED
Prepare half a dozen sweet breads as above ; parboil them and

cut into halves, when cold stew them in a little stock or soup for
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half an hour, season with pepper and salt. Keep it hot and serve
with boiled green peas or any kind of sauce.

No. 310. POTATO MINCE

Ingredients.—One lb. of potatoes ; two chattacks ghee ; half a lb.

of cold mince meat ; one minced onion ; a few mint leaves (minced)

;

a piece of green ginger ground; some pepper and salt. Use green
chillies cut up small instead of pepper if preferred.

Method.—Boil and skin the potatoes, mash them up with a

fork to a paste allowing no lumps to remain, add a little salt and
knead till quite smooth. Prepare the mince thus : put a frying-pan on
the fire with about a tablespoonful ghee, brown the onions and then
stir in the ingredients with some pepper and salt together with the
mince-meat, fry all well and when brown take oflF the fire and let it

cool. Now form the potato paste into balls, take one at a time and
press it out on the palm of the hand in a cup shape, fill a small
quantity of fried mince in it, then cover over with a little more of
the paste, shape and flatten out on a board; beat up an egg and
smear each, sprinkle with bread-crumbs and fry in the remaining
ghee to a light brown. %

Serve with boiled green peas or vegetable.

No. 311. POTATO CHOPS

Are made like the foregoing recipe, but use fried mutton
chops instead of mince meat and as a substitute for egg, a little

flour and milk mixed to a paste answers the purpose just as well.

No. 312. HASH OF COLD MEAT
Ingredients.^-A few thin slices of cold meat ; a tablespoonful of

ghee or butter ; some sliced green ginger ; a few sliced onions ; a
tablespoonful of flour; some stock or gravy made out of the scraps
of cold meat bones ; pepper, salt and a little sugar.

Method.—Put a degchie with the ghee on the fire or stove,
brown the onions and flour together, pour in the soup or gravy and
put in the slices of cold mutton. Simmer for a few minutes, season
with pepper, salt and sugar to taste.

No. 313. MINCED MEAT PANCAKES
CALLED "COCKROLLS"

Ingredients.—Some ready made mince as recipe No. 315; half

a lb. of flour; one teacupful of milk; three eggs, salt and ghee and a
few bread-crumbs.

Method.—Beat two eggs in a deep dish, stir in the flour and
milk with a little salt, make it into a smooth batter. Fry just as

you would do for pancakes and remove. Lay each separately out
on a flat plate, put a little of the prepared mince meat in each, roll
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up, rub the remaining egg, which must be beaten up nicely all ovef
one at a time, sprinkle with bread>crumbs and fry again in ghee to
a light brown colour.

No. 314. MINCED MEAT PANCAKES (ANOTHER WAY)
Make a batter of three cups of pure cow's milk, six large eggs,

six chattacks of flour and a teaspoonful of salt. Fry the pancakes
on both sides and remove on a plate. Place a little of the prepared
mince meat in each as per recipe No. 315, roll up and keep warm
by placing the dish over a pan of hot water.

N. B.—Plain mince without the ground condiments may be used,

and if paisley flour is used in the making of the batter,

decrease the number of eggs.

No. 315. MINCE FOR PATTIES OR PANCAKES
Ingredients,—One lb. of cold meat ; four or five large onions ; a

few dried ground chillies ; a piece of ground turmeric; a teaspoon-
ful of ground jeerah; a large piece of green ginger, eight green
chillies, five ozs. of ghee ; a few mint leaves, two large sour limes
and salt.

Method.—Grind the cold meat on a clean stone removing all

sinews, slice up the onions, green chillies, ginger and mint leaves ;

warm the ghee in a degchie, stir in it the mixed herbs for a few
minutes, throw in the onions, cover and cook them (not brown)
till they sink; add the meat, mix well with the rest, cover again and
cook the mince for a few minutes, then put the ground condiments
in and some salt to taste, and when the meat is done stir in the

strained juice of two sour limes.

No, 316. BEEF OLIVES

Ingredients.—One lb. of fat beef steaks; a teaspoonful of flour

and a chattack of ghee.

For the stuffing.—A little green ginger; a few pepper corns; a

few mint leaves; a little bit of cinnamon; a thick slice of bread;

a slice of bacon ; one onion and salt.

Method.—Cut the fat beef into eight or ten slices three inches

square, beat each piece well with the meat chopper, wash.and set

aside. Grind the ginger, pepper corns, mint and cinnamon; soak the

bread and squeeze out the water, mince the bacon and the onion,
mix this with the ground condiments adding salt to taste. Now
put a teaspoonful of stuffing thus made on each slice of meat, roll it

into the form of a small sausage and tie securely with thread, then
fry the rolls and remove them. For the gravy, pour a teacupful of
warm water into the frying-pan and stir, after which warm a spoon-
ful of ghee in a degchie with the teaspoonful of flour, pour in the

gravy from the pan with a little more salt to taste, add the fried
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olives and stew gently until the meat gets tender. Serve up hot
with boiled potatoes and vegetables.

No. 317. VEAL OLIVES

Cut some slices of veal of the thick part of the fillet, three inches
long and two inches broad ; have some force meat ready as per
recipe No. 323 and put a little on each slice, roll them up neatly
with a piece of tape or strong cotton. Put some ghee in a frying-

pan, brown the rolls nicely, add a little hot soup and the juice of
half a lemon, cover them closely and let them simmer for one hour

;

season with pepper, salt and a teaspoonful of lemon pickle. Cut
off the tape of strings, serve hot and garnish with sliced lemon.

No. 318. IRISH STEW

Ingredients.—One lb. of mutton ; half a lb. potatoes ; five or six

onions; salt, pepper and green ginger; two tablespoonfuls of milk

;

a little flour and butter and a green chilli if preferred.

Method.—Cut up the fat mutton into pieces, wash well in cold
water, add a little salt, put it up in a stew pan to boil with as

much water as will cover it ; as the scum rises skim it well, peel the
potatoes, slice the ginger and onions and throw in a green chilli if a
pungent taste is required. Put all these cut up ingredients to the
boiled meat and when nice and tender, mix the milk and flour to-

gether and pour in with the butter to thicken the gravy. Boil again
until sufficient gravy remains. The potatoes should be put in after

the meat is tender, and other vegetables such as turnips, carrots, etc.

may be used together with slices of ham or bacon. Different kinds
of meat may be used such as fowl, beef, etc. according to taste.

No. 319. BROWN STEW

Ingredients.—One lb. of mutton or beef ; three or four cupfuls
of water ; three or four onions, a few mint leaves ; some slices

green ginger ; four or five potatoes, skinned ; a teaspoonful of
flour ; a tablespoonful of ghee ; salt and pepper to taste.

Method.—Boil the meat in water (after cutting up into pieces
and washing well), let it reduce to half the quantity, skim well,
slice the onions and put it in along with the ginger, pepper, salt and
mint leaves, and when the meat is half cooked, cut the potatoes in
halves or quarters and put them in. In another degchie or stewpan,
warm the ghee and brown a few sliced onions with the flour, take
the meat out and brown it all together, then pour in the gravy
and let the whole simmer till cooked. This may be prepared also

by browning the meat first in the ghee and adding the water and
the flour mixed, but the above method is better, as the meat gets

nice and tender.
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No. 320. SEA-PIE STEW
Make a stew according to the above recipe, also make a puff

paste with quarter lb. of flour and two ozs. of suet. Roll out on a

pastry board about an inch thick, cut into round biscuits or make
balls or dumplings and put them into the stew while boiling until

cooked.

No. 321. BRINJAL BAKE
Ingredients.—^Two large round brinjals ; apiece of green ginger;

pepper and salt ; one lb. of minced meat ; cold or fresh ; one egg and
some bread'crumbs ; one large minced onion and one large table'

spoonful of ghee.
Method.—Parboil the brinjals whole ; when cold, cut them in

halves ; scoop out the pulfJ, taking care not to break or injure the
skins. Warm the ghee and fry the onions, put in the minced meat,
ginger minced up, some pepper and salt and if prefeirred a green
chilli or two minced up; fry all together with the brinjal pulp until

it is nice and brown. When cold 6.\l the brinjal skins with the
prepared mince, smooth the top, beat up the egg and spread
over each sprinkling with bread-crumbs. Fry in a frying-pan in

some ghee or place them on a bake tin or enamel plate in an expiring

oven. Serve hot with boiled potatoes and other vegetable.

No. 322. STUFFED TOMATOES
Ingredients.—Quarter lb. of minced meat either cold or fresh;

one minced onion; six large ripe tomatoes; half a chattack ghee; a

green chilli minced, if preferred ; salt and pepper.
Method.—Remove without breaking the inside of each tomato

by cutting a small slice of the top. Make the mince meat by brown-
ing the onions, meat, the inside of the tomatoes and some pepper

and salt to taste. Put in the minced green chilli if desired; brown
until the water absorbs. Now fill the fried mince in each tomato,
cover the top which was sliced off, and either fry them in ghee or

bake in a slow oven without turning them.

No. 323. FORCE MEAT
Mince very finely the following ingredients ; three ozs. of fresh

beef suet, one of bacon, three of raw or dressed veal or mutton,
two of grated^ bread, a little grated lemon peel, nutmeg, pepper,

salt and finely minced mint leaves. Mix all together with the beaten

yolks of one or two eggs. Make into croquettes or balls the size

of walnuts ; fry them in ghee or clarified beef dripping, or use it

for stuffing.

No. 324. FORCE MEAT BALLS

Ingredients.—Half a lb. of beef or veal ; a half lb. of udder ; a
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slice of stale bread, made into crumbs; a tablespoonful of finely

chopped mint or parsley ; a couple of spodnfuls of milk or gravy

;

a teaspoonful of powdered pepper; a teaspoonful of salt and
two fresh eggs.

Method.—Mince and pound to a pulp in a mortar or grind on a

clean currystone sil the beef and udder; remove all gristle and
parts not pulped or ground. Mix it with the bread-crumbs, mint,

pepper and salt, and soften down the whole with milk or gravy and
mix together with the yolk and whites of the two fresh eggs well

beaten up and made into balls. If for soup, the size of the balls

should be as nutmegs; if to garnish made dishes as large as

walnuts, ordinary croquettes or rissoles.

No. 325. FORCE MEAT ONIONS

Peel four or five large onions, cut out the inside, fill them with
force meat and roast them in an oven.

This may be served with roast turkey or fowl.

No. 326. PORK RISSOLES

Get some cold boiled pork, mince fine and season with pepper,

salt, some minced mint leaves and minced onions. Make into

rissoles with egg and bread-crumbs and fry them in ghee or drip-

ping. Slices of cold pork fried and laid on apple sauce, see recipe

No. 215, also forms an excellent side or corner dish.

No. 327. FRESH MEAT CUTLETS

Ingredients.—One lb. mutton or beef; one fresh egg", some ghee;

two minced onions; a few mint leaves ; two green minced chillies,

if desired; a piece of green ginger ; salt and pepper to taste; some
bread-crumbs and one slice of bread.

Method.—Mince the meat, mix it with green ginger ground,
onions, mint chopped up, green chillies if desired, add the pepper,

salt, raw egg, together with the slice of bread after soaking it in

water and squeezing the water out. Mix all these well, make into

round balls, and place each over bread-crumbs, fiattten out and
shape into cutlets. Fry in ghee to a nice brown. If gravy is wanted
pour a little hot water into the pan the cutlets were fried in, stir

for a minute and pour over the cutlets placed in a deep dish.

Pounded allspice may be used in the mixing if desired.

No. 328. BIRDS' NESTS

This is a very pretty dish, inexpensive and easily made, and
suitable for any cold meal.

Ingredients.—Three hard boiled eggs ; one fresh egg; half a lb. of
sausage or force meat ; some fresh parsley or mint; bread-crumbs,
a little flour and ghee.
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Method.—Shell the hard boiled eggs and flour them carefully all

over; form your sausage meat into little slabs one to each egg; flour
your hands and press the sausage or force meat neatly over the egg,
fry in ghee vi^ith fresh egg smeared over and sprinkle with bread-
crumbs. Put aside to get cold, then cut in halves and arrange on
a dish with plenty of fresh mint leaves or parsley.

No. 329. SHEEP'S HEAD BAKE
Ingredients.—One sheep's head; one onion; a piece of ginger; a

few pepper corns ; a couple of green chillies ; a few mint leaves ; a
piece of cinnamon ; one fresh egg ; a few bread-crumbs ; salt and
some ghee.

Method.—After the head has been washed, cleaned and boiled
as per recipe No. 226, remove the bones and lay the meat flat on a
board ; now grind the ginger, onion, green chillies, cinnamon,^ mint,
salt and pepper. Mix the egg with these ground condiments and
rub this mixture all over the meat, then sprinkle well with bread-
crumbs. Fry in ghee or bake in a slow oven. The soup may be
used for other purposes.

No. 330. SHEEP'S BRAIN CUTLETS

Take a few brains, wash and clean; boil in cold water; when
cold cut into slices and smear the same mixture used in the above
recipe, dip each piece into the egg and bread-crumbs and fry in ghee
or butter to a rich brown.

No. 331. SHEEP'S BRAIN CUTLETS (ANOTHER WAY)
Clean and wash the brains. Boil in cold water and when cold

mash and put aside. Cut up some green ginger, mint, green chillies

and onions. Mix with the mashed brains and add some pepper and
salt to taste. Put a pan on the fire with a little ghee and warm the
above prepared mixture until it gets dry ; then let it cool and when
quite cold form the shape of cutlets and fry them, dipping them
first in the egg and bread-crumbs.

No. 332. BREAST OF MUTTON BAKE
CALLED "RUGGOO"

Boil a breast of mutton in five or six cups of water (the soup
may be used for dinner) ; when cold, remove the small bones and
flatten out the breast, rub the same prepared mixture used for

sheep's head bake. Then cut up into pieces, and rub the egg over
sprinkling with breadcrumbs, and fry or bake in an expiring oven.

No. 333. COLD MEAT CUTLETS

Ingredients.—One lb. cold meat ; one minced onion ; some
powdered spice and pepper; green ginger, green chillies; a slice of
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bread-ctumbs ; one egg; a little ghee, a few mint leaves and salt.

Method.—Mince up the cold meat ; add the spice, pepper, mint,
ginger and green chillies minced, salt, and the juice of the minced
onion, the raw egg and the slice of bread which was previously

soaked in water and squeezed out. Mix all these thoroughly and form
into cutlets ; sprinkle with bread-crumbs and fry in ghee orJripping

;

milk and a little flour may be used instead of an egg.

No. 334. RICE CUTLETS

Ingredients.—A teacupful of rice; a teacupful of cold mince
meat; a dessertspoonful of ghee; one minced onion ; some green

ginger„ three green chillies; an egg and some breadcrumbs; pepper
and salt to taste.

Method.— Boil the rice and drain off the water ; then mash or
grind on a clean stone and set aside. Also grind tlie cold minced
meat into a fine paste and set aside. Now warm the ghee, brown
the onion, then the ground meat, add the pepper, salt, green chillies

and ginger cut up small,- and lastly, add the ground rice ; mix all

well and when nicely brown remove and set aside ; when cold shape
into cutlets and mix with the beaten up egg and sprinkle with
bread-crumbs. Now fry in ghee to a light brown.

335, RABBIT CUTLETS

Ingredients.—A young rabbit ; an egg and some finely minced
parsley ; some grated bread and cheese ; a little pepper and salt

;

one chattack of ghee or fat ; a few thin slices of bacon ; some brown
sauce and green peas or prepared macaroni.

Method.—After cleaning the rabbit, remove the fillets, take off

the underskin and cut each across ; then cut to make in all ten cut-

lets. Beat up the egg and mix the minced parsley with it; dip each
cutlet in the mixture, then in equal quantities of grated bread and
cheese and season with pepper and salt. Fry in boiling ghee or fat

and dish with thin slices of bacon between each cutlet ; pour brown
sauce round them and fill the space in the centre with boiled
green peas or prepared macaroni.

No. 336. CHICKEN CUTLETS

May be prepared as above, only remove the bones and flatten

the meat in the shape of cutlets, just leaving a bone for each cutlet.

No. 337. MACARONI MOULD
Ingredients.—Six ozs. macaroni; some force meat of chicken or

veal ; minced ham and grated bread ; a little butter, pepper and salt

;

pickled beetroot and white sauce.

,

Method.—Boil the macaroni until soft; then take it out and cut

into pieces about an inch long; have a round mould or small deep
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bowl well buttered, line it closely with the macaroni pieces placing
them endwise and fill up the centre with the force meat and minced
ham, grated bread and season with pepper and salt. Cover the
mould and put it on to steam for an hour ; when serving pour
white onion sauce round it and garnish with a wreath of pickled
beetroot.

No. 338. MINCE MOULD
Ingredients.—One lb. of mince meat ; an onion, pepper and salt,

a little chutney or sauce; one oz. of ghee, a little flour, one lb.

potatoes, some bread-crumbs and some boiled vegetables.
Method.—Boil the potatoes, skin and mash them up soft,

adding a little flour, set aside. Make the mince by frying the onion
(sliced) in the ghee, add the mince meat, pepper, salt, chutney or
sauce, fry well, put a little water and cook for a few minutes,
sprinkle with bread-crumbs, butter a deep bowl or mould and line
the inside with a good layer of the mashed potatoes, fill in the
mince meat and cover with some more mashed potato paste, pressing
the edges together. Now place the bowl in boiling water, reaching
half way for fifteen or twenty minutes, then turn it out carefully on
a dish and serve with the boiled vegetables.

N. B.—This may be prepared with cold mince meat in the
same way.

No. 339. A LA MODE STEW

Iitgredients.—One seer beef; three or four raddishes ; four

carrots, four onions ; six potatoes, a green chilli or two, minced

;

a piece of green ginger, minced; a little flour, pepper and salt; some
ghee and one minced onion.

Method.—Cut the meat into squares or slices and fry brown in

the ghee, adding the pepper and salt to taste ; remove the meat and

set aside. Put in the potatoes and onions cut in halves and the

carrots and raddishes cut half way down the middle. When they are

browned put them aside with the meat. Now brown the minced
onion and a dessertspoonful of flour, adding a little warm water as

much as will make a gravy ; stir this for a few minutes, lay in the

fried meat and vegetables and let the stew simmer until the meat is

tender. Keep the degchie closed, open now and again and give it

an occasional stir to prevent it from burning.

No. 340. BAFFATH OR FRESH MEAT
Ingredients.—One seer beef cut up in one inch pieces ; a few

whole carrots and raddishes ; a few potatoes and onions. To make
into a currystuff grind in vinegar the following: a teaspoonful of

jeerah; a few pepper corns; three red dry chillies ; a piece of tur-

meric; four cloves, five cardamoms ; half a teaspoon mustard seeds;
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a- piece of cinnamon ; four green chillies cut down in the centre; six

cloves of garlic ; a piece of minced green ginger ; one large table-

spoonful of ghee and salt.

Method.—Boil the beef gently in two cupfuls of water with
the carrots, radishes, onions and potatoes or four of each, remove
the vegetables as soon as they are cooked. Warm the ghee and
brown the meat, then the ground currystuffs on a very slow fire,

add the boiled vegetables, cover the degchie and simmer for ten
minutes, pour in the soup of the meat, with all the minced ginger,

green chillies, garlic and salt to taste. It will be done sufficiently

when the baffath boils up two or three times. Serve the meat in a
dish with the vegetable round and the gravy poured over.

No. 341. GLASCEY

Ingredients.—One tablespoonful ghee; three large onions; a
a little made mustard ; a teaspoonful brown sugar; a little salt and
pepper; some chutney or sauce; one lb. of mutton; half a cup
of water (cold) and a teacupful of hot water.

Method.—Cut the mutton into slices a]bout half an inch thick,

trim them neatly and let them (after washing in cold water ) soak
in the chutney or sauce, mix with a half cup of cold water for an
hour. Warm the ghee in a degchie, fry the onions sliced finely until

brown, add the made mustard mixed in the teacupful of hot water,
the sugar, pepper and salt, allow to simmer for a few minutes, then
put in the slices of meat which was previously soaked in the chutney
or sauce and cook on a slow fire until tender; serve with potatoes
and vegetables.

N. B,—A simple way of making glascey is by using a little flour
instead' of sugar, etc. in which case, brown the flour in the
dry degchie first, then put in the ghee and onions and fry
until brown, after which add the slices of meat and fry to-
gether and when quite brown pour in the hot water.
Simmer over a slow fire until the meat becomes quite tender,
when cooking add salt and pepper to taste.

No. 342. GLASCEY MADE OF COLD MEAT
Made exactly like the foregoing recipe using a cup of soup

instead of hot water and allow it to simmer for a few minutes

;

don't cook much.

No. 343. STEAK-PIE (BOILED)

Have some puff paste made with a lb. of flour and a due
proportion of suet, according to recipe No. 369. Line a bowl
with some and cut a piece for a cover. Pepper and salt some
steaks or chops, put a layer of this at the bottom of the cup; over
this some cut up onions and potatoes, also some chopped up mint

7
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leaves and a few carrots, some pounded spices i( desired, again over
this another layer of prepared chops or steaks as above, add enough
water for the gravy. Now cover all over with paste, and press firmly

to the .other paste. Put a degchie on the fire with water and when
boiling, stand- the pie in the boiling water. It will require two hours'
cooking on a good fire ; the boiling water must be removed as it

dries. This may also be boiled in a clean towel. Dip the towel first

in hot water, sprinkle the centre well with flour, place it over the
bowl and tie round the rim at the bottom with twine or strong tape,
bring the ends of the towel on top and tie again, allowing the bowl
to stand in a degchie of boiling water ; the latter must be three
inches higher than the bowl and boil for three hours.

No. 344. COLLARED HEAD
Take three or four pigs' tongues with a little fat to each, salt

them for about a week, then boil until quite tender till the skins
may be easily taken off. When one has been skinned put it in .the

pan to keep hot, and when all are skinned cut them up and have a

basin ready to put them in ; sprinkle over with pepper, salt, some
minced up mint leaves or sage, and pour over all the liquor which
they were boiled in to fill up the spaces, then press with a heavy
weight until cold.

No. 345. FRECASSE OF FOWL
Ingredients.—One young fowl; a sliced carrot; a few mint

leaves ; a little celery and parsley ; one sliced onion ; one blade of

mace; a few pepper corns ; half a chattack of ghee, or butter; one oz.

bf flour ; half a cup of stock in which the fowl was boiled in ; a few
mushrooms, cut in small pieces ; pepper, some grated nutmegs and
salt; half a cup of cream or pure cow's milk and the yolk of

one egg.

Method.—Skin the fowl, cut off the legs, remove the bones
from them and divide each in two, thus making four pieces, then

cut the breast into five which with the wings will make eleven pieces

altogether. Wash in cold water, mash also the skin and giblets, and
put into a degchie with some water, add the sliced carrot, minced
mint leaves, celery, parsley, onion, mace, pepper corns and salt, let

it boil gently for two hours and strain. Now put the pieces of

fowl into another degchie and cover with this boiling stock or soup.
Cover up and simmer gently for about three quarters of an hour
when the fowl should be tender. Melt some ghee in a saucepan
with the flour, without allowing it to brown, then add half a cup of
made soup or stock and the mushrooms, season with pepper, grated
nutmeg and a little more salt if required, boil for ten. minutes, stir-

ring constantly, after which remove to the side of the fire, and add
the cream or milk with the yolk of an egg, stir until the egg thickens
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without allowing it to boil. Place the pieces of fowl neatly in the

centre of an entree dish, pour the sauce over it and round it with
groups of stewed buttered mushrooms with a border of three

cornered bits of fried bread outside. Fricasse of rabbit may be made
in the same way.

No. 346. MADRAS QUOREMA
Ingredients.—One lb. fat beef, mutton or pork ; two teaspoon'

fulsof salt; four chattacks good ghee; a few bay leaves, cloves,

cinnamon, cardamoms ; half a dozen dry red chillies and two cups
of hot water.

Method.—Cut up the meat into two inch squares, wash well

and place in a degchie, add the ghee, salt, allspice, bay leaves and
whole chillies. Fry until quite brown, pour in the hot water, let it

simmer over a slow fire, until the meat is quite tender and the watef
dried up, then fry in the grease for a while. This may be kept for

some days and eaten as a relish with kitcheree, dal and rice, etc.,

and must be served up hot.

No. 347. BEEF QUOREMA (TO KEEP)

Cut in pieces two lbs. of meat and boil in water with some salt

and a little turmeric; continue boiling till all the water is

evaporated. In another vessel put half a teacup of ghee, a few
cloves, cinnamon, and the boiled meat, fry till quite brown and keep
till cold. Now put the pieces of fried meat with all the ghee in a
jar, and cork down.

No. 348. HAGGIS

Wash and clean a sheep's heart and lights called papada by the
Indians, parboil and then mince very finely ; add to this one lb. of
minced suet, two or three minced onions and two small handfuls
of oat-meal ; season lightly with pepper and salt and mix all well
together. Make a bag of clean cloth, put in the mixed ingredients;
press out the air, sew it up and boil in boiling water for three hours.

No. 349. KIDNEY TOASTS
Pound the kidney (after washing) with the surrounding fat,

season with pepper, salt, grated lemon peel and nutmeg; mix with
it the yolk of an egg well beaten, lay this mixture on thin slices of
toasted bread cut into square bits ; put a little butter into a dish and
lay in it the kidney toasts; brown them in an oven, serve hot.

No. 350. ROLLED MUTTON
Bone a shoulder of mutton carefully so as not to injure the

skin, mince it small and season it with pepper, a little salt, nuttneg,
a few cloves, some ^hopped mint leaves, parsley, lemon and a
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pounded onion. Mix all together with the well beaten yolk of an
egg; roll it up tightly in the skin, tie it round and bake in an oven
for two or three hours according to the size bi the mutton. Make a

gravy with the bones and parings, season with an onion, pepper and
salt, strain and thicken with flour and butter ; add a tablespoonful

of vinegar or tomato sauce and pour over when serving.

No. 351. BUBBLE AND SQUEAK

Put into a pot, cold meat cut into slices two inches square with
ready boiled peas, cauliflower, cabbage, potatoes, turnips and carrots

cut up, with pepper, salt, and sliced green ginger and with as much
good stock as will cover the meat and vegetables ; allow the whole
to simmer until the meat and vegetables have absorbed half the
stock when it will be ready. Serve it up hot, bubbling and
'squeaking.
N. B.—The stock may be made out of glaze. This may also be only

fried up all together instead of boiling it in stock.

No. 352. JELLY FOR COOKED BIRDS, MEAT OR
'

MADE DISHES

Boil down eight calves feet, some pepper, salt, two onions, a
head of celery and two carrots, in three or four quarts of water,
according to the amount of jelly required. When perfectly boiled
down strain it lightly without pounding the onions or carrots, let it

cool and remove all the fat, then with a dozen cloves and the juice

and rind of a lemon boil it again, adding to it any dark coloured,

rich and well flavoured sauce ; beat up to a light froth the whites of

four eggs, and clear the soup or jelly ; add a wineglassful of brown
sherry, and drip it through a flannel. Pour what you require over the

ready cooked or dressed meats into moulds, and let the rest cool in

some large flat dish and cut it small for garnishing the meat or bird

when served up.

No. 353. MEAT OR BIRDS IN JELLY-

Clean the meat or birds ; fully roast, bake or stew in the usual

way. Place the meat in the mould or if birds, arrange them with

their breasts downwards ; fill the mould quite full with jelly, set it to

cool till the next day, then turn it on a dish breasts upwards. Gar-
nish the dish with curled parsley and some of the jelly cut fine and
sprinkled about. If the jelly be clear, it will form a handsome side-

dish for dinner. See recipe No. 352.

No. 354. PIGEONS IN SAVOURY JELLY

Wash, and bone six pigeons; remove the heads and feet, stuff

with sausage meat and roast, lay the pigeons in a mould with the

breast dovs^n; fill up the rootild with jelly recipe No. 352 and
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when cold, turn out. Garnish with parsley and some of the jelly

cut fine and sprinkled round the dish.

No. 355. HOME MADE PORK SAUSAGES

Ingredients.—Two lbs. fat and lean pork; three quarter lb.

bread-crumbs; six powdered sage leaves; one teaspocnful mixed
herbs; one teaspoonful pepper; two teaspoonfuls salt; quarter
teaspoon nutmeg.

Method.—Chop the pork, add to it the crumbs, herbs and season-
ing. The herbs must be dried first, then powdered. Next take
an ordinary mincing machine with a long nozzle and pass the mixture
through it. The skin for the sausages may be bought ready prepared
in jars or from the butcher. Before using place in boiling water
to soften them, then draw one end of the skin over the nozzle and
as the mixture passes through the machine it passes into the skin at

regular intervals. Pinch the mixture up a little and give the space
thus caused in the sausage a couple of twists round.

. No. 356. CRUMBED POTATOES
Ingredients.—A few large potatoes ; some bread-crumbs ; one or

two eggs ; pepper and salt and a sprig "of mint.
Method.—Choose large and well shaped potatoes, wash, skin

and boil them in boiling water with a little salt in it and a sprig of
mint. When cooked, lift them out and dry them in a clean cloth,
then cut each in half lengthways, sprinkle them with pepper and
salt, dip each piece in a beaten egg and cover them with bread-
crumbs which have been carefully browned in the oven. Put the
potatoes thus prepared in greased baking tins and bake them for
about ten minutes ; serve up hot.

No. 357. SAUSAGE PUDDING
Ingredients.—Some suet crust ; one lb. of made sausages ; some

ghee, one onion ; a few mint leaves, or sage; a dessertspoonful of
flour; a little salt and some stdck or water.

Method.—Line a greased basin with the suet crust,, boil the
sausages for a little while, remove their skins and fill the Ijasin with
them. Peel and mince the onion and chop the mint leaves, fry in
the ghee until they are tender, add the flour and salt, stir it, then
pour in the water or stock about a small cupful, let it boil and cool.
Now pour it over the contents of the basin, cover over with some
more suet crust, tie a cloth over the top and boil for an hour and a
half; serve in the same basin with a serviette pinned round. •

,
No. 358. POTATO PIE

Boil a lb. of potatoes, peel them and mash up very fine; take
half the quantity to line a pie-dish, then put in scraps of cold meat
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nicely minced and seasoned with pepper and salt and a little water
or stock or glaze. Cover over with the rest of the mashed potatoes
and bake till nicely browned.
N. B.—This may be made with brown stew as per recipe No. 319

instead of the scraps of cold meat minced.

No. 359. ROMAN PIE

Mince ratlier coarsely some cold beef or mutton and about half
the quantity of cut up macaroni, and the half again of fat cooked
ham, season it all with pepper, salt, a few minced onions, a little

mushroom ketchup or tomato sauce, add a little water or gravy to

moisten the whole nicely ; now line a pudding dish with some suet

crust, and pour all the mixture into.it, sprinkle in some broken up
vermicelli, cover with more crust and bake in a fairly hot oven for

twenty to thirty minutes till the crust is nicely browned. Now
turn it out on a hot dish and serve with good gravy or a rich tomato
sauce round it.

No. 360. SAVOURY JELLY TO PUT OVER COLD PIE

Ingredients.—Mutton, neck bones, knuckle of leg or any piece

of meat and two cow heels cleaned ; a slice of lean ham or bacon

;

one or two onions ; some green ginger ; a little lemon peel ; pepper

and salt; some dry herbs, two blades mace ; three pints of water

and the whites of two eggs.

Method.—Put the meat, cow heels, lean ham or bacon, herbs,

mace, onions, lembn peel, whole pepper, some poWdered pepper

and salt with the three pints of water in a close fitting pan ; as soon
as it boils up, skim it well and let it simmer very slowly till quite

strong; strain it and when cold take off the fat with a spoon first,

then remove every particle of grease, lay a clean piece of blotting

paper on it when cold, if not clear, boil it a few minutes again

with the white of two eggs (but do not add the sediment) and strain

again through a sieve with a cloth in it which has been dipped in

boiling water to prevent waste.

No. 361. FLUMMERY CHOPS OR STEAKS

Ingredients.—One lb. chops or steaks ; pepper, salt and green
ginger ; a cup of milk ; two or three eggs ; two tablespoonfuls of

flour and two chattacks of ghee.
Method.—Prepare the chops or steaks in the usual way.

Make a batter with the eggs, milk and flour, dip each chop or
steak into it and fry in ghee to a rich brown, serve hot.
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OBSERVATIONS ON DRESSIpJo AND
BOILING VEGETABLES

Vegetables should be carefully cleaned from insects, and nicely

washed. Boil them in plenty of water, and drain them the moment
they are done enoughs If overboiled they lose their beauty and
crispness.

No. 362. TO BOIL VEGETABLES GREEN
Be sure the water boils when you put them in. Make them boil

very fast ; don't cover but watch them and if the water has not
slackened, you may be sure they are done when they begin to sink,

then take them out immediately or the colour will change. Hard
water spoils the colour of such vegetables that should be green.

No. 363. SPINACH

Requires great care in washing and picking; when this is done
throw it into a saucepan that will just hold it, sprinkle it with a
little salt and cover close. The pan muse be set on the £re and
well shaken; when done, beat the spinach well with a little butter,
it must come to table pretty dry and looks well if pressed into a tin

mould in the form of a large leaf or any other design, a spoonful
of cream is an improvement.

No. 364. TO BROWN POTATOES UNDER MEAT
WHILE ROASTING

After being boiled, lay them on a dish, and place the dish in a
dripping-pan; baste them now and again with a little of the meat
dripping and when one side is browned turn the other; they should
all be of an equal colour.

No. 365. POTATO RIBBONS
Wash, dry and skin some large potatoes, peel them round and

round as you would an apple, the strips should not be too thin or
else they will break, drop them into hot lard, fat or ghee, if

preferred and white pepper. These are nice to serve with chot>s,
steaks and poultry.

No. 366. TO BOIL ASPARAGUS
Wash them well, scrape and tie them up in small bundles; cut

them even at the bottom and as they are done put them in cold
water; then remove and put them ori in boiling water with a little

salt and let them boil twenty or twenty-five minutes; take them up,
lay them upon a slice of toasted bread cut in four and the crusts
pared oflf with the tops meeting in the middle of the dish and npw
cut off the strings the bundles were tied witbt
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No. 367.' XSPARAGUS A-LA-FRANCAISE

Boil it, and chop small the head and tender parts of the stalks

together with a boiled onion; add a little pepper and salt and the
beaten yolk of an egg; heat it up, serve it on sippets of toasted
bread and pour over it a little melted butter.

No. 368. TO BOIL ARTICHOKES

Cut'oflt the stalks close to the bottom, wash them well and let

them lie for some hours in cold water ; put them on in boiling water
with a little salt in it, cover the pan closely and boil them an hour
and a half. If they are old and have not been freshly gathered they
will take a longer time to boil. Melted butter is served with them,
in a sauce tureen.

No. 369. TO STEW CUCUMBERS
Pare eight or ten large cucumbers and cut them into thick

slices ; flour them well and fry them in ghee or butter, then put them
into a saucepan with a teacup of gravy, season it highly with cayenne,

salt, mushroom ketcup and a little port-wine. Let them stew for

an hour, and serve them hot.

No. 370. TO STEW MUSHROOMS
Be careful and get the right kind. Clean them as for pickling

and after washing them, put them into a saucepan with an anchovy,
two doves, some nutmegs, mace, whole pepper and salt; let them
stew in their own liquor till tender. In this way they will keep
some time and when required to be dressed, pick out the spice and
to a dishful put two large tablespoonfuls of white wine; add part of
their own liquor and let them just boil, then stir in a little butter, a

little flour, and two tablespoonfuls of cream.

No. 371. TO ROAST ONIONS

Roast them with the skins on in an oven that they may brown
equally. Thay are eaten with cold fresh butter, pepper and salt.

They may be roasted in hot fire ashes also.

No. 372. TO BOIL CARROTS

Scrape, mash and clean them; put them on in boiling water

with some salt in it, and boil them from two to three hours,, very

young carrots will require one hour.

No. 373. GREEN PEAS STEWED
Shell a quart of good peas and put them in a stewpan with a

lettuce and an onion sliced small, no water, add a little butter,

pepper and salt to taste and stew gently for two hours. Beat up an
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egg and stir into them or a little more butter will do just as well.

Some fresh mint chopped up should be strewed over, after which
stir in some good gravy.

No. 374 TO STEW YOUNG PEAS AND LETTUCE

Wash and clean thoroughly one or two heads of cabbage lettuce,

pick off the outside leaves and put them in cold water for two
hours with a little salt, then slice them and put them into a sauce'

pan with a quart of green peas ( after being shelled ) three table-

spoonfuls of gravy ( made out of glaze, or scraps of bones, etc.) a

little butter and flour, some pepper and salt and a teaspoonful of
sugar. Let them stew until the peas are soft. Keep the pan covered
when stewing.

No. 375. TO STEAM PEAS

Shell, wash and close pack the peas securely in a quantity of
lettuce leaves; put the package into a saucepan over a moderate fire

for the ordinary time required to boil peas, about half an hour when
they will be ready.

No. 376. VEGETABLE MASH
Take boiled potatoes, cauliflower, carrots, turnips and green

peas. Mash down the potatoes with plenty of butter, pepper and
salt. Mince small the cauliflower, carrots and turnips and add
them with the green peas to the mashed potatoes; mix them all well
together and serve hot.

No. 377. TO BOIL RED PUMPKIN CALLED
"KUDDHOO" IN HINDUSTANI

Remove the rinds and seed, cut up into large pieces and boil
till tender, sprinkle some pepper and salt when serving up.

If sliced and fried in ghee with pepper and salt it tastes
much nicer.

No. 378. KNOL-KOLES, CALLED "GART KOBI"
IN HINDUSTANI,

Knol-koles must be skinned first and then put up in boiling
water with some salt in it. Boil till tender, either mash up with
some butter, pepper and a little more salt to taste or cut into
halves, sprinkle with pepper and salt; serve htjt.

No. 379. WHITE PUMPKIN, CALLED "LOWKIE"
IN HINDUSTANI

Remove the seeds and rind and the inside of the vegetable,
(leave it if preferred) cut up and boil in boiling water with a little

salt in it, drain off and serve with white sauce. It may be ako
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cooked in milk and water just to cover the vegetable and served up
with a sprinkle of pepper and salt.

No. 380. TO BOIL INDIAN CORN
Get the fresh and tender ones, take o£F the skins and remove the

seeds with your fingers, boil in milk sufficient to cover them. When
tender add pepper, salt and butter. They may be boiled in

water whole.

No. 381. SWEET OR RED POTATOES, CALLED
"SUCKER QUANDI" IN HINDUSTANI

Wash them and put in boiling water and boil until soft, allow
to cool. Peel them and serve whole or cut into halves lengthways,
beat up some egg, smear each piece, sprinkle with bread-crumbs and
fry in ghee to a nice brown. These potatoes may be prepared
like the yams.

No. 382. YAMS
•Yams are boiled in their skins like potatoes, when cooked

pour off the water and roast on hot fire ashes until they are

perfectly dry.

No. 383. SNAKE GOURD CALLED "CHEECHINDA"
IN HINDUSTANI

Scrape them and boil in boiling water with a little salt in it.

When cooked, slice up in long ribbon shapes, sprinkle with a little

pepper and serve. White pumpkin may be served in a similar way
if desired.

No. 384. TO FRY POTATOES
Take the skin off raw potatoes, slice thin and fry them in ghee

or butter; this is called 'Potato Chips.'

No. 385. BEETROOTS

Make a very pleasant addition to winter salad, in fact, cut each

in halves with salad, instead of only using them as an ornament.
This root is cooling and very wholesome.

PASTRIES AND TARTS

No. 386. PASTRY FOR PIES AND TARTS

To every three ozs. of flour, take one oz. of soogee, two ozs. of

suet and a little salt. Pick and clean the suet and make a circular

cake of it. Make a dough of the floiir and soogee and knead it well,
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divide into two equal parts and make into two flat circular cakes,

quite as large as the suet cake, roll the three together, placing the

suet cake between the flour ones, double the whole up twice, and
roll it out again when it will be ready for use.

No. 387. PASTRY FOR FRIAR TUCK'S MOCK
VENISON PASTRY PIE

Ingredients.—One lb. of veal ; one lb. of udder; two lbs. and
half of flour ; half a lb. of soogee ; one egg well beaten up ; salt

and white pepper.
Method.—Take the veal and udder, pick, clean and wash well.

Chop, mince and pound them, season with pepper and salt and mix
with an egg well beaten up. Now pass this mixture through a sieve

rejecting all that will not pass and form it into a flat circular cake.

Make a dough of the flour and soogee, add a little salt and knead it

well, then form two cakes of the dough, place the veal and udder
cake between, roll out the three very carefully, 'double up the ^hole
and roll it out again, when it will be ready.

The pie-dish should be lined thickly with the -pastry, and
although a single layer should cover the top, the sides and edges of
the dish should be built up high with it; a double layer of the crust

interdicted to cover the top of the pie if it will not interfere with
raising it up.

No. 388. SAUSAGE ROLLS

Take equal quantities of cold meat, veal and ham or cold fowl
and tongue ; chop them up very small, season with a teaspoonful of
powdered sweet herbs and a teaspoonful of mixed salt and cayenne
pepper ; mix well together. Put three tablespoonfuls of the meat
thus prepared into enough pastry to cover it. Make as many rolls

as the material allows, rub over with the yolk of an egg, and bake
them for half an hour in a brisk oven. These rolls are excellent
eating either hot or cold and are especially adapted for travelling,

boating or picnic parties.

No. 389. FRIAR TUCK'S MOCK VENISON PASTRY PIE

Ingredients.—The chop . ends of two large fat breasts of
mutton; some narrow strips of lean bacon and corned tongue;
one tablespoonful juice of onions; half a tableispoon juice of
green ginger ; half a teaspoon juice of garlic ; two cups of good
strong soup ; pepper, salt and soup herbs ; a little mace and a little

allspice ; four tablespoonfuls of lard ; some finely sifted flour mixed
with pepper and salt ; some pastry for Friar Tuck's mock venison pie

;

a sausage roll, six inches long and two and a half inches thick, and
an ordinary pie crust as recipe No. 386.

jMethod.—Take the chop ends of the two breasts of mutton,
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remove the bones and after the meat has been washed, cleaned and
dried, lard well with the narrow strips of lean bacon and corned
tongue, then cut it up into twelve well shaped chops nicely trimmed;
steep them in the juice of the garlic, ginger and onions and set

aside. Put the soup in a degchie with the soup herbs, pepper and
salt, allow it to simmer, then add to it the mace and allspice

;

remove and set aside. Line a deep metal pie dish with the pastry

for Friar Tuck's mock venison pie. Prepare the sausage of minced
veal and ham similar to the above recipe, using the ordinary pie

crust to enclose it in; then slice it into twelve equal slices of the

thickness of half an inch. Remove the twelve chops out of the

onion, ginger and garlic juice; dredge them with the flour mixed
with the salt, and pepper, put the lard in a frying pan, fry the chops
to a light brown colour, remove them carefully, then dredge with
flour and slightly brown the twelve slices of sausage roll, six of

which lay at the bottom of the already lined pie-dish ; lay over

them six, of the fried mutton chops and over the mutton chops,

placeenother layer of the sliced sausage roll, and over that again the

remaining six chops ; pour in as much soup gravy as will fill the pie

dish, cover it over with a layer of the pastry, and bake carefully

after rubbing over the beaten yolk of an egg, to give it a nice

brown colour.

No. 390. MACARONI PIE

Ingredients.—Half a lb. of macaroni ; half a cup of milk ; two lbs.

of beef, a couple of biscuits ; ground pepper, salt, and soup herbs

;

two ozs. of English cheese; a dessertspoonful of dry mustard ; some
more salt, ground pepper and four ozs. butter.

Method.—Boil the macaroni and throw away the first water,

then boil it again in the milk and when soft remove and set aside.

Prepare a good gravy or soup with the beef well seasoned with the

ground pepper, salt and soup herbs; set aside. Pound the cheese

into fine powder, take half of it, mix it with the dry mustard, salt

and ground pepper and set aside, pound the biscuit finely. Now put

the boiled macaroni in a saucepan, pour over it sufficient beef soup

to entirely cover it, then put in (;he mixed pepper, salt, dry mustard,

and cheese, set it to boil over a slow fire until the gravy begins to

dry and the macaroni acquires some consistency. Then with three

ozs. of butter grease the baking tin, pour into it the macaroni, mix

the remaining ground cheese with the powdered biscuit and sprinkle

it over the pie. Put the remaining oz. of butter all over the top,

then put the baking tin into the oven and bake to a light brown

colour. Ten to fifteen minutes baking will be sufficient.

No. 391. BEEF STEAK AND PIGEON PIE

Ingredients.—Some pastry; a slice of steak (under cut); a piece
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of glaze; one chattack ghee ; one teaspoonful salt ; two fresh limes

;

four young pigeons ; twelve oysters (may be omitted) ; twelve onions,

sliced ; a teaspoonful of ground pepper ; some garden herbs and a

dessertspoonful of flour.

Method.—Cut up the steak into pieces three inches long and two
and a half inches wide by half an inch thick. Cut and divide each
pigeon into four pieces and wash well. Fry the sliced onions in the
ghee, dredge the steaks and pigeons with the flour and put them in

with the ghee and onions, fry for a while, add the pepper and salt,

sweet herbs and some of the rinds of the limes. If using the glaze,

warm and make it into gravy and put in it, or else make soup with
beef and use it instead. Set the whole on a slow fire and simmer
until the meat is tender ; take it off and let it cool, then if desired,

add the oysters and more gravy, with the juice of the limes, put it

into a dish lined with pastry. Cover the whole with pastry crust

and bake after smearing over with the yolk of an egg, or some
flour and milk made into a paste to colour it.

No. 392. CURRY PUFFS, COCKED-HATS

Make a pie crust according to directions already given, roll out
to a quarter of an inch in thickness. Cut into slices the size of
a saucer, put a spoonful of curry mince, see recipe No. 60 in each,
fold over and cut, resembling three cornered hats. Bake or fry

in ghee as desired. In baking brush over with the yolk of an egg
to help colour them.

No. 393. MEAT PATTIES

Are also made out of the same crust as recipe No 386, roll

out the crust to a quarter of an inch in thickness, cut in small
circles. Put some mince as per recipe No. 60, in each cover over
with another circular cake, close and put a rim of paste half an inch
thick all round resembling a pie. Brush over with egg and bake in

a brisk oven to a light brown. These may be made with mince
pork, fowl, beef or mutton.

No. 394. VEAL PIE

Cut a leg of veal into small pieces or a breast of mutton into
chops and parboil in water enough to fill the pie dish. When about
stewed, take the veal out, season the gravy with pepper and salt, a
little mace and a little bacon; dredge in a little flour, line the sides

of the dish with a piecrust; arrange the meat, pour in the gravy,
cover it with a piecrust and bake it for an hour.

,
No. 395. JAM PUFFS

Make a pastry with flour and suet according to recipe No 386,
roll out into circular cakes the si?e of a saucer or top of a tumbler,
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a quarter of an inch in thicki^ess, fold over lightly, leaving a partial

opening for the jam, which fill in after baking. Brush over with
egg or milk to give it a colour. Bake in a brisk oven.

No. 396. LEG OF MUTTON DUMPLING
Ingredients.—A good fat leg of mutton ; pepper, salt, butter and

flour and some pie crust as per recipe No. 386.
Method.—Clean and trim the leg, cutting away the end of the

knuckle bone and any other projection likely to injure the dump>
ling. Wash it well in cold water, sprinkle with ground pepper and
salt and confine in the pastry, closing all joinings with the aid of a
little water. Place the dumpling into a strong serviette or towel,
previously buttered and dredged with flour, tie it securely and
allow it to boil from three to four hours. Care must be taken that
during the whole process of boiling the dumpling remains suspended
in the water and not resting on the bottom of the pan ; on removing
it from the boiler, plunge it immediately into a large tureen of cold
water for two or three minutes. This will strengthen the pastry
and prevent its bursting or breaking while it is being served up.

No. 397. PUFF PASTE FOR SWEET TARTS
Ingredients.—Eight pzs. of fine flour ; four ozs. of butter, free of

water; two ozs. sugar; the yolk of two fresh eggs; half a small cup
of cow's milk.

Method.—Put the butter on a clean board and rub it up to

a white light foam with your hand taking care to wash your hands
well before starting. Now gradually add the flour, a little at a

time, rubbing' all the while only one way until it mixes up
thoroughly, then add the yolk of the eggs and sugar, mixing all the
time, lift the dry stuff between both hands and roll it about until it

becomes gritty looking. Put in the milk now, just sufficient to

form it into a jball, don't knead it, but simply roll it out on a clean

sheet of paper lo the thickness of a quarter of an inch. When
covering the pie dish, with the stewed fruit in it, lift paper and
all and throw over as it will break if you attempt to take it off the

paper. Cut with a knife all round and ornament, stamping it

with a large clean key. Put an ornament of paste, cut in the shape
of a rose or any design and place it in the centre.

No. 398. COMMON PASTE FOR FAMILY USE

Ingredients.—One and a quarter lbs. of flour ; half a lb. of
butter and rather more than half a pint of water.

Metfiod.^—Rub the butter lightly into the flour and mix it to a

smooth paste with the water. Roll it out two or three? times and
it will be ready. This paste may be converted into an excellent

short crust for sweet tarts, by adding to the flour after the butter
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is rubbed in two tablespoonfuls of family sifted sugar.

No. 399. EXCELLENT LIGHT PUFFS

Ingredients.—Two tablespoonfuls of flour; a little grated lemon
peel; some nutmegs, half a tablespoon of brandy; a little sugar, one
egg; five more eggs and some butter.

Method.—Mix tjie flour, grated lemon peel, grated nutmeg,
brandy, sugar and egg well together, then fry it enough, but not
brown, beat all up in a large basin with the five whites and yolk of
the eggs. Put a quantity of butter or good cow's ghee in a frying

pan and when quite hot, drop a dessertspoonful of the butter in and
fry to a nice brown. When done on one side, turn and fry the
other, serve immediately with sweet sauce or glass custard.

No. 400. MANGO STEW FOR TARTS
Peel and slice some green mangoes, throw into boiling water,

boil for a while, drain ofiF the water, add sufficient sugar, allspice

and a little water, simmer for a few minutes and put in a pie dish
ready for the crust.

No. 401. GUAVA STEW TARTS
Peel and halve the ripe fruit, remove the seeds, place them in

cold water for a few minutes and remove; put into a stewpan.with
as much sugar to sweeten it, add a little allspice and a cup of cold
water, simmer on a slow fire until the fruit softens.

No. 402. TIPPAREE OR GOOSEBERRY STEW
Remove them oflf their pods, wipe and stew them with sugar, a

little water and allspice.

No. 403. KARAUNDA STEW
Wash the fruit in cold water and slice in halves, remove the

seeds. Boil in water for a short while, drain off the water. Place
the fruit in a degchie, cover with sugar, adding a cup of water and
some allspice. Simmer all for a few minutes. If more sugar is

required add it.

No. 404. PEACH STEW
To a dozen peaches use a tea cup of sugar and a little cinnamon

for flavouring, stew the fruit till soft, if colour is needed put a few
drops of cochineal in.

No. 405. APRICOT STEW
Wash the fruit and put it up with a little water, sugar and all-

spice, cook till the fruit is tender.
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• No. 406. PEAR STEW
Peel the fruit and slice up, put in cold water with a little all-

spice and sufl&cient sugar to sweeten it and cook on a slow fire for
a few minutes.

No. 407. PINEAPPLE SAUCE
Remove the rind and cut the fruit into_^slices, cook as above in

sugar, water and allspice. Simmer till soft.

No. 408. GRAPES

Put a layer in a tart dish, strew with sugar alternately till the

dish is full. Cover with puff paste.

OBSERVATIONS ON MAKING PUDDINGS AND PANCAKES

Always use a clean cloth to boil a pudding in. It should be
dipped in boiling water, squeezed dry and floured when to be used.

If bread, it should be tied loosely, if batter, tight.

The water should boil quick when the pudding is put in and
it should be moved about for a minute, lest the ingredients should
not mix. The pans and basin should always be buttered. A pan
of cold water should be ready and the pudding dipped in as soon
as it comes out of the pot and then it will not adhere to the cloth.

Very good puddings may be made without eggs, but they must
have as little milk as will mix, and must boil three or four hours, a

little baking powder or yeast will answer for eggs. Snow is an
excellent substitute for eggs, either in puddings or pancakes. Two
large spoonfuls will supply the place of one egg, and the article it

is used in will be equally as good. This is a useful piece of
information, especially for those living on the hills where the eggs

are very expensive and scarce. The snow may be taken up from any
.clean spot before it is wanted, and will not lose its virtue, though
the sooner it is used the better.

N. B.—The yolk and whites beaten long and separately make the
article they are put into much lighter ; always strain the
white of eggs before properly beating up.

No. 409. A VERY RICH CUSTARD

Ingredients.—^One pint of pure cow's milk ; one pint of thick
rich cream ; the yolk of five eggs lemon peel and cinnamon and
sugar to taste.

Method.—Boil the milk with the lemon peel and a stick of
cinnamon and add the yolk of eggs well beaten up ; when the milk
begins to taste of the seasoning, sweeten it enough for the whole.
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Pour it into the cream stirring it well; then give the custard a

sinumer till of a proper thickness. Don't let it boil, stir the

whole time only one way; season as above. If it is required

extremely rich, put no milk Ijut a quart of cream to the eggs.

N. B.—This makes good ice cream when freezed.

No. 410. BAKED CUSTARD
Boil one pint of cream, half a pint of milk, with a little mace,

cinnamon and lemon peel, when cold mix the yolk of three eggs,

sweeten and fill your cups nearly full. Bake them ten minutes.

No. 411. BAKED CUSTARD PUDDING
Ingredients.—One cup of pure cow's milk; two or three eggs;

a few drops of essence of vanilla and six teaspoonfuls of sugar.

Method.—Break the eggs into the pudding dish, add the sugar
and beat up for half an hour until it rises and turns a creamy
colour; add the milk with a few drops of essence of vanilla or any
other essence. Bake in a moderate oven.

No. 412. BOILED CUSTARD PUDDING CALLED
"BURNT CUSTARD"

Beat up the same ingredients as above and boil in a bowl, stand
it in a degchie of boiling water, and when serving, turn out on a
plate, pouring burnt sugar over.

Another way .—;Prepare the ingredients as above, first burn
the sugar by putting a given quantity in a pah, when it melts and
gets brown, pour into a mould which was previously dipped in

cold water, then pour in the beaten up mixture and boil in boiling
water keeping the water below the mould or bowl.

No. 413. GLASS CUSTARD USED WITH PUDDINGS

Take a seer of milk and a stick of cinnamon, and boil down to
half the quantity; add sugar to sweeten and set aside to cool for a
while. Beat up quickly the yolk of three or four eggs, and add
gradually to the milk, stirring continually when over the fire. Take
off the fire and when cold, flavour with any kind of essence, orange
flower water or rose water.

No. 414. BOILED CUSTARD PUDDING
(ANOTHER WAY)

Mix with a pint of cream or milk, six well beaten eggs, two
tablespoonfuls of finely sifted flour, half a nutmeg grated or an
equal quantity of powdered cinnamon, a tablespoonful of sugar and
a little salt ; put it into a cloth or a buttered basin, that will exactly
hold it and boil it for half an hour. Serve with wine sauce.
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No. 415. ORANGE CUSTARD
Ingredients.—Half an orange ; a spoonful of brandy ; the juice

of one orange ; four ozs. of sugar ; the yolk of four eggs ; one pint of

cow's milk (boiling) and a little preserved orange peel.

Method.—Boil very tender the rind of the half orange and beat

it in a mortar until very fine; mix it to the brandy, the juice of the

one orange, the sugar and the yolk of eggs ; beat them all together

for ten minutes, then pour in by degrees the pint of milk and beat

them until cold; then put into custard cups, into a dish of hot
water ; let them stand till they are set ; then take them out and
stick the preserved orange peel on the top. This forms a fine

flavoured dish and may be served up hot or cold.

No. 416. ALMOND CUSTARD
Blanch and pound a quarter of a lb. of almonds, with two table-

spoonfuls of orange or rose water; add a little more than a pint of
milk thickened with a teaspoonful of corn flour and the well
beaten up yolk of six eggs, sweeten to taste with sugar, and stir it

over a slow fire until it thickens, but do not allow it to boil.

Serve up in glass custard cups.

No. 417. CHOCOLATE CUSTARD
Ingredients.—Two tablespoonfuls of cocoa or three ozs. of fine

Spanish chocolate (which has the vanilla flavour) ; two pints of-

pure cow's milk ; some sugar to sweeten to taste ; a little salt and
the yolk of eight eggs.

Method.—Rasp the three ozs. of chocolate and make it into a
paste with very little water; if you use the cocoa, simply mix it to a
paste with a little water, put the milk on the fire and let it boil; then
add the sugar and a little salt; meanwhile beat up the chocolate or
cocoa with some milk as it boils and mix it well, pouring it into the
boiling milk, which you must keep in motion ; add the yolk of eggs
well beaten up and keep stirring it or rather milling the mixture
until of the sufficient consistency ; when cool enough put the custard
into glasses.

No. 418. BLANC-MANGE
Boil till dissolved three-fourths of an oz. of isinglass in as much

water as will cover it, when luke-warm add to it gradually a quart
of good rich milk, with a stick of cinnamon, some lemon peel and
a few almonds well pounded; sweeten to taste; boil for five or Six
minutes stirring it all the while; strain through muslin into mould
and place in a pan of cold water to congeal.

No. 419. RICE FLUMMERY
Ingredients.—Four tablespoonfuls of finely ground and sifted
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rice flour ; one quart of rich cow's milk ; one-eighth of an oz. of isin-

glass ; a stick of cinnannon; the peel of half a lemon; sugar to

sweeten and a tablespoonful of pounded almonds.
Method.—Mix the rice flour and a little milk to a smooth paste.

Dissolve the isinglass in the rest of the milk, while boiling put in

the sugar, cinnamon and lemon peel, then stir in the smooth rice

paste and boil it from ten to fifteen minutes, stirring it all the time

carefully ; remove the pan from the fire and mix into it briskly the

almonds and pour it while scalding hot into moulds previously

dipped in cold water.
N, B.—If desired to tint it in streaks like marble, drop into the

mould here and there, at the time of pouring in the flummery,
a little cochineal.

No. 420. CORN FLOUR BLANC-MANGE
The above recipe will answer, except that the quantity of corn

flour must be in proportion of two tablespoonfuls to every quart

of milk, more if isinglass is not used.

No. 42L BOMBAY PUDDING. No. 1

Ingredients.—Half a seer of soogee; the yolk of. one egg; a

little finely sifted flour ; four chattacks sugar and some ghee to fry.

Method.—^Roast the soogee slightly and then put it into boiling

water, sufficient to make it very thick, cook for a while, butter a
soup plate or any other dish and pour the cooked soogee into it

and flatten out. Cut into squares; when cold rub each piece over
with the yolk of the egg, dredge with the flour and fry in ghee to a
rich brown, arrange them in a dish and pour over a nice thick
syrup made out of the sugar. A few allspice cooked in the syrup
gives it a flavour, also a little lime-juice.

No. 422. BOMBAY PUDDING No. 2

Ingredients.—Four chattacks of soogee; one large cocoanut;
two fresh eggs ; four chattacks sugar ; a few cloves ; two chattacks
ghee and one fresh lime.

Method.—Scrape the cocoanut and extract the milk with a
little boiling water. Boil the soogee in the cocoanut milk which
should be sufficient just to cook it thick, remove from the fire and
let it get cold, then put the yolks of the eggs to it and knead it well.

Make into balls or flat shapes as desired and fry in ghee. Make a
syrup with the sugar adding the cloves; when done, pour over the
pudding in the dish and serve with cut up pieces of lime,

N.B.—Cow's milk may be used instead of cocoanut milk.

No. 423. COCOANUT RICE PUDDING
Soak a cupful of rice in cold water until quite soft; scrape a
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cocoanut and extract the milk with some hot water, then boil the

rice in it, sweeten to taste with some date jaggery, or treacle, add a

few grains of aniseed. Pour the mixture into a buttered pudding
dish and bake it in a slow oven for a few minutes.

No. 424. INDIAN LEMON PUDDING
Ingredients.—Four chattacks of good butter; six chattacks of

white sugar; twelve fresh eggs ; four wineglassfuls of lime'juice and
four tablespoonfuls of finely grated bread-crumbs.

Method.—Mix the butter and sugar together, add the yolk of
eggs, then the lime-juice and bread crumbs and when the oven is

ready add the white of the eggs well beaten up. Put the whole into

a buttered pudding dish and bake it immediately.

No. 425. A CHEAP PUDDING
Ingredients.—One lb. flour; one lb. bread-crumbs; one lb.

raisins (cleaned), three-quarter lb. suet (shredded); three quarter

lb. currants (cleaned) ; three ozs. mixed peel (cut up) ; one lb.

almonds (blanched and cut up) ; two teaspoonfuls of ground all-

spice; half a teaspoon of salt; three eggs and half a cup of milk.

Method.—Mix all the dry ingredients together, beat up the eggs,

add them and the milk to the fruit, etc., and mix all well together,

press the mixture into greased basins or moulds, cover with scaled

and floured cloths and boil steadily for six hours. Keep them when
done in a cool dry place.

No. 426. PINE APPLE PIE

Peel the pine apple being careful to remove all specks and
grate it. Take its weight in sugar, fialf its weight in butter, rub
these two to a cream and stir them into the pine apple; then add
five eggs well beaten and a cupful of cream. Line a deep pie-dish

or plate with a good crust, pour in the pine apple mixture and bake.

The crust may be left out if desired.

No. 427. FLOATING ISLAND OF FRESH
STRAWBERRIES

Ingredients.—Half a seer of strawberries; a small cupful of

sugar ; four eggs and one pint of milk. -,

Method.—Crush the strawberries, and strain the juice out; beat

up the white of the eggs to a stiff froth, add gradually half a cup
of sugar, then the juice of the crushed berries, beat until it

stands in peaks, then make a custard with the yolk of the eggs, the
milk and the other half cup of sugar. Pour the custard into a

glass dish, let it cool. Put a layer of the Crushed strawberries on
top of this, then arrange the frosting on top in the shape of
peaks. This makes a very pretty dessert.
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No. 428. COLLEGE PUDDING

Ingredients.—The crumb of half a loaf; eight ozs. of suet ; eight

ozs. of currants; one oz. chopped citron; one handful of sugar;

half a nutmeg ; three eggs and half lb. butter.

Method.—Grate the crumb of the bread, clean and shred the
suet, mix with the currants, citron, nutmeg grated and eggs beaten

up, the yolk and white separately, mix all together nicely and rriake

into the size and shape of a goose egg, put the butter or ghee into

a frying-pan and fry them to a light brown colour, turning them
about frequently to brown equally. Mix a glass of brandy in the

grease left in the pan after removing the fried eggs, and serve with
pudding sauce or glass custard.

No. 429. FRIED MILK CAKES

Make a stiff dough of fine wheat fiour and milk, add plenty of
currants, roll out as thin as possible. Cut into round circular cakes
and fry them in butter or ghee. To make the cakes shorter, put
some butter or butter-milk when kneading the dough. The cakes
are delicious.

No. 430. FRITTERS
Make them of pan-cake batter, only thicker, add plenty of

currants and fry in ghee, dropping in a spoonful at a time; apples or
lemons thinly sliced make an agreeable change.

No. 431. COCOANUT PUDDING
Grind half a cocoanut (fresh) add a quarter lb. of sugar, three

chattacks butter, six eggs, the whites only. Mix well together, put
in a buttered pudding dish and bake.

No. 432. CANARY'S PUDDING
Ingredients.—The weight of three eggs in sugar and butter ; the

weight of two eggs in flour ; the rind of one small lemon and three
more eggs.

Method.—Melt the butter to a liquid state but do not allow it

to oil, stir in this the sugar and -finely minced lemon-peel, and
gradually dredge in the flour, keeping the mixture well stirred.

Whisk the eggs; add these to the pudding, beat all the ingredients
until thoroughly blended and put them into a buttered mould or
basin, boil for two hours and serve with sweet sauce or glass

custard.

No. 433. ROLY POLY JAM PUDDING
Ingredients.—Some pastry, as per recipe No. 386 and any kind

of jao).
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Method.—After making the crust, roll it out to the thickness of
half an inch, spread the jam equally over it, leaving a small margin
all round without jam vt^here the pudding joins ; roll it up, flatten

the ends securely and tie it in a floured cloth. Put the pudding into

boiling water and boil for two hours. Mince meat and marmalade
may be substituted for a change.
N. B.—This may be baked in the oven after cutting up into pieces;

Serve up with glass custard.

No. 434. MINCE MEAT
Ingredients.—Three large lemons ; three large apples ; one lb.

stoned raisins ; half a lb. of currants ; one lb. suet, cleaned and
shred; two lbs. moist sugar; one oz. sliced candied citron ; one oz.

sliced candied orange peel ; one oz. candied lemon peel ; one tea-

cupful of brandy 4nd two tablespoonfuls of orange marmalade.
Method.—Cut the rinds of the lemons, squeeze out the juice

and strain it, boil the remainder of the lemons until tender enough
to pulp or chop very finely, then add to the pulp the apples which
should be baked and their skins and cores removed, put in the

remaining ingredients one by one, and as they are added, mix
everything very thoroughly together, put the mince meat into a

stone-jar closely fitting the lid, and in a fortnight it will be ready for

use; unless it is liked very bitter, all or a part of the pith of the

lemons should be omitted.

No. 435. BALTIMORE PUDDING
Ingredients.—Three-quarter of a lb. of flour; six ozs. suet

three ozs. chopped candied peel; three ozs. sultanas; three ozs.

sugar; three ozs. raisins; one egg; half a pint of milk ; one table-

spoonful of baking powder and half a teaspoon of allspice.

Metfiod.—Chop the suet and shred it, mix it with the flour,

baking powder, candied peel, sugar, cleaned sultanas stoned and
halved, raisins and allspice. Put the mixture in a greased pudding
basin, tie a scalded and floured cloth over the top and boil it for

four hours. When cooked, turn it out of the basin and serve

with any sweet sauce or custard.

No. 436. SAUCER PUDDING
Ingredients.—Two tablespoonfuls of flour ; two tablespoonfuls

of soft sugar; three eggs, butter; ateacupful of milk and preserve
of any kind.

Method—Mix flour and sugar together ; beat up the eggs and
add to the milk and beat up with the flour and sugar. Butter well
three saucers, half fill them and bake in a quick oven for twenty
minutes. Remove them from the saucers when cool enough; cut
in halves and spread a thin layer of preserve on each half, close
them again and serve with glass custard.
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No. 437. TRANSPARENT PUDDING

Ingredients.—Eight eggs; half alb. sugar; half alb. butter; some
grated nutmegs and some puflF paste, see recipe No. 397.

Method.—Beat the eggs well and mix with the other ingredients

in a stew-pan. Line a dish with puff paste. Pour in the pudding
and bake in a moderate oven, candied peel may be added.

No. 438. ROLLED FRENCH PUDDING
Ingredients.—One lb. flour made into suet crust; half a lb.

treacle and half a teaspoon grated ginger.

Method.—Make a crust with the flour and suet, roll it out to
the thickness of half an inch and spread the treacle equally over it

leaving a small margin where the paste joins, roll it up and close the
ends securely, tie the pudding in a floured cloth, plunge it into
boiling water and boil for two hours.
N. B.—This may be made with lard or butter instead of suet, in

which case bake from one and a half to two hours.

No. 439. SOOGEE PUDDING
Make a custard in the disual way with eggs, milk and sugar, have

two dessertspoonfuls of soogee cooked in some milk previously
rather thick, add it to the custard with a few raisins, almonds cut
up and a little essence of vanilla. Pour in a pudding dish and
bake or steam.

No. 440. JELLABEE PUDDING
Is made as above, omitting the soogee and putting in four or

five ozs. of jellabees, sugar must be omitted.

No. 441. SMALL ALMOND PUDDING
Ingredients.—Half a lb. almonds; half a lb. butter; four eggs, a

little brandy ; two teaspoonfuls of sugar and two teaspoonfuls of
cream or khoa.

Method.—Blanch and pound the almonds to a smooth paste
with a little water, warm the butter and mix the almonds in this

and add the other ingredients, leaving out the white of two eggs, and
be particular that these are well beaten. Mix well, butter some
cups, half fill them and bake from twenty minutes to half an hour.
Turn them out in a dish and put a cherry on top of each with sweet
sauce or custard.

No. 442. PLUM PUDDING
Ingredients.—Half a lb. suet, shred; half a lb. raisins or

currants ; half a lb. almonds, blanched and cut up ; half a lb.

candied peel or chow-chow; half a lb. bread-crumbs ; quarter lb.
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flour, eight eggs ; one and a half wineglassfuls of brandy ; half a lb.

of brown sugar and a tablespoonful of mixed spices.

Method.—Mix all the above ingredients thoroughly ; tie loosely

in scalded and floured cloth and boil for six hours at least. It will

be better if boiled for twelve hours.

No. 443. X'MAS PLUM PUDDING No. 1

Ingredients.—One lb. beef suet; one lb. raisins; one lb.

currants; half a lb. sultanas; half lb. finely grated bread-crumbs;
quarter lb. flour; four ozs. chopped mixed peel; half a nutmeg
grated ; half a teaspoon of mixed spices ; a little salt ; one oz. of
finely chopped almonds ; four eggs ; a wineglassful of brandy ; half

a wineglass of rum ; half a teacup of milk.

Method.—Chop the suet, stone the raisins, carefully pick and
wash the currants and sultanas. Put these ingredients into a large

mixing bowl, with the grated bread<crumbs, flour, mixed peel,

nutmeg, mixed spices, salt and chopped almonds. Mix thoroughly
with a spoon; beat the eggs well, then add it together with the

brandy, rum and milk, to the mixed ingredients, stir well, so that

all will be thoroughly mixed. Dip a large pudding cloth (one of
double calico is best) in boiling water, dredge it with flour, spread
it out in a large bowl and pour the pudding mixture into it, tie it

loosely with a strong tape. Have a large degchie nearly full of
boiling water, at the bottom put a few meat skewers and on the

top of it a plate, the pudding will not get burnt if treated in this

manner. Plunge the pudding into fast boiling water, boil from
six to eight hours. Keep the pudding covered all the time with
boiling water.

If boiled in basins, have them well buttered before putting in

the mixture.

No. 444. VERMICELLI AND MACARONI PUDDING
Boil the macaroni or vermicelli first. Mak a custard of milk,

eggs and sugar, pour into a pudding dish and mix in the cooked
vermicelli or macaroni, adding a little essence of vanilla and bake
in a moderate oven.

No. 445. BREAD AND BUTTER PUDDING
Make a custard with milk, eggs and sugar; cut up a few slices

(thin) of bread and butter them ; lay them neatly in the pudding
dish, stew a few currants or raisins over and pour over all the made
custard, add a few drops of essence of vanilla and put some butter
over the top; bake in a moderate oven.

No. 446. BREAD PUDDING
Ingredients.—Half a loaf of bread; two eggs, a tablespoon'
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ful of sugar; one oz. of butter and one cup of milk.

Method.—Break up the bread and pour the milk on boiling

hot ; let it soak for a while. Beat the eggs with the sugar and add
it to the soaked bread and milk, adding the butter. Pour the whole
into a pudding dish and bake. If the pudding is to be boiled,

grease the bowl and dust with flour, stew into the bowl a few
raisins or slices of candied peel and pour in the mixture, put the

bowl into boiling water and boil one and a half hours.

No. 447. SAGO PUDDING
Is made like vermicelli or macaroni puddings, recipe No. 444,

omitting vermicelli and adding boiled sago.

No. 448. GOLAB JAMIN PUDDING
Is made exactly like jellabee pudding, recipe No. 440.

No. 449. FRENCH TOAST
Make a custard of milk, eggs and sugar, adding any kind of

essence desirable. Cut a few slices of bread and steep them in the
mixture for ashort while. Fry each slice nice and brown in some
ghee or butter. Serve cold or warm.
N. B.—The sugar may be omitted and made into syrup instead, and

poured over the fried bread with a dash of lime-juice.

No. 450. POTATO PUDDING
Boil the potatoes, peel them and mash to a smooth paste, make

a custard with milk, eggs and sugar, put in the mashed potatoes
with a little butter, pour in a pudding dish and bake.

No. 451. RICE PANCAKES

Ingredients.—Half a lb. of rice; a pint of cream; eight eggs,

eight ozs. butter ; some flour, nutmeg and salt.

Method.—Boil the rice into a jelly in a small quantity of water

;

when cold, mix it with the cream, eggs, salt and nutmeg grating;

stir in the butter just warmed and add as much flour as will make
the batter thick enough, fry the same as other pancakes in a little

ghee or butter, serve with sugar and lemon-juice.

No. 452. PORTUGUESE PUDDING
Ingredients.—Two cocoanuts ; three-quarter of a lb. of sugar

and half a lb. of flour.

Method.—Extract two cups of milk from the cocoanut in the

usual way and set aside. Make a syrup of the sugar, mix it into

the flour gradually, add the cocoanut milk and now boil on a good
Are stirring the whole while until it thickens. Pour it into a
buttered dish, and bake to a rich brown colour.
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No. 453. FRENCH PANCAKES

Ingredients.—Seven eggs, one pint cream or milk; four table-

spoonfuls of sugar; four tablespoonfuls of flour; the grated peel

and juice of one lemon and two tablespoonfuls of rose water.

Method.—Beat up the yolk and white of the eggs separately,

beat with the yolk the sugar and the flour, adding the cream or

milk, grated lemon and the juice, lastly the rose water. Mix all

well together, and then put in the beaten whites, allow three table-

spoonfuls to each pancake. Fry in the usual way.

No. 454. COMMON PANCAKES

With nearly half a lb. of flour, mix five well beaten eggs and
then add by degrees a quart of milk. Mix smoothly and fry in

ghee. When making, use three tablespoonfuls of the batter for

each pancake, and when the pan is hot, smear ghee on it, pour in

the batter, turn round and let the mixture spread out, and put each

when done on the back of a saucer ; serve with white sugar sprinkled

and a squeeze of lime-juice.

No. 455. SWEET POTATO PUDDING
Is made exactly like potato pudding, first boil the potatoes,

peel and mash up with a little milk. Make a custard with milk,

eggs and sugar and mix the mashed potatoes with it, add a little

butter and pour into a dish and bake.

No. 456. PLANTAIN FRITTERS. (BANANA)

Add the mashed plantains to the batter made out of eggs, sugar,

milk and flour and fry in the usual way.
This may be made with any fruit desirable.

No. 457. FRIED PLANTAINS

Choose very ripe plantains, cut them in two lengthways, brush

them over with the yolk of an egg, dredge with flour and fry in

melted butter or ghee and while hot sprinkle with crushed crys-

tallized sugar.

No. 458. GOOLGOOLAS (INDIAN FRITTERS)

Ingredients.—Half a seer of flour ; four chattacks sugar ; a pint

of cow's milk; a few grains of aniseeds; a spoonful of yeast or
baking powder and four chattacks ghee.

Method.—Mix the flour with the yeast or baking powder, a

little milk, water and sugar, put it in a pan and cook it to a thick
consistency, take off the fire and let it cool. Now gradually add
the remainder of the milk and place it back on the fire, adding the
aniseed and some lime juice if desired. Keep stirring it until it is
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again reduced to a thick consistency and remove from the fire,

when cold, make into balls or flat cakes and fry in the ghee to a

light brown.

No. 459. X'MAS PLUM PUDDING No. 2

This pudding may be made a few days before it is required for

the table.

Ingredients.—One and a half lbs. picked and cleaned raisins

;

half a lb. currants, cleaned; three-quarter lb. finely grated bread'

crumbs ; half a lb. finely sliced mixed peel ; three-quarter lb. finely

minced suet ; three-quarter lb. of sugar ; half a teaspoon of finely

powdered mix spices ; half a lb. butter free of water; twelve eggs,

a little flour and a wineglassful of brandy.
Method.—Mix the above six ingredients well together with the

spices ; then moisten the mixture with the butter, eggs well beaten
and the brandy ; stir all the time so that the ingredients may be
thoroughly mixed. Butter a large piece of cloth or towel, dredge
it well with flour ; put the mixture into it and tie it down tightly

but leaving enough of space to allow the pudding to swell ; after

boiling it steadily for seven hours, take it out of the boiler and
hang it up immediately, until the day it is intended to be eaten,
when it should be boiled again for fully two hours, care being
taken that the water is boiling hot before the pudding is put into

it. Then turn it out of the towel and serve with brandy sauce.

No. 460. RAVENSWORTH PUDDING
Ingredients.—Three large baked apples ; one pint cream ; two

tablespoonfuls of fine bread-crumbs ; half a lb. of sugar; the grated
rinds of two lemons and six eggs, using the yolk of four. ^

Method.—Pulp the baked apples; mix all the rest of the
ingredients well together, beating the eggs thoroughly. Butter the
pudding mould, throw in a handful of bread-crumbs; toss them round
the mould and shake out any that are loose, then pour in the
mixture and bake for one hour and a half.

No. 461. LITTLE BAKED PUDDINGS (OR
SPONGE CAKES)

Take the weight of four eggs in flour and sugar and of three
eggs in butter ; beat the butter to a cream, add it to the eggs well
beaten, gradually dredge in the flour and sugar; butter some small
cups or tins, half fill them with the mixture and bake to a
rich brown.

No. 462. MADAMES OWN PUDDING
Boil two ozs. of sago in a pint of milk, when it is quite cold

add to it five eggs well beaten, two biscuits grated, a little brandy and
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sugar to taste ; boil it in a basin for one hour and serve with
wine sauce.

No. 463. DERBYSHIRE PUDDING
Ingredients.—One lb. potatoes j two ozs. butter; four ozs. sugar;

two eggs; two lemons; two ozs. currants and some jam.
Method.— Boil the potatoes, peel them and mash them up to a

smooth paste, add the butter, sugar, grated lemon rinds, cleaned
currants, the strained juice of the lemons and yolks of eggs beaten,

whip the whites of eggs to a very stiff froth and stir them lightly

into the mixture. Grease a pie dish, put a layer of the mixture in

about two inches in depth, slightly hollow the centre of this and
put in a spoonful or two of jam. Cover this up with the rest

of the potato mixture. Bake in a moderate oven for about twenty-
five minutes. Serve as quickly as possible after it is baked.

No. 464. A RICH RICE PUDDING
Ingredients.—Half a lb. rice ; four eggs; half a cup of cream;

four ozs. beef suet; two ozs. fresh butter; three-quarter lb.

currants ; two spoonfuls of brandy; essence of vanilla, a little salt;

some slices preserved citron, orange and lemon and puff paste, as in

recipe No. 397.
Method.—Boil the rice in water with a little salt till quite soft,

then drain dry. Beat up the eggs, yolk and white separately and
mix with the rice, together with the cream, melted butter and suet

finely shred ; put in the currants, brandy, essence and candied fruit

and when well mixed, put a puff paste round the edge and fill the

dish. Bake in a moderate oven and serve with jam or jelly.

No. 465, A CHARLOTTE
Ingredients,—Several thin slices of white bread ; eight ozs. of

butter; half a dozen apples; three or four ozs. of sugar and a pint

of warm milk.
Method.—Rub thick with butter a pudding dish and line the

bottom and sides with thin slices of bread. Slice the apples fine

and put them into the dish in layers till full, strewing sugar between
and some butter. In the meanwhile, soak as many slices of bread
as will cover the whole in warm milk, on which lay a plate and a

weight to keep the bread close on the apples. Bake slowly for

three hours.

No. 466. EVE PUDDING
Ingredients.—Three-quarter lb. bread; three-quarter lb. suet,

shred; three-quarter lb. apples; three-quarter lb. currants; four eggs

and the rind of half a lemon, shred fine.

Method.—Grate the bread and mix it with the shred suet,
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apples cut up fine and currants, mix with these the four eggs well

beaten and the rind of half a lemon shred fine. Put it into a bowl
and boil for three hours and serve with pudding sauce, the juice of

half a lemon and a little nutmeg.

No. 467. QUAKING PUDDING
Ingredients.—A quart of cream, some wine; four eggs well

beaten ; one and a half tablespoonfuls of flour ; some nutmeg and
sugar.

Method.—Scald the cream and let it cool ; when quite cold,

add the eggs, flour, nutmeg grated and sugar. Butter a dish and
pour the mixture in, tie it over with a floured cloth, and boil

for one hour; turn it out with care lest it should crack, serve with
melted butter, wine and sugar.

No. 468. BATTER PUDDING WITH MEAT
Make a batter with flour, milk and eggs. Pour a little into the

bottom of a pudding dish, then add some meat either chops, or
beef-steaks well seasoned with pepper and salt and a few sliced

onions. Pour the remainder of the batter over and bake in a slow
oven, add a little sugar if preferred.

N. B.—A loin of mutton whole may be baked in batter after taking

off the fat.

No. 469. ALMOND PUDDING BAKED
Ingredients.—Four ozs. almonds, four or five bitter ones ; a

little wine, six eggs ; three cups of cream, some sugar ; the peel of
two lemons grated ; six ozs. butter, and the juice of one lemon.

Method.—Beat the almonds fine with the wine, yolk of eggs,

grated lemon peel, butter, cream and the juice of lemon. When
well mixed, pour into a dish and bake it for half an hour, with
paste recipe No. 397, round the dish, serve with sugar strewn over.

^ No. 470. MUTTON PUDDING
Ingredients.—A few mutton chops or steaks; pepper, salt and

one onion; half a lb. potatoes ; one cup of milk and one egg.

Method.—Season the chops or steaks with the pepper and salt

and the juice of the onion. Lay one layer of meat at the bottom of

the dish and a batter made out of the potatoes (which must be
boiled, pressed through a sieve or mashed up very finely) mixed
with the milk and egg poured over them, then put in the rest of

the chops or steaks and pour over the remaining batter; bake it.

No. 471. PEAS PUDDING
Soak a pint of split peas in cold water overnight, those that

may float on the surface in the morning are bad and should be
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removed. Drain away all the water and tie them up very loosely

in a cloth to allow for swelling; place the peas thus tied in a

saucepan of boiling wafer and boil for two hours. Remove from
the cloth and m^isli them, or pass them through a wire sieve using

the back of a spoon for the purpose ; and one oz. of butter to the

pulp and enough of salt and pepper with beaten egg to bind;
flour the cloth in the middle, tie the pudding up in it again, this time
fairly tightly, put it into boiling water and boil again for half an

hour, serve on a separate dish.

No. 472. YORKSHIRE PUDDING
Mix some flour and salt together, add enough of milk to make

a batter, put in a few eggs well beaten, allow the batter to be a

little thicker than for pancakes. Put the mixture into a buttered

dish or tin and bake. When done, cut into slices and serve with

roast meat.

• No. 473. DEVONSHIRE PUDDING
Mix some flour and minced suet (about four ozs. flour to two

of suet) together in a bowl, add some salt and sufficient water

to make it somewhat softer than dough. Wet a towel or duster

in hot water, dust with flour and put in the dough thin, tie the

pudding loosely leaving room for it to swell. Boil in boiling

water for one hour or more replenishing the water if necessary.

To be served as Yorkshire pudding.

HINTS ON BAKING CAKES, HALWA,
SWEETMEATS, ETC.

More or less cakes are spoiled by insufficient mixing, there-

fore do your mixing thoroughly, always try to mix your cake in a

wooden pan and stir the mixture with a wooden spoon. If using

tins, line them with paper, some prefer buttered paper ; if done in

an ordinary enamel bowl, grease it well.

If baking in an oil stove, light it a little after you start mixing,

but if in an ordinary coal oven, make up the fire before hand, so

that in either case the oven will be at the proper heat.

Scones, muffins, rolls and bread require a very quick oven.

Buns and small cakes require rather a quick oven. Large cakes

require not so quick an oven, in order that they may be baked in

the centre without being overdone on the outside.

Solid cakes, such as seed, pound or fruit, etc. require a rather

quick oven; if the oven is too slow the fruit will sink to the bottom
and the cake will be very heavy.
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Sponge cakes must have a moderately hot oven ; if too hot
they will rise quickly and fall again. To prevent a cake from being
burned on the bottom, raise the tin up by placing a flat tin or brick
under it, i.e., if you do not possess a barred oven shelf, which will
have the same effect.

In order to find out if a cake is sufficiently baked, insert a
knife into the centre of it, if it comes out quite clean the cake is

ready, but if any dough is sticking to it, or it is damp, put the cake-
back into the oven at once. If the cake gets brown on the top before
being ready throughout, cover it with a well buttered paper
while baking.

Cakes should be left for a few minutes in the tins before
being turned out.

Pastry requires a very hot oven in order that the starch cells

may burst and absorb the fat before it gets time to run out; if the
oven is too slow the pastry will be heavy and sodden.

The following tests may be found useful for finding the heat
of the oven

:

(1) Put a sheet of writing paper into the oven and leave it

there for one minute; if it burns, the oven is too hot.

(2) If the paper becomes dark brown it is suitable for pastry,
scones, muffins, bread, etc.

(3) If light brown, it does for buns and small cakes, pies
and tarts.

(4) If very pale brown, for cakes.

(5) If pale yellow, for biscuits, pudding, etc.

Nowadays every facility is given for mixing and baking cakes
etc. in the market.

No. 474. ONE SEER X'MAS CAKE No. 1

Ingredients.—One seer almonds, cut and dried ; one seer raisins
cleaned, cut and dried; one and a half seer butter, free of water;
forty eggs, three-quarter seer soogee, quarter seer flour; candied
peel, viz. orange, citron, ginger, lemon; candied pumpkin; one
tin of orange marmalade; one dessertspoonful caraway-seeds; half
a wineglass of brandy; half a seer of khoa, three-quarter seer sugar ;

a dessertspoonful of allspice, powdered; a large teaspoonful of
salt and a tin of black currant jam.

Method.—Steep the soogee and butter together in a deep dish
overnight, the next morning begin to beat it up together, until
it becomes white and foamy, add to it the yolk of eggs, one at a
time, and keep beating all the while one way, then gradually put
the flour and sugar in and keep beating all together until thoroughly
mixed, add all the other ingredients one by one and still keep at it

all the time beating up, with a wooden spoon. Beat up the
whites to a frost (but before doing so, beat up lightly and strain,
through muslin first) lastly put it in with the salt, brandy and
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caraway-seeds. Have a few baking tins ready lined with paper or
buttered paper and fill half way to give place for rising.

A baker's oven is the best for baking.

No. 475. SNOW CAKE
Ingredients.—Three-quarter lb. of butter ; three-quarter of white

sugar; one lb. of arrowroot; the white of eight eggs and essence of
almonds, vanilla or lemon.

Method.—Beat the butter to a cream, stir in the pounded sugar

and arrowroot, gradually at the same time of beating up the mixture,

whisk the white of eggs to a stiff froth, add to the other ingredients

and beat all for twenty minutes. Flavour with essence. Pour the

cake into a buttered mould or papered tin and bake in a moderate
oven for an hour and half.

No. 476. X'MAS CAKE No. 2

One and a half lbs. of butter, sugar, flour and raisins, three

quarter lb. of currants, candied peel and chow-chow, one lb. of
almonds, blanched and cut up, and one and a half tablespoonfuls of
allspice. One wineglassful of brandy, eighteen eggs and some
paisley flour according to directions, all these ingredients to be mixed
in the usual way as direction in No. 1 X'mas cake and baked.

No. 477. ALMOND ICING FOR ABOVE
Ingredients. Two lbs. white sugar; one lb. blanched almonds ;

rose water and the white of one egg.

Method.—Pound the almonds with rose water, and while they

are being pounded, make a syrup and clear it with the white of an
egg. When clear, mix in the almonds quickly or they will go
yellow if allowed to stand long after they have been pounded ; keep
on stirring till it thickens like toflFee, then lay on the cake with the

back of a spoon.

No. 478. THANKOGWING CAKE
Ingredients.—One lb. butter, nine eggs ; one lb. sugar, one lb.

flour ; half a nutmeg grated ; one teaspoonful of mixed cinnamon and
mace (ground); itwo ozs. candied lemon peel; two ozs. blanched
and chopped almonds and a quarter lb. dried currants.

Method.—Beat the butter and sugar to a cream, add the eggs

well beaten, mix in flour, put in the other ingredients, beat all

thoroughly together, fill in a buttered mould or tin and bake in a

moderate oven for two hours.

No. 479. MINCE PEAS

Ingredients.—Puff paste as per recipe No. 397 ; mince meat as
per recipe No. 434.
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Method—Make some puff paste, roll it out to the thickness of
about a quarter inch, and line some good sized patty tins with it

;

fill them with mince meat, cover with paste, and cut it off all round
close to the edge of the tin. Put the pies into a brisk oven and bake
for half an hour or longer should the pies be very large, after which
brush over with the white of an egg beaten with the blade of a

knife to a stiff froth, sprinkle over with pounded sugar and put in

the oven for a minute or two to dry the egg. Dish the pies on a

white plate and serve hot.

No. 480. SAUCY CAT OR SAMER CAKE

Ingredients—Two milk cocoanuts; six chattacks raisins, four
chattacks pistachios; one chattack cherongee seeds; one seer sugar,

half a seer flour and one and half cup of cow's ghee or butter.

Method.—Scrape the cocoanuts and divide into two parts.

Clean the other ingredients and divide into two parts. Take th&
flour and knead it with half of the ghee, roll out the pastry very
thin, put a layer of it in a tin plate or thali, sprinkle over it one
part of the scraped cocoanut, then put a layer of pastry over that,

sprinkle one part of the cleaned ingredients over again, then cover
it with another. thin layer of pastry, then sprinkle the second
part of cocoanut over this and continue to do this alternately

until you have nine layers in all. Now with a knife cut the pastry
in a cross line (the last layer must be pastry ) put the rest of the
ghee, or butter over the surface and bake in a brisk oven to a
light brown.

No. 481. APPLE AND CURRANT PASTRY

Ingredients.—One lb. flour, six ozs. lard ; half a lb. sharp apples,

and half a lb. cleaned currants; half teaspoon baking powder; a few
grains of salt ; half teaspoon grated nutmeg ; three tablespoonfuls
of sugar; the grated rind of a lemon and its juice and some
castor sugar.

Method.—Mix together the flour, salt, baking powder and some
sugar, rub in the lard well and mix them all into a stiff paste with
cold water. Grease a pudding tin and line it all through with half

the pastry. Mix together the currants, peeled and chopped apples,

the remaining sugar, nutmeg, lemon rind and juice, spread this

mixture over the pastry in the tin. Wet the edge of pastry, put a

cover over with the remaining half of pastry. Press the edges
together slightly rolling them up, and mark the top here and there

in squares. Bake the pastry in a moderate oven till slightly

browned, dust it well with castor sugar when it is cooked and
when out of the oven a few minutes, cut it in squares. Serve
hot or cold.
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No. 482. TARTLETS

Ingredients.—Trimming of puff paste, recipe No. 397 and any
jam or marmalade.

Methdd.—^RoU out the paste to the thickness of about half an
inch, butter some round pastry pans, line them with it, and cut off

the superfluous paste close to the edge of the pan, put a small piece

of bread into each ; (this is to keep them in shape) and bake in a

brisk oven for about ten minutes or a little longer. When they are

done, and are of a nice colour take the pieces of bread out carefully

and replace them by a spoonful of jam or marmalade. Dish them
on a white plate piled high in the centre and serve.

No. 483. NICE PLAIN CAKE
Ingredients.—One lb. flour, three eggs, one and a half teaspoon'

ful baking powder; quarter lb. good dripping; one teacupful moist
sugar; one breakfastcupful of milk; quarter lb. currants and one oz.

of caraway>seeds.
Method.— Put the flour and baking powder into a basin, stir

these together, then rub in the dripping, add the sugar, caraway*
seeds and currants. Whisk the eggs with the milk and beat up all

together until the ingredients are well mixed. Butter a tin, pour in

the mixture and bake from one and a half to two hours. Let the

dripping be quite clean before using. To assure this it is a good
plan to clarify. Beef dripping is better than any other for cakes, etc.

as mutton dripping frequently has a very unpleasant flavour which
would be imparted to the preparation.
N. B.—The eggs may be left out as they are not necessary.

No. 484. LEMON BUNS

Ingredients.—Quarter lb. sugar, quarter lb. butter; one lb. flour,

four eggs; one teaspoonful ammonia; half a cup of milk; a few
drops essence of lemon and a few currants.

Method.—Beat the eggs and n;iilk together and mix thoroughly
with the other ingredients, make into buns and bake for twenty
minutes or half an hour in a moderate oven.

No. 485. RICH PLUM CAKE
Ingredients.—One lb. butter beaten to a cream; one lb. flour,

one lb. brown sugar ; one lb. raisins, two lbs. currants; ten eggs,

quarter lb. chopped citron ; quarter lb. chopped almonds and half

a teaspoon of mixed spices.

Method.—Beat up five eggs with the butter and then add the

yolk of the other five eggs, beat well and gradually add each in'

gredient, beating all the time ; when all is thoroughly beaten for about
half an hour, add the well beaten white of five eggs, mix and put in

some brandy or whiskey. Bake in a cake tin.
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No. 486. ONE SEER PLUM X'MAS CAKE No. 3

Ingredients.—One seer almonds, one seer raisins; one sieer

currants, one seer sugar ; two seers butter, five seers preserves, viz.,

ginger, citron, orange peel, lemon peel and pumpkin; grated nutmeg
and ground cinnamon ; half a seer dried orange peel finely powdere'd
and sifted; half a teaspoonvof caraway.seeds ; two tables poonfuls
of pounded mace; half a seer soogee, half a seer flour; fifty eggs

and one wineglassful of brandy. -^

Method.—Have twt) large preserving pans. Put the sugar into
one and pound it well down with the butter, mix well, then throw
in one by one the yolk of the eggs and throw the whites into the other
pan, mixing the butter, sugar and yolk the whole while briskly
and without ceasing. While these ingredients ar^ being mixed the

whites should be beatgn up for nearly an hour ; after the butter
has been well mixed with the sugar and eggs, dredge in the flour

and soogee in small quantities (this must be well mixed) add the
currants, raisins, almonds and preserves cut up fine, by this time
the ingredients will have been mixed for fully three-quarter of an
hour, after it rises and has been thoroughly mixed, pour in the
brandy gradually in small quantities and last of all ^dd ^tlie well
beaten eggs (white). The stirring now must be very brisk to
eflFect a perfect mixture of the white of the eggs right through.
Fill quickly into moulds or tins and bake quickly without delay.

The moulds or tins must be lined with well buttered paper.

No. 487. CHOCOLATE CAKE
Ingredients.—Four lbs. chocolate or cocoa ; four eggs, six ozs.

.

flour; four ozs. butter, four ozs. sugar; a teaspoonful milk and
four ozs. chopped almonds.

Method—Beat to a cream the butter and sugar, add the eggs,

beat well, put in the flour gradually and the chocolate ground fine.

Put in the milk and almonds. Pour the mixture into a buttered tin

and bake.

No. 488. ICING FOR ABOVE
Ingredients.—Three ozs. chocolate ; half a lb. sugar and half a

cup of water.

Method.—Mix all together and cook till thick enough to ^coat

the cake with the back of a spoon.

No. 489. RUSSIAN PALTRY

Ingredients.— The weight of six eggs in butter; the same of
sugar and fine flour; three teaspoonfuls of baking powder; a little

milk, cochineal as required and some jam or icing.

Method.—Make a cream of the butter and sugar together, mix
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the baking powdej; with the flour and sift it in. Beat the eggs and
stir them adding a little milk if too stiff. Beat all for a few
minutes, then divide into two parts. Leave one part its natural colour
and colour the other with cochineal, or if three colours are needed,
divide into three parts and colour one yellow. Bake in long tins

(loaf) in a moderate oven, leave till cold, then cut into thick slices

about two inches deep and two inches wide, spread a pink one
with a nice jam or icing, set a yellow one on top, and cement the

cake together by j&m or icing. Now ice all over with almond paste

and decorate with cherries or crystallized roses.

N. B.—The yellow colour may be produced by a little turmeric.

No. 490. BEVA'CAI

Ingredients,—Two lbs. rice flour; one large fresh cocoanut;
one lb. sugar, two eggs ; half a teacup of ghee or butter free of
water; half a lb. shelled almonds; quarter teaspoon of mixed
spices and half lb. American flour.

Method.—Broil the rice flour nicely in a frying-pan, scrape the

cocoanut and take out all the milk, blanch the almonds and cut them
lengthways. Put the rice, sugar and flour into a large bowl, and
slowly stir in the cocoanut milk, to which add a pinch of salt,

sprinkle in the powdered spice, pour in the ghee or butter and mix
all together. Beat the eggs up quickly and add, mixing thoroughly,
then pour into a buttered mould, sprinkle the almonds on top
and bake.

Nc. 491. ALMOND PASTE

Ingredients.—Quarter seer ground almonds ; half seer white icing

sugar; the white of one or two eggs and a teaspoonful dissolved
gelatine.

Method.—Mix the gelatine with the white of eggs stiffly whipped.
Mix together the almonds and sugar and stir into the mixture; if

too dry, add a little more of the white of eggs, but this should be
added slowly and carefully ; spread on the cake With a silver knife,

dipping it often in water to keep the paste smooth.

No. 492. X'MAS PLUM CAKE No. 4.

Ingredients.—Khao one seer; butter two afid a half seers; sugar

one seer; rafsins one and a half seers; almonds one and a half seers;

preserves one and a half seers; marmalade mixed spices; some
colouring ; a tablespoonful of caraway-seeds ; half a seer flour, one
seer soogee and ninety eggs.

To be mixed according to directions given in recipe No. 474.

No. 493. SWISS CAKE

Ingredients.—The weight of four eggs in butter, flour and sugar;
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six eggs, some essence of lemon or lime-juice and one teaspoonful

of rose water.
Method.—Beat the yolk of eggs and sugar together, with some

lime-juice, ten drops of essence^of lemon and rose water. Melt the

butter and add to it, slowly shaking in the flour, beating till all is

well mixed. Now beat the white of eggs to a stiff froth and add,
mix all thoroughly again for a few minutes. Butter a tin, pour in

the mixture and bake for half an hour in a moderate oven.

No. 494. BLANCHED CREAM
Take one pint of very thick cream, sweeten to taste, add some

orange flower water and boil it. Beat the whites of ten eggs with
a little of the cream before boiling and when the cream is on the
boil pour in the eggs, stirring it well, until it becomes a thick curd,
then take it out and set in a cool place.

No. 495. ROSE COOKIES
Ingredients.—One lb. wheat flour ; half a lb. sugar ; half a seer

of cow's milk; six eggs and eight ozs. ghee.

Method.—Make a batter of all the ingredients, barring the ghee,
adding the eggs well beaten last. Put the ghee in a deep pan on the
fire, when it is cooked, place a stamp (made for the purpose
resembling a rose) in it, when the stamp gets very hot, lift it out
quickly and dip it into the batter; now replace .it in the ghee,
after a minute or so, lift the stamp again and shake it vigorously,
and the "rose cookie" will fall away from it into the ghee, let it

brown nicely and take it out with a fork and spoon and put it in a
plate. Put the stamp back into the hot ghee and repeat the process
until the batter is finished.

No. 496. COCOANUT TOFFEE
Ingredients.—Two large cocoanuts (scraped) ; half a seer white

sugar; the whites of two eggs and one chattack butter.
Method.—Boil the sugar in the water which comes out of the

cocoanuts, when it becomes a thick syrup, put in the scraped
cocoanuts and stir, beat up the white of the eggs and put it in
together with the butter. Don't cook much and after this spread in
a buttered dish and cut into slices or squares.

No. 497. CREAM TOFFEE
Ingredients.—Half a seer sugar; a breakfastcupful of thick

cream ; two and a half chattacks butter and essence of vanilla.
Method.—Boil together the sugar and cream and add the essence

and butter ; spread on a buttered plate when quite thick.

No. 498. RUSSIAN TOFFEE
Boil for half an hour one tin of condensed milk with one seer
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of sugar (brown), one telispoonful of essence of vanilla, add a little

butter, about a dessertspoonful, spread on buttered plates.

No. 499. BARLEY SUGAR
Ingredients.—Two lbs. of sugar; one pint of water, one egg and

lemon essence.

Method.—Put the pounded sugar into a saucepan with the

water, when dissolved, set over a moderate fire, adding the white of

the egg well beaten and before the mixtiire gets warm, stir well

together. When it boils remove the scum as it rises and keep
boiling until no more appears and the syrup is clear, then strain

through muslin, put it back into the saucepan, boil it till brittle, add
a little lime'juice or essence for flavouring. Let it stand for a

minute or two ; have ready a large dish rubbed over with malted
butter, pour the sugar on it and cut it in strips and set to harden.

No. 500. FRENCH HONEY
Ingredients.—One lb. loaf sugar; the yolk of six eggs and the

white of f6ur eggs ; the juice of four lemons; the grated rind of

two lemons and three ozs. butter.

Method.—Stir the above mixture over a slow fire till it becomes
thick like honey. It will keep good for a year in a cool place and
is very nice for tarts.

No. 501. VANILLA CREAM CARAMELS
Ingredients.—One lb. loaf sugar ; one cupful of water ; half a cup

of cream ; one oz. fresh butter, quarter lb; glucose ; quarter teaspoon
of lemon-juice and essence of vanilla.

'bAeth.oA.—Put the sugar and water in a pan by the side of the

fire until the sugar is dissolved, add the glucose and boil the syrup,

when some of it is tested in very cold water it will form a good
firm ball between the fingers and thumb, add the cream and butter,

also the lime-juice and boil it until it forms again a firm ball

when tested. If you have a sugar thermometer the required heat

is 280 degrees ; add the vanilla to taste and pour the mixture into

a tin about an inch deep, which has been well oiled with good
salad oil. Leave the mixture until nearly cold, then mark it into

even squares with a knife and when cold cut the slabs out into

squares, wrap each caramel in waxed paper. Caramels do not
keep well.

No. 502. CHOCOLATE CARAMELS

Ingredients.—One cup of sugar; one cup of milk; a cup of
golden syrup; four ozs. grated chocolate; two teaspoonfuls of
glycerine; half a teaspoon lemon-juice and one teaspoonful of
butter.
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Method.—Melt the butter in a pan, add the milk and chocolate

and stir well over a gentle fire until the latter is dissolved and
free from lumps; add the sugar, syrup and lemon-juice, and
boil gently until the mixture forms a firm ball when some of
it is dropped into very cold water, and then taken out and rolled

between the thumb and finger. When boiled enough, pour it into

a well oiled tin. The mixture should be about an inch in depth.

When nearly cold, mark it out into squares with a knife, and when
it is quite cold cut the caramels right through with a sharp thin

knife, wrap each in oiled paper or waxed paper.

No. 503. STUFFED WALNUTS
Ingredients.—Quarter lb. dried walnuts (shelled); four ozs.

ground almonds ; three ozs. icing sugar ; the white of an egg ; lemon-
juice, vanilla and colouring.

Method.—Strain the sugar through a muslin or fine sieve. Mix it

with the ground almonds, whip the white of an egg to a light froth

and add enough of it and also of the vanilla and lemon-juice to mix
the sugar and almonds to a sti£F paste; Be careful that the flavour of
it is agreeable or the sweetmeat will be a failure. Knead the paste

well on a slightly sugared board, if it seems sticky dredge in a little

more sugar; divide the paste and colour each portion as desired,

green, red, deep coffee, and some of the natural tint of the paste, all

the colours generally used. Form these different colours into round
balls. Flatten them sufficiently so that half a walnut can be pressed
on to each side of the mixture forming as it were refilling between
a sandwich made of walnuts. Lightly brush the coloured filling over
with a little white of the egg and dust this again with fine castor sugar.

No. 504. SCONES

Ingredients.—Four ozs. fiour ; two ozs. butter ; one teaspoonful
baking powder, the yolk of two eggs ; half a teaspoon of sugar and salt.

Method.—Mix all together, roll out, and make into scones, fry

or bake as desired.

N. B.—The best scone is made by mixing two breakfastcupfuls of
fiour, with one tablespoonful of sugar, a teaspoonful each
of soda and cream of tartar and one large tablespoonful

of syrup. Make into a soft light dough with a large break-

fastcupful of sweet milk. Roll out about a quarter of an
inch thick and cut into rounds. Bake on a fairly hot griddle

just before turning on griddle, brush over top of scones
with sweet milk in which a teaspoonful of sugar has been
melted and this gives them a dainty brown finish.

No. 505. GINGER-NUTS

Ingredients.—Two eggs, one cup flour ; half a cup sugar, five
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ozs. butter and two dessertspoonfuls pounded dry ginger.

Method.—^Mix together all these ingredients, make into

four dozen nuts and bake.

506. BUTTER SCOTCH
Ingredients.—Molasses one cup ; one cup sugar and half a cup

butter. '

Method.—Boil all together until quite thick and place in but-

tered papers or tins.

No. 507. SHORT BREAD
Ingredients.—Ten ozs. flour, six ozs. butter; five ozs. sugar and

a few pounded almonds.
Method.—Beat the butter to a cream, gradually add the sugar

and flour, mix well with the hand and knead until it is quite crumpy.
Make into a dough with a little milk, roll out lightly and ma^e into

flat cakes, working round the edges with a knife strew over the

pounded almonds and bake. When nearly baked, mark the top

in squares.

No. 508. ROLL BISCUITS

Ingredients.—Four eggs, the whites and yolk to be beaten up
separately ; the weight of two eggs in sugar, butter, ground rice

and flour.

Method.—Cream the butter by beating it up, add the sugar and
yolk of eggs, then the ground rice and flour and lastly the whites of

the eggs beaten to a stiff froth. Drop on buttered paper with a

spoon and b^e for about half an hour.

No. 509. CHEESE CAKES

Ingredients.—Half a seer cream or khoa; four eggs, one cupful

sugar ; nutmeg and essence ; a little water and some flour and about
a chattack of butter.

Method.—Beat up the eggs, then put in the khoa, then the

sugar, nutmeg and essence. Line your small tins with a pastry made
with some flour and butter, use just a little water. Use water to

the pastry to the proportion of a chattack to a lb. of flour. Roll

out very thin and line the tins, then pour in the mixture half way
and bake.

No. 510. ROCK BUNS
Ingredients.—Six ozs. flour, eight ozs. butter; three ozs. currants,

three ozs. sugar; two eggs, a talilespoonful of milk; a little minced
candied peel and a teaspoonful baking powder.

Method.—Rub the flour and baking powder into the butter

which should have been previbusly beaten to a cream, mix in the
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other ingredients, flavour with a few drops of vatiilla, beat up the

eggs in the milk and mix all into a dough, drop with a spoon on to

a buttered dish and bake for fifteen minutes.

No. 511. LITTLE CAKES OR BISCUITS

Ingredients.—The yolk of two eggs, the white of one; a cup of
flour, a cup of sugar; a tablespponful of chopped almonds.

Method.—Mix all these together and make into a mixture.
Put in spoonfuls on a buttered tin and bake it, it will spread and
form thin crisp biscuits in eight or ten minutes.

No. 512. SPONGE CAKES
Ingredients.—Six eggs, the weight of three eggs in cornflour

and powdered sugar and one teaspoonful of essence of lemon.
Method.—Beat up the yolk of eggs well, add the sugar and corn-

flour gradually, ^till beating them, add the well beaten whites of
eggs and essence. Pour the mixture into small tins and bake
quickly.

No. 513. HOT TEA CAKES

Ingredients.—One egg, two drops essence of lemon; a cup of
flour, a little paisley flour; two ozs. sugar and two ozs. butter.

Method.—After mixing the flour and baking powder together
rub the butter well in, add the beaten up egg and stir with a knife,
add the sugar and essence. Drop on a baking tin with a dessert-
spoon and bake for twenty minutes, serve at once.

No. 514. RUSKS
Ingredients.—Four ozs. butter, two ozs. sugar; two lbs. flour,

four eggs ; one quart milk, a little salt and one tablespoonful of yeast.
Method.—Mix the yeak with the sugar and a teacup of warm

milk, pour it into the centre of half the flour in a deep bowl and
let it rise for half an hour in a warm place. The sponge then
should be sufiiciently light. Mix it with the rest of the flour, the
remaining milk, the eggs and a little salt, beating the whole well
with a wooden spoon; then put it in a buttered tin and set it to
rise for another hour, then bake in a moderate oven, when cold, cut
the cake into thin slices and dry them in a quick oven, having
previously thickly sprinkled them with pounded sugar. These rusks
will be found a delicious substitute for toast for an invalid and are
appetizing and nourishing.

No. 515. CHEESE PATTIES

Ingredients.—One oz. butter, one oz. flour; three-quarter pint
milk, quarter lb. cheese; four eggs, salt and cayenne and some Scraps
of puff paste.
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Method.—Rub the butter and flour together ; stir over the fire

with the milk until it boils, then remove the pan to the side of the
fire and stir in the yolk of the eggs one by one, then the^grated
cheese and lastly the whites of the eggs well beaten and the season*
ing. Line the pastry pans with pastry as desired. Four in the
mixture and bake in a quick oven. Sufficient for eight patties.

No. 516. THICK GINGER BREAD
Ingredients.—One lb. treacle, quarter lb. butter; quarter lb.

coarse brown sugar ; half lb. flour, one oz. ginger powder ; one oz.

ground allspice, a teaspoonful of carbonate of soda ; three eggs and
a quarter pint warm milk.

Method.—Put the flour into a basin with the sugar, ginger and
allspice; warm the butter and add it with the treacle to the other
ingredients. Stir well, warm the milk and dissolve the soda in it

and mix the whole into a nice smooth dough with the eggs which
should be previously well whisked. Pour the mixture into a
buttered tin and bake it one hour or longer ; should the gingei'bread
be very thick, just before it is done, brush the top over with the
yolk of an egg beaten up with a little milk and put it back into the
oven and finish baking.

No. 517. BUTTER BISCUITS

Ingredients.—One lb. soogee, one lb. flour, four dessertspoon-
fuls of sugar, a few pinches of salt, one lb. butter and two teaspoon-
fuls of baking powder.

Method—Mix the soogee and flour together and put in the
baking powder and salt. Mix all well, add the butter and sugar and
with a little milk or water, make into a stiff dough. Knead well
until soft. Roll out on a board half an inch thick. Cut in circular

shapes and bake in a moderate oven till brown.

No. 518. MUFFINS

Mix two lbs. of flour with two eggs, two ozs. of butter melted
in a pint of milk and four or five spoonfuls of yeast; beat it

thoroughly and set it to rise, two or three hours. Bake on a griddle

in flat cakes. When done on one side turn them.

No. 519. TOFFEE

Ingredients.—Two ozs. butter, one cup of sugar; one large cup
of fresh milk; one tin of condensed milk and one handful of
almonds.

Method.—Boil all these ingredients together until it begins to
thicken, then put in the butter and just before removing from the fire

throw in the almonds blanched and cut up. Butter a flat dish or
enamelled plate and pour in. When cooling, cut into pieces. •
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No. 520. ICE CREAM
Ingredients.—Four eggs, sugar to taste: one seer of milk, one

large spoonful of flour ; two chattacks finely ground almonds ; two
lbs. salt and ten lbs. ice.

Method.—Mix the eggs well with the sugar and set aside. Boil

the milk to a cream, mix the flour with a little cold water and add
it to the milk, stirring all the time for a little while, then add the

ground almonds, sugar and eggs already mixed; stir a little longer,

then remove from the fire and let it get quite cold. To flavour use
a little essence of vanilla or any other essence. To freeze use ten

lbs. of ice and two lbs. of salt.

No. 521. CURRANT MILK SCORES

Ingredients.—Half lb. flour, one and a half ozs. butter ; a tea-

spoonful cream of tartar; half a teaspoon bi'Carbonate of soda;
two ozs. currants and a cup of milk.

MetKod.—Sift the flour with the cream of tartar and bi-carbonate
of soda into a basin, rub in the butter until quite fine, add the

currants, then stir in gradually the milk, use a knife to mix this

paste. Knead the mixture in a basin, then turn it out on a slightly

floured board and knead until the dough is* smooth, cut it in half,

knead each half into a round shape and divide each into four, range

the shapes of dough on to a slightly greased tin and bake in a

moderate oven for about twenty-five minutes. Break into quarters,

put them on a sieve to cool and sprinkle over with sugar.

No. 522. APPLE TRIFLE

Ingredients.—Six sponge cakes ; six cooking apples ; a pint of
custard ; a wineglassful of sherry ; half a pint of cream and a few
crystallized fruits.

Method.—Place the sponge cakes in a basin, pour the sherry
over, leave them for half an hour, then pour over a pint of rich

custard, leave to get cold. Peel, core and stew the apples and
beat to a pulp, and leave to get cold.'' Turn out the custard on a

glass dish, heap the apple pulp over this, whip the cream and place
on top, scattering a few fruits here and there.

No. 523. BANANA TRIFLE

Ingredients.—Six small sponge cakes ; one pint of gold custard

;

four bananas and half a pint cream.
Method.—Lay the sponge cakes in a glass dish, slice the bana-

nas, add, then .pour over the custard and leave till cold; then heap
the whipped cream on top and decorate with bananas cut into fancy
shapes. Instead of bananas, a small tin of pine apples may be used
if preferred. Peaches and apricots are also very nice.
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No. 524. LEMON MOULDS
Ingredients.—Two lemons, two ozs. corn flour; one pint of

water, the yolk of two eggs and six ozs. castor sugar.

Method.—Stir the corn flour into a paste with a little water
and put the rest of the water into a saucepan with the sugar
and rind of the lemons. Bring to the boil and let it boil for five

minutes. Beat the yolk of eggs and add the juice of lemons to

these, and stir this into the corn flour, stir this again into strained

lemon water, boil three minutes, then set in a mould previously
dipped in cold water, leave to set; serve with sponge fingers.

No. 525. AN EXCELLENT TRIFLE

Ingredients.—One dozen macaroons ; essence of any kind ; some
port or raisin wine; rich custard, some good flour; some raspberry-

jam; rich cream, the white of two eggs; sugar, lemons'peel and
some more raisin wine.

Method.—Lay the macaroons and drops of essence over the

bottom of your dish and pour in as much raisin wine as will soak
it up ; after which pour on them some cold rich custard made with
eggs, milk, sugar an4 flour. It must stand two or three inches

thick ; on that, put a layer of raspberry-jam, cover the whole with a

very stiff whip made the day before of rich cream, the white of two
eggs well beaten, sugar, lemon-peel and raisin-wine ; beat all up
nicely. If made the day before it is used, it has a different taste and
is solid and far better.

No. 526. BANANA SALAD

Peel half a dozen bananas and slice them, open a tin of pine-

apple and puli the fruit, arrange the bananas and pineapple in

alternate layers, piling them up high in a glass dish. Mix the strained

juice of three oranges and two lemons, sweeten it to taste; season

with a glass of curacoa, of any wines or liquor of which the flavour

may be preferred and pour over the fruit. Decorate the pile with a

few preserved strawberries and^keep the dish in a very cool place till

required for the table.

N. B.—This may be served with glass custard if desirable instead of

the liquors.

No. 527. MILK SWEETMEAT
Ingredients.—One lb. almonds, cleaned ; three-quarter lb. sugar,

five cups milk and three ozs. ghee or butter.

Method.—Grind the almonds down to a paste. Boil the milk
with the sugar, when partially thick, throw in the ground almonds
and when quite thick put in the ghee or butter; stir well and cook.

When quite thick and firm, take it off the fire and pour into a well

buttered dish ; cut into squares before it gets cold.
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No. 528. IMARTHIES (INDIAN SWEETMEAT)

Ingredients.—Two lbs. rice flour or very fine soogee; eight ozs.

gram dal, ground ; four lbs. sugar, one lb. ghee ; a little salt and
water and four tablespoonfuls of tyre.

Method.—Maite a batter of the soogee or rice flour, dal, a little

salt, tyre and water and let it stand for twenty-four hours. Make
a syrup of the sugar'and set it aside. Boil the ghee in a deep pan
and pour the batter into the boiling ghee through a cocoanut shell

with a hole in it, or a rag, or stout paper with a hole in it ; in order
to shape some what like jellabees but of a rounder kind, free them
on both sides and as they are being fried throw then in the syrup
for a minute or two ; remove and pile one over the other in a plate

and let this batter be a little thicker than for pancakes.

N. B.—This may also be made out of urad-ka-dal and wheat flour.

No. 529. PLAIN JELLABEES (INDIAN SWEETMEAT)

Ingredients.—One lb. wheat flour; two lbs. sugar; two lbs. large

spoonfuls of tyre; a little salt and water and half a lb. ghee. -

Method.—Make a thick syrup with the sugar and water and set

aside. Make a batter with the flour, tyre, salt and water and let it

stand for twenty-four hours. Prepare as above, only pouring in

like jellabees, through a cocoanut shell or any other way ; pile up in

the above style.

No. 530. LUDOOS (INDIAN SWEETMEAT)
CALLED "DHANA-KA-LUDOO"

Ingredients.—Half a seer dal, or gram flour ; one seer sugar,

some ghee and a few cardamoms.
Method.—Make the sugar into a thick syrup and set aside.

Mix the dal-flour into a paste with some water. Put a pan on the
fire with some ghee and boil; rub the paste through tiny holes from
a tin spoon or any other article with several holes in it, it ought to
resemble tiny grains after being fried. Put the cardamom seeds into

the syrup and also throw in the fried grains of paste dal. Let it

cool and convert into balls with the aid of a little ghee rubbed on
the palm of your hand. Pile up on a plate.

No. 531. COCOANUT BALLS (INDIAN SWEETMEAT)
Ingredients.—One large fresh cocoanut ; half a seer of sugar and

a few cardamom seeds.

Method.—Make a thick syrup of the sugar and set aside. Scrape
the cocoanut or grate it fine through a grater, add the grated
cocoanut and cardamom seeds to the thick syrup and form into balls

with the aid of some grease.

N, B.—The syrup must be perfectly cold before adding the cocoanut
to it.
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No. 532. LOLY.POPS

Ingredients.—A little ghee, one cocoanut and half a seer jaggery.

Method.—Make a thick syrup with the jaggery, scrape the
cocoanut and put it into the syrup when nearly cold. Get a few
pieces of oiled paper, take up some about the size of a walnut, roll

into long shapes with the aid of some ghee and quickly put each
into an oiled paper and twist the ends.

No. 533. CAJURE
Ingredients.—One seer soogee; four tablespoon fuls of ghee and

two or three chattacks extra; half a seer sugar, half a seer milk and
some flour.

Method.—Mix the soogee with the ghee, add the sugar, and
mix well together, then pour in gradually the milk and last of all as

much flour as will make a stiff dough. Knead well and allow it to
stand for two or three hours. Have the extra ghee melted ; take

the dough the size of a duck's egg and shape them like shells by
closing over your fist and fry them in the ghee until they become a

rich brown colour.

No. 534. HULLUAH (NARSATHA)
Ingredients.—Half a seer soogee ; one seer sugar ; quarter seer

good cow's ghee ; some cardamoms, cinnamon and caraway'Seeds
and a few sliced sweet almonds.

Method,—Steep the soogee in one seer of water for twenty-four
hours but if the hulluah be made in the winter let it soak for
eighteen hours ; make the milk of soogee called narsatka, according
to directions given rejecting such impurities as remain unstrained,

add the sugar to the soogee milk and boil it, stirring it all the time
and when quite thick, add the ghee and fry well, putting in the

spice, almonds and caraway-seeds. Stir all the time from first to

last until the whole is well mixed, when ready, the hulluah will

leave the spoon clean ; spread out in a flat dish and cut into squares.

N. B.—Bombay hulluah may be made in this way, with the addition
of more sugar and whole almonds, together with some
colouring (^summuk may be used instead of narsatha).

No. 535 HUPSY HULLUAH
Ingredients.—Half a seer wheat; two seers cow's milk; one seer

dried fruit (raisins, dates, almonds and pistachio nuts)p three-

quarter seer ghee, and sugar to sweeten.
Method.—Make the wheat into summuk and set aside. Boil

the cow's milk and while boiling pour in the summuk and cook,
when this is ready, add the pounded fruit, ghee and some sugar to
sweeten, then empty on to a metal plate (china would crack) pre-
viously sprinkled with almonds and pistachio nuts, etc.
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No. 536. PUPRE HULLUAH-SOND

Ingredients.—Quarter seer of wheat ; one seer ghee and one
seer sugar.

Method.—First make a thick syrup of the sugar, then in a

separate vessel boil the sutnmuk made out of the wheat over a

steady fire for an hour, and when it begins to thicken, pour in the

syrup and cook for another hour, after which add the ghee ; boil

the whole until reduced to the consistency of hulluah'Sond. Now
set in shallow plates, but before doing so, try a little to see if it will

harden on cooling, sprinkle a few sliced almonds on the plates

into which the hulluah'Sond is to be poured in as it makes an
improvement.

No. 537. GRAM HULLUAH No. 1

Ingredients,—Half a seer chana-ka-dal ; three-quarter seer sugar
and two cocoanuts.

Method.—Boil the husked gram or chana>ka-dal and grind it

fine with the scraped cocoanut making a thick syrup with the sugar,

and put the ground dal and cocoanut into it, stir and boil gently till

the hulluah hardens. Spread on buttered plates and cut into
squares.

No. 538. GRAM HULLUAH No. 2

Ingredients.—Half a seer dal ; three quarter seer sugar ; a seer of
cow's milk and a few cardamoms.

Method.—Make the sugar and milk into a syrup and add the
dal, which is ground finely first. Mix together and cook on a gentle
heat until it thickens, add the cardamom, spread on buttered
plates and cut into squares.

No. 539. EGG HULLUAH
Ingredients.—Twelve eggs, two chattacks ghee and sugar to

taste.

Method.—Beat the eggs, yolks and whites separately and then
beat together, add the sugar, put the ghee into a saucepan, when
hot, add the sugar and egg, cook until thick.

No. 540. PUMPKIN HULLUAH
Ingredients.—Two lbs. red pumpkin; two lbs. sugar; four chat-

tacks ghee ; a few spices and a cup of milk.
Method.—Boil the milk with the sugar and make it into a

syrup, add the pumpkin finely grated with the spices, mix well and
when it thickens put the ghee in and fry, when ready place in a
buttered dish to cool.
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No. 541. POOTOQ RICE
This rice is to be had in Madras or Rangoon and are of two

kinds. The black and white.

No. 542. POOTOO RICE HULLUAH
CALLED "DHODHOOL"

Ingredients.—One seer pootoo rice, the dark kind ; two cocoa*
nuts, one seer ghee and one seer sugar.

Method.—Make a syrup of the sugar, extract the milk of the
cocoanuts and pound or grind the rice into flour. Mix the pounded
pootoo rice and cocoanut milk together, and while the syrup is

boiling, throw it in gradually, stirring all the while; now add the
ghee and keep stirring, until it cooks properly and thickens, soogee
may be added if desired, but it is better without, providing it is

cooked properly.

No. 543. POOTOO RICE BALLS OR "PITTAS"

Ingredients.—Half a seer pootoo rice flour (the white kind);
one scraped cocoanut ; four chattacks sugar and a few seeds of
cardamoms.

Method.—Stir the pootoo rice flour into boiling water just to
make into a paste, mix the cocoanut and sugar with the cardamoms
and set aside. Take a ball of paste and flatten on the palm of your
hand, use a little water in doing so, place a spoonful of the prepared
mixture in the centre and close it up forming it into a ball. Have
a vessel with boiling water and drop the balls in as you make them;
when they are cooked they will rise to the surface and will have a

transparent appearance.

No. 544. WHITE POOTOO RICE

Is generally cooked by steaming in grain form; put a large

degchie on the fire with water and when boiling, tie a duster over
the mouth of it; now wash the rice and lay it on the spread out
cloth. Cover with another wide mouthed vessel in order to keep in
the steam. When it is ready, the grains will have a transparent

look; serve with sugar and scraped cocoanut strewed over.

RAQEE

Ragee, called marwah in Hindustani, resembles large mustard
seeds, which when ground into flour may be converted into a few
palatable dishes^.

No. 545. RAGEE CALLED "THOMPA"
Ingredients.—One lb. ragee flour (marwah) ; one large cocoanut,

one and a half lbs, sugar and one lb. butter or ghee.
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Method.—Scrape the cocoanut and extract the milk, about one

cupful, set aside, get some more thin milk again from the cocoanut,

say about two cupfuls. Boil this thin milk, and gradually add the

ragee flour and keep stirring until it thickens. Now add the thick

milk and ghee, cook a little longer and remove. If desired the

ghee or butter may be added just before serving.

No. 546. RAGEE "HUMBLY"

Ingredients.—One lb. ragee flour; one quart sour milk or butter-

milk; two chattacks boiled rice and salt.

Method.—Boil the buttermilk and put the: rice in and when
boiling together, add the ragee flour and salt to taste. Keep stir-

ring all the while for fear of lumping and when it becomes the

consistency of ordinary porridge, take it off the fire. This^ may be
eaten with or without curry.

No. 547. RAGEE CAKES

Make a syrup with a lb. of sugar and when cold mix the ragee
' flour with it, as much as will form into a ball, make into small flat

cakes with the hand and bake or fry as preferred.

N. B.—'Bargara flour may be made similarly.

No. "548. SEED POORIES

Ingredients.—One seer wheat flour ; two chattacks ghee ; three
eggs, some baking powder and a few carawayseeds.

• Method.—Mix all the above ingredients together with some
sugar to sweeten, adding carawayseeds. Make into a stiff paste,
roll out and cut into shapes and fry in ghee.

No. 549. KUL KULS
Ingredients.—One cocoanut; half a lb. rice flour ; two eggs, a

little ghee and salt.

Method.—Extract the cocoanut milk in the usual way with
boiling water. Put it in a degchie and boil. When boiling, add
rice flour gradually (make just enough of cocoanut milk as will
convert the flour into a stiff dough) add the yolk of the eggs to it

after baking it out on a board and it is quite cold. Knead well,
form into balls as big as marbles and then into any sharpes as
desired always rubbing some ghee on the palm of your hands to
prevent it from sticking. They must be fried brown in ghee.
N. B.—They may be either frosted the next day with sugar or if pre-

ferred, su^ar may be added to the dough before they are fried.

No. 550. PAL-KOLQUOTAE
Ingredients.—Haifa seer rice flour; two fresh cocoanuts, half

a pint sugar or sugar-candy ; a few cardamoms and two eggs.
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Method.—Brown the rice flour and set aside, extract a cupful
of thick cocoanut milk and two of thin milk. Put the thin milk to
boil, arid gradually add three-quarter of the browned rice flour in

it. Keep stirring all the time until it becomes a thick paste ; let it

cool, put the paste on a board, knead it well, adding the yolk of
the eggs. Now roll it out (using a little dry flour) to about half

an inch thick; cut into small pieces or form into tiny balls. When
this is ready, put the thick milk with the sugar on to boil, and when
boiling, sprinkle in the balance quarter seer of rice flour, keep
stirring and put the cut pieces or tiny balls in gradually, made out
of the paste, throw in a few seeds of cardamoms, boil until cooked
and thick, do not stir with a spoon after adding the tiny balls or
pieces; serve in glasses or cups, when cold.

N.B.—^A few sliced almonds added will make an improvement. If no
cocoanuts are available, this may be made with cow's milk.

No. 551. HAND KOLQUOTAES
Ingredients.—Half a seer rice flour; two chattacks mung-dal;

four chattacks sugar; a little salt and one cocoanut.
Method—Brown the rice flour ; boil the dal, extract the milk of

the cocoanut. Now mix all together with the sugar and a pinch of

salt. Make, a dough, knead well and form into shapes resembling
shells, by closing the fist over. Have a large mouthed vessel with
boiling water, tie a cloth over, and steam the same as dal pittas,

see recipe No. 169.

No. 552. DOUGH NUTS

Ingredients.—One egg, half a cup of sugar ; one teaspoonful of
baking powder; one teacup of flour and one tablespoonful of milk.

Method.—First beat the egg and sugar to a cream then add the
butter, one minute after add the milk, then the flour, then the bak-
ing powder; work it all into a paste and roll out to three.quarter

inch in thickness, and,cut into strips half an inch wide, and three

inches long and form them into rings. Fry them in very hot ghee
over a sharp fire.

No. 553. MADRAS OFFERS (COCOANUT)

Ingredients.—One seer rice flour; four chattacks of rice grits ; a

teacupful of good toddy or yeast; four fresh cocoanuts and salt.

Method.—Broil or roast the rice flour in a fryingpan and set

aside. Cook the rice grits into a congee soft witji some water, and
stir this into the rice flour and place into a deep vessel, with the

toddy or yeast, adding a teaspoonful of salt. Mix the dough well

in some cocoanut water, reserved for this purpose when breaking
the cocoanuts, put in as much as will make it into thick batter,

cover and tie it down with a cloth, place a light blanket on top.
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and keep for twelve hours in a warm place (this is better mixed
overnight and used the next morning). Now extract the thick milk

of the cocoanuts the next morning and pour into the batter kept

ovefrnight ; beat it up well. Before pouring in the cocoanut milk,

the batter should have risen. Have two earthen chatties called

"Opper chatties" made for the purpose, place one on the fire first,

rub the inside of the chatty with the yolk of an egg to prevent it

from sticking. Pour in a large spoonful of the prepared batter

;

give it a gentle twist round to form into an opper, plac^ on top a

similar chatty with burning coals, and bake one at a time, placing

them as they get baked on a sieve covered with a clean towel.

No. 554. EGG OFFERS
Make the batter similarly to the above, and mix about eighteen

to, twenty well beaten up eggs, together with four ozs. of butter
(leave but the cocoanut milk in this) put in some sugar to sweeten
the whole. Bake the same wa^.

No. 555. JAGGERY OFFERS
Are made in the same way, leaving the cocoanut milk out and

adding as much jaggery as will sweeten the whole. BaKe in the same
way.

No. 556. RICE FLOUR CURRY FUFFS CALLED ,

"FUSTHOLES"

Ingredients.—Quarter seer of rice flour ; three-quarter seer of
wheat flour, two eggs ; some curry mince as per recipe No. 60 ; a

little salt and some ghee.

Method.—Put the rice flour into as much boiling water as will

make' it into a paste ; when cool, mix it with the wheat flour, some
salt to taste and the yolk of the eggs. Knead it well until soft

;

roll out on a board and cut in circles with a saucer, place a spoon-
ful of the mince curry in each, fold over, pressing and twisting
over. Fry in hot ghee to a light brown.
N.B.—Mince prawn doopiaga may be used instead of mince meat.

No. 557. POTATO FUFFS

Ingredients.—Mince curry as per recipe No. 60; one seer

potatoes, half seer wheat flour ; four chattacks ghee and a little salt.

Method—Feel, wash and boil the potatoes, mash them well,

add sufficient salt to taste, gradually add the flour and make into
dough, use no water. Knead well, and roll on a boapd quarter
inch in thickness, cut into circular cakes with the aid of a saucer,
fill with mince curry and fold them, twisting the edges, fry in
boiling ghee to a nice brown.
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No. 558. SWEET POTATO PUFFS

May be made exactly like the above, omitting the salt.

No. 559. POTATO CAKES

Are also made in the same way ; omitting the mince curry and
frying them in circular cakes, like chappaties. Sweet potato cakes
are made exactly the same, without salt.

' No. 560. CHAPPATY OR HAND BREAD
Is made by mixing some wheat flour, salt and water together to

a stiff dough. Knead thorovighly and allow it to stand by for a few
hours, make into hand cakes and bake on an iron plate called

tawa, using a little flour to roll them out, either on a board or
by the hand.

No. 561. WHEAT FLQUR PARRATAS
Ingredients.—Half a seer of flour ; two ch^ttacks of ghee or

butter; a little salt and water.

Ifiethod.—Mix the flour with the salt and water and make into
a stiff dough. Knead well until quite soft. Take a ball the size of
a goose egg, roll out on a board, spread some ghee all over with a
knife, fold up twice, roll out into a square and bake or fry in ghee
as desired.

The flour may be mixed with a little ghee, if the parratas are

wanted very crispy.

No. 562. ATA BREAD (COARSE FLOUR)

Ingredients.—Eight teaspoonfuls ata; two teaspoonfuls sugar;

two cupfuls milk ; two eggs, one teaspoonful salt and one teaspoon*
ful paisley flour.

Method;—Mix the dry ingredients, i.e. ata and salt to a stiff

dough; beat up the eggs, sugar and milk, add it to the do\igh, and
mix well all together ; put in the paisley flour just before putting it

in the oven, pour the mixture into a greased tin and bake.

No. 563. ATA BREAD (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredi^ts.—Four chattacks ata ; one teaspoonful baking powder;

half a teaspoon sugar; one egg, one cup milk and a little salt.

Method.—Mix the ata, salt, sugar and baking powder together.

Put the milk in and the egg well beaten up ; stir and mix thoroughly.
Pour into a buttered tin and bake in a very hot oven.

No. 564. POTATO POORIES

Ingredients.—One seer potatoes ; half a seer wheat flour, ghee
and salt.
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Method Boil the potatoes soft, peel them and mash up; add
the flour gradually until it becomes a stiff dough, knead well,

adding some salt to taste. Roll out with a rolling pin quarter inch

thick and cut into circles with the top of a tumbler, fry to a golden

brown and cut into halves.

No. 565. WHITE PUMPKIN CHEESE

Ingredients.—One large pumpkin and some sugar.

Method.—Remove the soft pith and seeds and scrape the firm

part on a grate. Put thte scraiped pumpkin on a coarse towel,

pour cold water over it and wash it well, drain off all the water
through the towel, weigh the vegetable and make its weight of the

sugar into a syrup, stir it and simmer them together, adding a few
cardamom seeds if preferred. Pour into buttered plates when
sufficiently thick, serve when cold.

No. 566. BISUOTE-KA-ROTI (DAL BREAD)

Ingredients.—Quarter seer ata or coarse flour; quarter seer

gram dal flour ; a few green chillies (minced); a few onions (minced)

;

a little salt and butter.

Method.—Mix the dal and wheat flour together adding minced
green chillies, onions and salt to taste, knead well with some water
and make into a stiff dough. Make into circular cakes the size of a

saucer and bake on a griddle or iron plate called a tawa; serve hot
with butter cut into squares.

' This quantity should make five or six chappaties.

No. 567. ROGAN.KA-ROTI (SWEET CHAPPATIES)

Are made with wheat flour, some ghee, salt and sugar. Mix
these ingredients with some water to a stiff dough and knead soft.

Bake on a tawa and serve hot.

No. 568. MURKEES
Ingredients.—Quarter seer urad-ka'dal ground; four chattacks

flour ; a little salt and water ; ghee to fry them and a. few dry red
chillies ground.

Method.—Mix into a batter the ground dal flour and salt with
the chillies (ground) and water and let it stand for twenty-four
hours to rise ; put on some ghee in a deep pan and pour the batter
from a hole made in a cocoanut shell, the same as'directed for
jellabees and fry to a rich brown colour.

This batter must be thicker and the hole in the cocoanut shell
larger.

No. 569. RICE CAKE
Ingredients.—Ten ozs. ground rice; three ozs. flour; eight ozs.
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pounded sugar ; six whites and eight yolks of eight eggs and finely
shred lemdn'peel.

Method.—Mix the ground rice and flour with the sugar, then
by degrees add the well beaten yolk of eggs and the white of the
eggs, then the finely shred lemon'peel, so fine that it will look
mashed. Mix the whole well in a tin stew-pan over a slow fire with
a wooden spoon or fork, then put the same into the oven
immediately and bake for forty minutes.

No. 57p. DEVONSHIRE JUNKET
Put warm milk into a bowl, turn it with rennet, lime-juice or

alum, then put scalded cream, sugar and cinnamon on the top with-
out breaking' the curd.

No. 571. APRICOT CHEESE

Weigh an equal quantity of pared fruit and sugar, add very
little water just to wet it; let it boil quickly or the colour will be
spoiled ; blanch the kernels of the fruit used, cook for twenty or
thirty minutes, put it in small pots or cups half filled.

No. 572. FRUIT BISCUITS

To the pulp of any scalded fruit, put an equal weight of sugar

(sifted), beat it for two hours, then put it into little white paper
forms, dry in a cool oven, turn it the next day, and in two or three

days box them.

HINTS ON INDIAN PRESERVES, JAMS, JELLIES
AND MARMALADES

It is not generally known that boiling fruit for a long time, with-

out sugar, in an open preserving pan, and skimming it well, is a very

economical way, as the whole of the scum rises from the fruit, and
boiling without a cover allows the evaporations of all the watery

particles. Preserves boiled in this way keep firm and well flavoured.

Jam made as above, with the addition of a quarter of a lb. of sugar

to every lb. of fruit, is excellent.

No. 573. WHITE SYRUP
Put a quart of water over a fire in a degchie; when on the boil,

drop into it lump by lump one lb. of the best loaf sugar; let it boil

up well, and after all the sugar is thoroughly dissolved, pour it

into a broad dish to cool, when cold it is fit for use.

No. 574. CAPILLAIRE

To a quart of water add three lbs. of lump sugar, one lb. of
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softvsugar and the white and yolk of two eggs well beaten- up;
boil it gently and skim well ; on the scum ceasing to rise, remove
the pan from the fire, add two ozs. of the best orange flower water

and strain through flannel.

No. 575. GREEN MANGO PRESERVE

Ingredients.—Fifty middling sized green mangoes ; two seers

sugar and some lime water ; or to every lb. of boiled mangoes,
two lbs. sugar.

Method.—Grate the outer coat or peel very finely ; cut them
lengthways to extract the stones and then throw them into lime-

water. Remove them into a clean preserving pan, put in some
water and parboil them, skimming well, throw them into a sieve

and allow all the water to drain away. Now make a good syrup
of the sugar. Put the parboiled mangoes, when cold, into the syrup
and allow them to simmer, cut away the scum until the sugar
inclines to crystallize ; now remove the pan from the fire and put
the preserve into wide mouthed bottles or jars; before corking them
down, it will be necessary to examine the syrup every two or three

days and if it be found that it is becoming thin, it will have to be
reboiled; just as the boiling is about to be over the mangoes ought
to be put into it to warm up ; this precaution must be taken every
time the syrup is reboiled until there is no further appearance of
fermentation ; the bottles may now be securely corked down and
the preserve will keep good for years.

No. 576. Another Way
Peel and stone the mangoes and steep, them in lime-water

j

parboil them in fresh water, then in syrup until it thickens ; put
them into bottles, examine them daily, if any signs of fermentation
appear, reboil the syrup, and put the fruit in at the end of boiling,

the reboiling to be continued until the syrup has ceased to ferment.
The difference between this and the foregoing preserve is only in
appearance ; the former will be of a greenish tint, and the latter of a
rich light-brown.

N. B.—Care must be taken to have plenty of syrup at the start, so
that at the end of the two or three reboilings there may be
enough left to cover the fruit.

No. 577. PINE-APPLE PRESERVE

Ingredients.—Six large pine-apples ; three lbs. of sugar ; a few
sticks of cinnamon and a few bay leaves.

Method.—Take care that the pines are not green ; remove the-

peel, cutting it deeply and then all the seeds and eyes ; cut each pine
into six slices, lay them in a preserving pan or an ppen mouthed
large degchie and sprinkle over each layer a good quantity of sugar,
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a fe^ sticks of cinnamon, and a few bay leaves, covering the upper*
most layer with a larger quantity of sugar ; allow them to simmer
over a brisk fire until the sugar has all melted ; then reduce the fire

;

continue to simmer until the pieces have quite changed colour and
become tender; remove them out of the syrup into a strainer, and
allow them to drain, but continue to boil the syrup with all that

drops from the fruit until it has thickened; then return the fruit

into the syrup and finish the boiling.. Bottle when quite cool, but
before cooking them for good, ascertain the state of the syrup
every two or three days ; if it shows, signs of fermentation, remove
it from the fruit and reboil it ; this operation must be continued
until the syrup has ceased to ferment; the fruit is not to be
reboiled, but only returned into the syrup when the boiling is about
to be finished.

No. 578. PEACH PRESERVE

Ingredients.—Fifty large peaches ; two lbs. of sugar and one
wineglassful of brandy.

Method.—Clean the peaches, slit them with a silver or plated
knife and remove the stone. Make a strong syrup with the sugar
and while it is boiling throw in the peaches, and let them stand
over a slow fire for six to eight hours ; then remove oflf the fire, and
twelve hours after drain the syrup away and reboil it, after which
return the fruit to the syrup; if it shows any disposition to ferment,
boil it again, when satisfied it will not ferment any more, add the
wineglassful of brandy, boil the whole over a slow fire for two
hours. Bottle when qu,ite cold. The kernels from the. stones may
be put in if desired.

No. 579. PULWAL PRESERVE

Ingredients.—Two seers of large full-grown pulwals without
decay; half a seer of sugar and quarter seer green ginger well

pounded.
Method.—^Peel, slit and remove the seeds of the pulwals and

throw them into cold water, wash them and parboil them in clean

water, then take them out and place in a flat dish to cool. Prepare

a good syrup with the sugar and pounded green ginger ; throw in the

pulwals and .allow them to simmer until the syrup thickens. They
should be removed immediately the colour becomes quite brown,
but keep the syrup boiling until it has acquired a proper consist-

ency; return the pulwals into the syrup, and if necessary, reboil it

two or three days after if it appears to have become thin or inclined

to ferment.

No. 580. WHITE PUMPKIN PRESERVE CALLED "PATA"

Ingredients.—Two seers pumpkin and one seer sugar.
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Method.—Peel the pumpkin, and cut into slices about two
inches thick, remove the seeds and throw them into cold water.
Have a large mouthed vessel with boiling water, tie a coarse towel
over the rim of it, and place the pieces of pumpkin on; steam,
until they get a transparent look about them, remove and spread
in a dish to cool. Make a syrup of the sugar, put the steamed
pieces of pumpkin in and allow to simmer until the syrup thickens.
When the pumpkin looks tender remove and let them cool in a dish
for the second time. Keep boiling the syrup all the time until it

acquires the consistency as that of clarified sugar or syrup, which
must be poured over the pieces of pumpkin in the dish. The
preserve must be exposed to the sun ; spread out on fresh oil paper
to dry.

N. B.—The pumpkin may be parboiled instead of steamed.

No. 581. BAEL PRESERVE

The fruit must be rather less than half ripe to enable it to be
cut into firm slices a quarter of an inch thick; carefully remove the
seeds, together with the gum by which they are surrounded and
put the slices into cold water ; when all the bael is ready remove it

from the water and simmer it in a strong syi:up over a slow fire

for half an hour or until it has become of a rich light-brown
colour; bottle when cool, taking care that the fruit is well covered
with syrup. ,

No. 582. CITRON PRESERVE (OR CANDIED)

Ingredients.—To every lb. of boiled citron use two lbs. of sugar.
Method.—Grate the outer skin of the citron, cut into quarters

and remove the pith, put them into some clean water and parboil
them, after which remove and spread the pieces on a flat dish to
cool. Make a good strong syrup of sugar, and while boiling, place
the pieces into it, simmer for a while until it becomes brown. Now
remove the citron from the syrup and spread on a dish to cool for
the second time. Keep boiling the syrup until it gets quite thick
resembling crystallized sugar or syrup. Pour over the pieces of
citron and expose to the sun ; spread out separately on fresh oiled
or butter paper to' dry.

No. 583. MANGO JELLY

Ingredients.—One hundred green mangoes and as much sugar
to sweeten to taste.

Method.—Peel and stone the mangoes, cut them into four, as
they are ready throw them into some lime-water. When all have
been peeled and stoned, remove them into a large vessel, pour in as
much cold water as will entirely cover them and boil until they are
quite dissolved ; then carefully strain the liquid without pressing the
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fruit and let it drip all night. Boil the strained juice again in a wide
mouthed vessel and cut away the scum as it rises ; then gradually

add good clean white sugar until it is sweetened and continue to

boil steadily until the scum has ceased to rise and the jelly is quite

clear and transparent ; allow some of it to drop on a plate and cool,

if it congeals, remove the vessel and fill the bottles while the jelly

is slightly warm and cork down when quite cold.

N. B.—To every seer of mango juice, put one and quarter seers of
sugar. - Cook till quite thick.

No. 584. MANGO MARMALADE

Pass through a sieve the pulp of the mangoes which has been
boiled for jelly, add plenty of clean white sugar without quite
destroying the acidity of the fruit ; boil it over a slow fire until it

acquires the thickness of guava cheese and bottle while it is

yet warm.
N. B.—This marmalade is well adapted for roly-poly puddings,

tarts, mango fool and the preparation of sauces for boiled
goose, ducks, etc.

No. 585. GUAVA JELLY

Ingredients.—One hundred ripe guavas and as much sugar to
sweeten according to^ taste and some lime-juice.

Method.—Select good ripe guavas and as they are peeled and
quartered throw them into a large vessel of fresh clean water ; then
take them out and boil them in as much clean water as will cover
the fruit and when boiled and soft strain through a towel without
breaking or pressing the fruit, and allow it to drip through for

twelve to twenty-four hours if necessary* Put the juice on the fire

again in an open mouthed vessel; boil and skim well, add some
white sugar to your taste ; when nearly done, add lime-juice in the

proportion of ten large limes to every one hundred guavas, when
no more scum rises and the jelly is quite clear, pour it while warm
into glass or stone jars and cork them down when quite cold. One
hundred guavas will take from two to two and half hours boiling or
cooking.

No. 586. GUAVA CHEESE

After the water or juice has been drained from the guavas
boiled for jelly pass the fruit or pulp through a sieve, rejecting the
seeds ; add lime-juice and sugar to taste and boil over a slow fire to a

consistency stiff enough for it to remain unmoved in a spoon ; rub
a little butter in a mould, fill it with the cheese while hot and place

it in an expiring oven to dry; the colour may be improved with the

aid. of cochineal.
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No. 587. TIPPAREE PRESERVE CALLED "GOOSEBERRY"

Ingredients.—Four seers tipparees; three seers sugar; a few
cardamoms and a wineglassful of brandy.

Method.—Shell or remove the pods of the tipparees and wipe
away all dust and put them into a vessel, strew sugar over each
layer of fruit making the final layer of sugar thicker than the others
and simmer the whole until all the juice has been extracted and the
syrup has acquired such a consistency that it will congeal if

dropped on a plate. Now put the brandy in as it adds to the
flavour, remove the vessel from the fire and bottle while warm.
N.B.—The brandy may be omitted if not desirable. To every seer

of the fruit use three quarter seers of sugar.

No. 588. TIPPAREE CHEESE OR MARMALADE
Take the fruif which has been boiled for jelly and pass it

through a sieve, leaving the skins behind, clean a few more tipparees
and add them to the strained fruit. Put the whole into a wide
mouthed vessel with sugar and simmer until of a sufficient consistency
to make into cheese ; add some orange marmalade in the proportion
of a tablespoonful to every mould; with a feather damp the mould
with melted butter and pour in the cheese while quite hot ; place
them in cold water and turn out when they are cold, to retain
their shape.

No. 589. TOMATO JELLY

Ingredients.—One hundred ripe tomatoes or love apples; five

seers sugar and some allspice.

Method.—Pour some boiling water over the tomatoes and
remove the skins. Put them up to boil in as much water as will
cover them and boil till tender, then carefulFy strain away the
liquid, without pressing the fruit and let it drip. Now boil the
juice again, cutting away any scum that arises, gradually add the
sugar and allspice whole and continue to boil steadily until the jelly
is quite clear and transparent ; drop a little on a cold plate, if it

congeals, it is ready. Bottle when cold.

.
No. 590. TOMATO JAM

Is made of the pressed fruit which has been boiled for jelly.

Pass it through a sieve or strainer, rejecting all seeds, add the sugar,
boil over a slow fire until it thickens; bottle when cold.

No. 591. DRIED APRICOTS CALLED "KHOBARNEE"
Ingredients.—One lb. dried apricots ; tWo ozs. almonds and two

and a half lbs. of sugar.

Method.—Wash and steep the dried apricots in three pints of
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cold water all night. In the morning boil them in the water till

tender. Blanch the almonds and cut them in shreds, add these to
the apricots with the sugar and boil for half an hour longer.
This will give you seven lbs. of delicious jam, quite equal to that
made with fresh fruit.

No. 592. PINE-APPLE AND RHUBARB MARMALADE
Ingredients.—One small tin of plnc'apple chunks ; twica the

quantity of rhubarb; the juice of two oranges and some sugar.
Method.—Take the pine-apple out of the tin and cut them

small, then cook them in their own liquor till tender. Stew double
the quantity of rhubarb, mix with the pine-apple and cook together
for a few minutes. Now to every pint of this pulp, add ten ozs. of
sugar and boil again for twenty minutes. It will be a pretty pink
colour and should be stored in small glass jars. ,•

No. 593. ORANGE MARMALADE
Ingredients.—One dozen oranges, one lemon and two lbs. sugar.

Method.-^Wipe the oranges and one lemon with a damp cloth,

pick out any specks there may be on the rinds. Shred them finely

with a sharp knife and remove all the pips. Put them in three pints

of water and leave for twenty-four hours. Boil in the same water
till the rinds are quite tender for an hour or longer ; add the sugar
and boil again till the marmalade will set if a little is put on a cold
plate. It will take thirty minutes to boil after putting in the sugar
and should not be very stiff.

No. 594. ORANGE JELLY

Melt an oz. and a half of isinglass and three quarters of a lb. of
white sugar in a pint of water, add some orange and lemon peel and
boil it until it is a good syrup; while warm, add the juice of ten
oranges and two lemons, strain the whole through flannel and put
into moulds. The juice of the fruit should not be boiled.

No. 595. BAEL JAM
The fruit must be half ripie, .all the seeds and gum carefully

removed and the pulp passed through a coarse sieve or strainer

into a vessel with. the help of a little water; sugar to taste and
simmer over a slow Are for half an hour or until the fruit and sugar
have acquired the consistency of jam ; let it cool and then bottle.

' No. 596. DAMSON CHEESE

Take damsons bottled for tarts, pass them through a strainer

rejecting the skins and stones. To every lb. of the strained pulp,

add half a lb. of sugar ; boil the whole until it thickens ; then pour
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into buttered moulds and place in an expiring oven to dry ; when
quite firm, remove from the moulds and serve.

No. 597. APRICOT CHEESE

Take the Kabul apricots, wash, thoroughly, parboil and reduce

them to a pulp. Pass them through a sieve rejecting the skins, add
sugar as directed in the foregoing recipe and a handful or two of

the apricot stones /or seeds, blanch and boil the whole until it is

sufficiently thick, then pour into buttered moulds and put into an
expiring oven, to dry or into some warm place; when cold and
firm, turn out of the moulds.
N. B.—^Bottled fruits not preserved in sugar may be converted into

marmalade.

No. 598. ASPIC JELLY

Ingredients.—One pint of strong stock; quarter to half oz. of
gelatine ; the white and shell of one egg ; a little ground pepper and
salt; one bay leaf, a few herbs (sweet); a tablespoonful of tarragon
viiiegar and a small piece of saffron.

Method.—Put the stock into an enamelled pan with the gelatine

(previously soaked in a little cold water) the white and shell of the
egg slightly beaten, the pepper, salt, bay leaf, sweet herbs, vinegar
and powdered turmeric, just enough to give it an amber colour. Stir

with a wooden spoon over a stove or slow fire until it boils ; stop
stirring and allow it to boil for a few minutes after which strain

slowly through a jelly bag when it should be quite transparent.

N. B.—The jelly will be more agreeable to the taste as well as

superior in quality, if made of very good strong stock or
soup, requiring as little gelatine as possible to give Jt the
necessary stiffness.

CHUTNEYS, PICKLES, SAUCES, ETC.

No. 599. BRINJAL KUSSOONDEE
Ingredients.—Two seers brinjals ; one and a half bottle mustard

oil; one bottle vinegar ; four chattacks green ginger; half chattack
red dry chillies; three or four pieces turmeric; one dozen or more
green chillies one teaspoonful each of jeerah, rye and mathee seeds

;

four chattacks garlic and salt to taste.

Method.—The red chillies, turmeric, half of the green ginger and
garlic to be ground in vinegar (the other half garlic and ginger to
be peeled and sliced) put the oil into a vessel and place it on a fire,

?nd when boiling throw in the peeled garlic, rye, jeerah and mathee
'seeds ; when the garlic browns, throw in the ground condiments
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and fry till a golden colour, then put in the brinjals, which should
be previously cut into halves or quarters, add the green chillies,

sliced ginger, salt and vinegar and cook, stirring constantly, being
careful not to break the brinjals. Don't cut the brinjals until the
ground condiments are ready for ' cooking, as they get black and
bitter with keeping.

No. 600. SWEET LIME PICKLE (DELICIOUS)

Ingredients.—Fifty limes soaked in salt for three or four days;
two lbs. raisins, one lb. dry dates; quarter lb. candied peel; quarter

lb. dried red chillies ; half seer green ginger; half se'er garlic; two
bottles vinegar; two bottles mustard oil and one cup of sugar.

Method.—Grind all the ingredients in vinegar. Wash the limes
in salt water and remove them ; boil the oil well, throw in the
ground ingredients and fry well ; a little after put in the vinegar with
the cup of sugar, mix the limes into it and put it on the fire and cook
for twenty minutes or half an hour.

No. 601. SOUR LIME CHUTNEY
Ingredients.—One chattack dry chillies ; one chattack garlic;

four chattacks green ginger ; half seer dry dates ; one seer sugar and
fifty limes.

Method.—Cut twenty-five limes into quarters, stuflF them with
salt, keep for one day and dry them for three days in the sun.

After three days, mince them finely and grind all the other ingre-

dients in vinegar and mix with the juice of the other twenty-five

limes. Mix the sugar as well as the other things according to taste.

Bottle the chutney and let it remain a week to take away the

bitterness before using it.

No. 602. MANGO PICKLE

Ingredients.—Fifty large mangoes ; quarter seer saffron ; half seer

dry red chillies ; one seer salt ; half seer mustard seed ; three-

quarter seer sliced garlic; two chattacks pepper; two chattacks

mathee seeds ; half seer green ginger (sliced) ; quarter seer jeerah, a

few curry leaves; two bottles mustard oil or gingili-oil and two
bqttles good vinegar.

The above ingredients to be weighed after cleaning and ground
in vinegar.

Method.—Peel the mangoes and split them in four; remove the

kernels, pound the salt and mix it well with the mangoes, allow it

to soak for three or four days, shaking them up each day. Put the

oil in a clean vessel on the fire, when boiling, put in the sliced

ginger, garlic and curry leaves together with the ground curry-

stuffs; fry all togetherfor a few minutes; add the mangoes washed
well in the brine and strain a little in, add the vinegar, mbt well.
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boil up once or twice and remove; when cold put into jars, this will

be fit for use in one month.

No. 603. MANGO PICKLE

Ingredients.—Twenty-five green mangoes ; a few dry red chillies;

some mustard seed, turmeric; dry ginger, garlic, mustard oil

and salt.

Method.—Take each mango and cut it into four parts. Pound
the chillies finely, together with the mustard seed, turmeric and dry
ginger according to taste, boil as much mustard oil as will cover the
ingredients, peel and mince up the garlic aitd add to the pounded
currystufFs. Mix all well with the mangoes, pour the boiling oil

over the mixture and add enough of salt to taste. When cool it

will be ready for use.

No. 604. MANGOES PICKLED WHOLE
Ingredients.—Twenty-five large green mangoes; some garlic,

green ginger, dry chillies, cloves, cuUungee seeds, cinnamon, vinegar
and salt.

Method.—Peel and divide the mangoes which should be suffi-

ciently large to extract the seeds easily ; rub them well over with
salt and expose them to the sun for two or three days ; then dry
them with a clean dry cloth and stuff each mango with a few cloves
of garlic, finely sliced chillies^ and ginger, some cullungee seeds and
a stick of cinnamon; tie them securely with strong sewing cotton
and put them into wide mouthed bottles or jars, with sufficient
vinegar as will cover them, cork the bottles weH and expose them
to the sun for fifteen to twenty days. The pickle will be ready for
use in three or four months.
N. B.—To prevent the pickle from spoiling, it is not unusual to

pour a tablespoonful of mustard oil over it when it is in
the bottle.

No. 605. VINEGAR LIME PICKLE

Ingredients.—One hundred small limes, salted and dried; green
ginger, garlic, green chillies ; half an oz. pounded mustard seed and
some salt to taste.

Method.—After cleaning, peeling, etc. put all these ingredients
into open mouthed bottles, pour on as much good vinegar as
required and stand the bottles in the sun for a few days, when it

will be fit for use.

No. 606. TAPP SAUCE
Ingredients.—Six seers green mangoes ; two lbs. raisins ; one lb.

garlic; half lb. dry chillies ; one and a half lb. green ginger ; one lb.
sugar ; two lbs. salt, six quarts vinegar and one quart lime-juice.
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Method.—Clean and peel the mangoes, then slice them, grind
the raisins, garlic, chillies, green ginger, mix these with the sugar,
salt, vinegar and lime'juice. Put into stone jars and expose to the
sun for a month, after which, drain away the liquid, which is the
sauce, boil it for quarter of an hour, when cold bottle and cork.

No. 607. SWEET CHUTNEY
The left-over of the tapp sauce with the addition of some thick

syrup, a few dry dates, a few more whole raisins, some hot spices,
put the whole into a pan and simmer for a quarter of an hour until
the syrup is dissolved arid the chutney is reduced to a proper con-
sistency; when cold, bottle and cork.

No. 608. WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE
Ingredients.—One pint Indian soy ; one oz. black pepper ; half

an oz. mace; half oz. cloves, a little salt; half oz. cayenne pepper

;

half oz. garlic ; eight ozs. shallots and two quarts vinegar.
Method.—Grind the pepper and mace, pound the cloves and

peel the garlic, mix with the rest adding a little salt to taste. Pour
this mixture into a large brown jar, and let it stand for two weeks
closely covered ; stir daily after which boil for twenty minutes and
strain through muslin ; bottle, cork tightly and seal.

No. 609. MANGO OR LIME KUSSOONDEE
Ingredients.—^Eight seers green mangoes or twenty-five limes

;

one lb. dry chillies ; half lb. mustard seed ; two ozs. jeerah ; two lbs.

green ginger ; one lb. garlic, half oz. pepper ; three-quarter seer salt

;

two bottles good mustard oil ; two bottles good vinegar ; mathee
seeds and turmeric to taste.

Method.—If mangoes, peel and slice them and salt for two days.
If lemons cut into four parts and salt for two days, clean the ginger

and slice it fine, clean the garlic, slice half and grind half, grind the
mustard seed, chillies, jeerah, pepper, turmeric and mathee seeds.
Warm the oil in a well tinned vessel, taking care that it is well
cooked before putting in the ground currystuff and brown it well,

then add the sliced ginger, garlic, mangoes and vinegar last, allow
it to cook for a while, add a little more salt if necessary. When
cold fill in clean dry bottles. If lemons are used add them to the
currystuffs when well browned and cold otherwise it will be
bitter ; all these currystufi"s must be ground in vinegar and hot
water mixed.

No. 610. OMRAK USSOONDEE
Ingredients.—Two seers omras ; one and a half chattacks dry

chillies; one and a quarter chattacks mustard seed; one chattack
jeerah, three chattacks turmeric; six chattacks green ginger; quarter
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seer garlic, six chaCtacks salt ; quarter seer pepper, mathee seed to

taste; one bottle good vinegar, one bottle mustard oil.

Method.—Slice the omras rejecting the stones, salt them for

two days, clean the ginger and slice it, clean the garlic, slice half

and grind half, the mustard seed, chillies, jeerah, turmeric, pepper,
and mathee seeds. Cook the oil well and fry the currystufFs

together with the cut up ginger and garlic, brown nicely and then
add the cut up omras' and lastly the vinegar ; let it all fry well.

N.B.—Grind all the currystuffs in vinegar.

No. 611. MANGO CHUTNEY (HOT)

Ingredients.—Five seers green mangoes ; one and a half bottle

vinegar ; five seers pure white sugar ; one seer green ginger, one seer
cleaned raisins ; half seer gdrlic, two chattacks dry chillies and five

chattacks salt according to taste.

Method.—Make the sugar into a syrup with four pints of water,
and let it boil and when sufficiently thick, throw in the green
mangoes cut into strips, free of water, then cook for a few minutes.
Steep half of the dry chillies in some vinegar and then cut fine with
a clean pair of scissors in long strips; (grind the other half in

vinegar) cut up into thin strips half of the green ginger, resembling
cut up almonds (grind the other half in Vinegar). Put the cut up
chillies and ginger with the raisins in the syrup with the mangoes
and stir well, after which, throw in the ground chillies, ginger and
garlic, lastly putting in the salt and vinegar; keep stirmng well, let it

cook for two hours from the time it is first put on the fire, then
pour into dishes and when cold, bottle.

No. 612. SWEET MANGO PICKLE

Ingredients.—One hundred green mangoes; one seer sliced

green ginger ; half a seer finely cut dry red chillies ; half a seer sugar,

salt and two quarts of vinegar.

Method.—Peel and quarter the mangoes, and steep them in salt

for thirty-six hours, drain oflF the salt water and wipe the mangoes
dry, then put them in a preserving-pan, make a syrup with the
sugar and vinegar and pour it over, adding the ginger and chillies

and allow it to simmer for ten to fifteen minutes; bottle when
quite cold.

No. 613. ROUND PLUM PICKLE

Get the perfectly ripe fruit which the Indiaiis call Cool; put
them into a damp cloth and roll them about to free them from
dust; sprinkle them well with salt and stand them in the sun for

three or four days ; then drain away all the wafer and bottle the

plums alternately with a few cloves of garlic, fresh green or red
chillies, sliced ginger, pepper corns and ground mustard seed ; add
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a little salt, fill up the bottles with vinegar and cork ; expose to the
sun for nearly a month.

No. 614. ROUND PLUM PICKLE WITH MUSTARD OIL

Is made like the above, the only difference being that some
mustard oil is poured over the vinegar and allowed to float about
an eighth of an inch thick over the surface.

No. 615. DRY FRUIT PICKLE

This is the pickle of all pickles. Take equal quantities of the
dried fruit.

Ingredients.—Dry dates called chowarah, khobanee or Arabian
apricots, allobhokara a species of Arabian plum or damson, English
prunes, rather of the dry sort, Normandy dry pippins (apples),
quarter lb. good clean sugar ; one quart good vinegar ; some finely

sliced green ginger; some pepper corns, sticks of cinnamon and
salt.

Method.—Wash and clean the dry fruits thoroughly and dry
them well in the sun, stew the dry dates for ten or fifteen minutes^
cut them up into rings and throw away the stones. Make a syrup
of the vinegar and sugar, after quartering the pippins, arrange them
and the other fruit in a wide mouthed bottle or jar, in alternate

layers, with the green ginger, pepper corns, sticks of cinnamon
and a little sprinkling of salt ; then pour over the whole as much
vinegar syrup as will entirely cover the fruit, cork the bottle well,

expose to the sun for a few days when it will be fit for eating in a
month.

No. 616. PATNA OR BOMBAY ONION PICKLE

Ingredients.—^One seer small button onions ; a few red fresh
chillies ; a few pepper corns, a few slices green ginger ; salt and
vinegar.

Method.—Take the onions and remove the outer coats, wash
and dry them thoroughly, throw them into a pan with some vinegar
and parboil them. Put parboiled onions when cold in wide mouth*
ed bottles, laying them alternately with chillies, pepper corns,
ginger and salt. Fill up with vinegar and cork, put in the sun for
a few days.

No. 617. TOMATO SAUCE No. 1

Ingredients.—^Five seers tomatoes; half a chattack dry red
chillies; quarter seer sugar; two chattacks green ginger; two
chattacks garlic; a little vinegar and salt to taste.

Method.—Grind the chillies, ginger and garlic in vinegar and
set aside. Cut up the tomatoes after wiping them with a clean
cloth, put them in a large vessel, add the ground ingredients to it
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and let it boil until the tomatoes get into a soft pulp, then take off

the fire and let it cool. Strain all the juice away through a coarse

towel or wire strainer. Place the juice again on the fire and cook
until it acquires a thick consistency. Take it off again and allow

it to cool, then mix the vinegar with it to any consistency required,

and bottle.

No. 618. TOMATO SAUCE No. 2

Ingredients.—Seven seers tomatoes; three chattacks green ginger;

three chattacks gaftic; one and a half chattacfc dry chillies; two
chattacks salt ; one and half pint vinegar and four chattacks tamarind.

Method Steep the tamarind for twelve hours in half a pint of

vinegar, strain through a sieve or wire strainer rejecting the stones

or seeds and add the other pint of vinegar and all the ingredients

ground in vinegar and salt. Break the tomatoes into the mixture

and boil the whole stirring it all the time until it thickens,

remove from the fire and when cold strain carefully and bottle the

liquid.

No. 619. TOMATO SAUCE No. 3

Take ripe tomatoes, cut them in halves, weigh them and lay in

a dish, sprinkle with salt and let it stand for twenty-four hours.
Now pound them and put them into a sauce-pan ; for every lb. of
tomatoes used add two tablespoonfuls of vinegar, one tablespoonful

of anchovy sauce, two tablespoonfuls of sherry, one tablespoonful
essence of chillies, and a tiny pod of garlic. Boil well and strain

through a coarse duster so that it should be thick, yet without seeds

;

add lastly a spoonful of brandy and bottle.

No. 620. TOMATO CHUTNEY
Ingredients.—Five seers tomatoes ; quarter seer dry dates, stoned

and cut up ; two chattacks of cleaned raisins ; one and a half chattacks
of salt; half a chattack sugar; one chattack each of chillies, garlic,

ginger and mustard seed, ground in vinegar and one pint of good
vinegar.

Method.—^Parboil the tomatoes in the vinegar, add the ingredients
and allow it to stand from ten to twelve hours ; then boil it for

thirty minutes over a slow fire ; when cold, bottle.

No. 621. TOMATO CHUTNEY (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.—Ten seers tomatoes; two chattacks dry chillies;

three large bottles of vinegar; two seers sugar; one chattack each of
garlic and ginger ; two seers almonds ; one seer raisins ; half seer dry
dates and three chattacks salt.

Method.—Cut up the tomatoes and boil them, after which,
strain through a coarse duster, grind all the ingredients finely in
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vinegar, add the strained tomatoes and cook for a short while until
it gets thick enough ; bottle.

No. 622. LIME KUSSOONDEE
Ingredients.—Four chattacks tamarind ; six chattacks sugar ; two

and a half chattacks dry chillies ; one chattack each of mustard seed,
ginger and salt and half a chattack garlic.

Method.—Grind all these (not the tamarind) in vinegar and set

aside. Take twenty-five limes and pick them well with a fork and
cover each lime with salt ; put in the sun for three days, and when
they become, brown and soft, put them into a wide mouthed bottle

without wiping away the salt, squeeze in the juice of thirty more
limes until three quarters of the bottle is filled, then fill in the
remainder with some vinegar ; allow this to stand by for two or
three days. Take out the lime-juice and vinegar and add three more
wineglassfuls of vinegar and four tablespoonfuls of sugar and boil

it for twenty minutes or so, while hot pour it over the limes, let

this also stand for several days, generally a week until the limes are
quite soft.

The tamarind must be picked, cleaned and soaked in vinegar,

after which strain through a clean coarse cloth. Mix all the ground
currystufiF with the sugar in a large dish with the mixture already
in the limes and add half a bottle of good mustard oil, take the

limes and cut each into four parts. Now put a layer of limes in the

bottle, then a layer of the mixed currystuflF etc., alternately about
an inch thick; cover the top with mustard oil; this will be ready in

a week's time.

HOME MADE LIQUORS AND SUMMER BEVERAGES

No. 623. MILK PUNCH
Ingredients.—Six quarts of rum (six bottles) ; one quart brandy

(one bottle); one quarter lime-juice ; two seers of soft sugar; three

quarts cold water ; two seers pure cow's milk (two quarts); the

rind of forty limes and three nutmegs.
This will make twelve quarts of milk punch as follows.
Method.—Steep for two days in a bottle of rum the peels of

forty limes ; boil in water the sugar and grate the nutmeg in it.

Pour all the rum, brandy and sugar syrup into a large mouthed vessel,

and add gradually the lime-juice and the milk boiling hot, stirring

the whole time, let it stand for an hour or two, then strain through
flannel or a jelly bag several times, until it drips clear.

No. 624. MILK PUNCH (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.7—Four bottles rum ; the peels of thirty fresh limes

;
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one .quart lime juice ; three lbs. white sugar ; four nutmegs, one egg

and four quarts boiling milk.
Method.—Put the peels or rind of thirty limes pared finely

into one bottle of rum and put it in the sun for three days covered
up. Then take the rind and rum, three more bottles of rum, a
quart of lime juice, the white sugar, one egg, grate the four nutmegs,
stir all these well and over the whole pour quickly the boiling milk.
Cover it for half an hour, then strain through a double flannel bag
till quite clean ; bottle.

No. 625. CHERRY BRANDY
Half fill four bottles with cherries and fill up with proof rum;

cork and seal up for five months, then mash up all the cherries, and
strain through muslin, add sugar to taste. Put on a fire until
the sugar is dissolved and thfen strain again and bottle for another
couple of months.

No. 626. GINGER WINE
Ingredients.—Six chattacks ginger ; five bottles water ; five lbs.

sugar; one bottle lime juice; the white of two eggs ; the peel of
twelvelimes and three bottles whiskey.

Method.—Pound and boil the ginger for an hour in the five
bottles of water, strain and add the five lbs. of sugar and one bottle
of lime juice. Put in the white of the eggs, boil it and skim it, take
the peel of twelve limes, soak it in one bottle of whiskey for two
days, add this and two more bottles of whiskey to the syrup; strain
through flannel until it drips clear. ^

No. 627. - GINGER WINE (ANOTHER WAY)
Ingredients.—One chattack cinnamon ; one chattack large and

small cardamoms ; eight nutmegs, half seer dry ginger ; one bottle
good lime-juice; three seers pure cow's milk; ten bottles pro6f
rum; three bottles boiled water and the peels of fifty small limes.

Method.—All these ingredients to be ground, the ginger well
pounded, and thrown into a large degchie ; add the rum, sugar, lime-
juice, boiling water and boiling milk with the peel of fifty limes,
stir it well and let it stand covered for three hours, strain through a
jelly bag until perfectly clear ; be very careful not to shake the bag
while straining. Have the bottles ready and cork at once.
N.B.—^For,making milk punch from this recipe omit the ginger.

No. 628. LEMON SYRUP
Ingredients.—One oz. oil of lemon ; ten ozs. spirits- of wine

;

twenty lbs. white sugar; eight ozs. citric acid and one bottle (quart)
of water.

Method.—Mix the lemon oil and spirits of wine with the sugar
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first and dissolve the whole by a little heat ; add the citric acid when
cold. Bottle when cold.

No. 629. GINGER POP.

Ingredients.—One oz. pounded green ginger ; one oz. cream of

tartar; one lb. white sugar; some toddy; one large lime, (the juice

and some of the rind) and four quarts water.
Method.—Scrape the ginger or pound it and boil it together

with the cream of tartar, toddy, sugar, lime-juice and some rind of

lime, in the water for twenty minutes. When nearly cold, add a

claretglassful of fresh toddy, let it stand for six hours; then fill into

soda water bottles. This will make eight or nine bottles.

No. 630. IMPERIAL POP
Take three ozs. of cream of tartar, an oz. of pounded ginger, alb.

and a half of white sugar and an oz. of lemon-juice, and pour six

quarts of boiling water on them with two tablespoonfiils of yeast.

Mix, and bottle in the usual way.

No. 631. ROYAL LEMONADE
Pare two oranges, and six lemons as thin as possible and steep

them for four hours in a quart of hot water. Boil in three pints of

water, one and quarter lbs. of sugar and skim well, add it to the two
liquors (oranges and lemons) and now squeeze in the juice of six

oranges and a dozen lemons. Stir well and strain through a jelly

bag, and ice. ^

No. 632. SUMMER BEVERAGE

Pour while hot, two quarts of barley water, on the juice and
rind of a lemon very thinly cut, to which add honey, capillaire or

sugar, according to taste; let it stand for one hour and strain.

No. 633. LEMON BARLEY WATER
Two tablespoonfuls of pearl barley, a quarter lb. of sugar,

rather more than two quarts of boiling water and the peel of a fresh

lemon makes a pleasant drink for summer. It should stand all night

and be strained the next morning.

No. 634. LIME-JUICE AS A SUMMER DRINK
Squeeze the juice of a lime into a tumbler of cold or iced water

and sweeten to taste with sugar.

No. 635. TAMARINDS, A SUMMER DRINK
Steep a few pods of fresh clean tamarinds in a little water for

an hour or two, rub it down and strain through muslin, pour the
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juice into a tumbler, add a little more water according to the acid

desired and sweeten with sugar to taste.

No. 636. ORANGE FOOL
Mix the juice of three juicy oranges, three eggs well beaten,

a pint of cream, a little grating of nutmeg, a little cinnamon and
sweeten to taste; set>the whole over a slow fire and stir it till it

becomes as thick as good melted butter, but it must not be boiled

;

then pour into a dish and serve cold, standing it on ice for a time
would improve it. These "fools" may also be freezed in an ice-

cream machine.

No. 637. LEMON DROPS
Grate three large lemons with some clean white sugar, then

scrape the sugar into a plate, add half a teaspoon of flour, mix well
and beat it into a light paste with the white of an egg. Drop it

upon white paper and put them into a moderate oven on a tin plate.

No. 638. GOOSEBERRY FOOL
Put the fruit into a stone jar with some good sugar ; set the jar

in a sauce pan of boiling water on the fire, when it is done enough
to pulp, press it through a wire strainer and have ready a sufficient

quantity of milk and a tea cup of raw cream boiled together or an
egg instead of the latter, and leave till quite cold; then sweeten well
with sugar and mix the pulp by degrees with it.

No. 639. APPLE FOOL
Stew some apples as directed for gooseberries and then peel

and pulp them, prepare the milk, etc. and mix as before.

No. 640. MANGO FOOL
Boil a few green mangoes (after peeling them) pulp them fine,

add warm milk to it and mix the same as directed- for gooseberries.

No. 641. PEPPER MINT DROPS

Pound and sift four ozs. of refined white sugar, beat it with
the white of two eggs till it is perfectly smooth ; then add sixty drops
of oil of peppermint, beat it well and drop on white paper ; dry at a
distance from the fire.

No. 642. GINGER DROPS
Beat two ozs. of fresh candied orange with a little sugar to a

paste ; then mix one oz. of ginger powder with one lb. of loaf sugar.

Dissolve the sugar with a little water and boil all together to a
candy; then drop it on white paper, the size of mint drops.
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS AND THINGS WORTH
KNOWING

No. 643. HOW TO CLEAN TRIPE
*.

Cow Tripe.—Dip it in a degchie of very hot water (not boil-

ing), for a short while holding one end in your hand, now lay the
tripe on a board and scrape it with a knife ; keep pouring hot water
over it and continue the washing and scraping until the tripe is

white and clean.

No. 644. HOW TO CLEAN COW HEELS AND BOIL THEM

W^ash them in cold water, then holding one end in your hand, dip
in hot water and scrape off the hair immediately. If the feet are

allowed to cool the hair will be difficult to come off ; allow eight

to ten cups of water to eight heels and boil gently without salt for
three or four hours ; add more warm water as the gravy dries.

No. 645. HOW TO MAKE TAMARIND PULP AND
ACIDS FOR CURRIES

Tamarind pulp or juice, is made by first washing the fruit if

old and soaking it in warm water just enough to cover it for a few
minutes, then press out the pulp rejecting the seeds. The amount
of acid needed for curries are determined by one's own taste. The
juice of sour limes and green mangoes are also used as acids in

curries, etc.

No. 646. HINTS ABOUT COCOANUT MILK AND
COW'S MILK

When the gravy of a curry is made of cocoanut milk, the
degchie should never be covered, because the milk is apt to curdle
and spoil the curry. Pure cow's milk may be used to advantage as

a substitute for cocoanut milk when cocoanuts are scarce.

No. 647. HOW TO PREPARE COCOANUT MILK

Scrape the white part of the cocoanut into fine flakes with the
aid of a cocoanut scraper, pour over it half a cup of hot water and
keep kneading the flakes in the water for a minute or two. Now-
squeeze out all the milk, either by hand or through a coarse towel.
Repeat this process twice and put in a cup, this is called the "thick
milk," put the squeezed out flakes again back into the pan and pour
as much hot water over as will be required for a curry or any dish,
knead it thoroughly and squeeze out the water or liquid ; this is

called "thin milk."
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No. 648. HOW TO MAKE COGOANUT PASTE
FOR CURRIES

Scrape on a large tin grater lialf a dried cocoanut called copra,

place the scraped cocoanut on an iron plate called tawa and roast it

gently; after removing the cocoanut, slowly roast four minced
onions and four cloves of garlic peel till dry. Pound the latter and
the cocoanut all together smoothly into a paste, keep the paste in a

good stoppered bottle j when a curry is needed quickly mix a
teaspoonful of this paste with two teaspooitfuls of curry powder,

"stir this with the meat and n»ake curry as usual.

No. 649. CURRY POWDER
Ingredients.—Eleven ozs. coriander-seed; tw'o teaspoonfuls.mus»

tard-seed; one teaspoonful cummin-seed; one teaspoonful pepper;
fifteen dry red chillies ; two teaspoonfuls poppy seed ; two pieces
turmeric ; four or five cloves ; a few cardamoms and a little cinnamon.

Method.—The coriander- seed must be roasted on an iron plate
called a tawa; crush and pound fine. The mustard-seed, jeerah,
pepper, kus-kus to be slightly roasted and pounded separately. The
turmeric and chillies to be roasted and pounded; pound also the
cloves, cinnamon and cardamoms. Now mix all together and keep
dry in well corked bottles.

This powder may be used for any sort of curry ; one lb. of
meat will require two teaspoonfuls of this powder.

No. 650. SUBSTITUTE FOR CREAM IN TEA
OR COFFEE

Beat up separately the yolk and the white of an^egg, transfer
them into a large cup and pour over it sweetened coflFee or tea
scalding hot ; skim away the froth and put the coffee or tea thus
made into a cup of the required size.

No. 651. HOW TO SELECT AND KEEP COFFEE

In purchasing coffee, always prefer the mocha, a small round
berry of a bluish tint. Never buy it roasted, a coffee roaster can be
procured at a reasonable price, and the trouble of roasting and
grinding it at home is not very great. Let it be kept in a plain tin

canister, and when roasted and ground, transfer it to a smaller air-

tight one, as nothing deteriorates coffee so much as exposure to the
light and air after it has been roasted.

N. B.—Coffee may be roasted in a frying-pan with a little ghee or
butter, which adds to the flavour.

No. 652. TO MAKE STALE BREAD FRESH

If stale bread is immersed in cold water for a moment or two
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and re-baked for about an hour, it will become for the time in

every respect equal to newly baked bread but the deception will be
found out in the course of a few hours.

No. 653. TO PURIFY GHEE FOR COOKING
When the ghee has been boiled, remove it from the fire and

sprinkle on it a little cold water; repeat this if the ghee is at all

rancid.

No. 654. TO CONVERT BUTTER INTO GHEE
Simmer the butter on a moderate fire. If rancid throw in a

spray of drumstick leaves or a few lime'leaves. To find out when
it is done enough, dip a wooden pin into the melted butter, light it,

and if it gives a clear flame, it has come to the point ; strain through
a coarse muslin into a clean dry jar and if wanted to be kept for a

time, throw in some pepper-corns. Cork when perfectly cold.

No. 655. HOW TO MAKE COCOANUT OIL

Scrape three large old cocoanuts, grind the flakes' smooth with
hot water, press out all the milk, strain and simmer on a slow fire

until the oil appears.

No. 656. TO PURIFY OIL FOR COOKING
When the oil is boiling, throw in a little coarse salt and when

it boils up again, sprinkle on it a little cold water. Remove from
the fire and strain.

No. 657. HINTS ABOUT GHEE AND OIL

Ghee when boiled becomes still, whereas oil when boiled makes
a noise.

No. 658. TO MAKE VINEGAR
Place pure toddy in a glazed jar, tie over the mouth a piece of

muslin and expose it to the sun for fifteen days, strain and bottle

the vinegar. If a dark colour is wanted use a little burnt sugar.

No. 659. TO MAKE VINEGAR (ANOTHER WAY)
Fill a quart bottle with clean water, take an oz. of the water

out and add to the bottle one oz. of glacial acetic acid. To colour

it, burn two teaspoonfuls of sugar to a dark colour in a pan and
before taking it off the fire, add one tablespoonful of water, after

that add it to the contents of the bottle, when it will be ready

for use.

No. 660. TO MAKE TYRE CALLED "DHYE"

Warm a teacup of pure best stale milk; do not boil it and when
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it is still warm, drop into it two or three pods of clean tamarind
broken up and without seeds ; (wash well first) stir it well, cover
and leave in a warm place ; next morning it will be set, carefully

remove the tamarind pods and stir the tyre or dhye into a seer of
warm milk overnight, (always remember to cover up the milk and
to keep it in a warm place) the next morning it will be fit for use.

Reserve half a teacup of the dhye and add it to a seer of warm milk
of the previous night if you wish to continue setting milk for tyre

or dhye. If this is done, tamarind pods are no longer required.

No. 661. TO MAKE TREACLE FROM JAGGERY
Break up two seers of clean jaggery in a large degchie, stir in^

six large breakfastcupfuls of hot water, put it on to boil on a

moderate fire, stir all the while and remove carefully all the scum
that rises. When it begins to thicken take off the fire and strain

through a. coarse muslin or duster without pressing the cloth or
disturbing the sediments. Bottle while it is hot and cork after it

has become cold.

No. 662. TO MAKE AMCHOOR CALLED
MANGO CHIPS

Grate off the skin from any quantity of green mangoes, cut them
into slices or rings, sprinkle them with salt and let them steep fo*
a day or two ; take them out from the brine and thread them on a
string and expose to the sun to dry.

These may he made without salt in the same manner and drying
in the same day.

This is very useful to keep when mangoes are not procurable,
and may be converted into chutney, etc.

No. 663. TO MAKE CHILLI VINEGAR
This is most useful for cooking purposes. Take four chattacks

of dry red chillies, wash them and put them in the sun for an hour.
Boil two bottles malt or any good pure vinegar and throw in the
chillies well broken up. Keep it in a china large bowl and allow it

to remain a week, after which, strain and bottle for use.

No. 664. HINTS ABOUT MACARONI
Macaroni, is a preparation of flour usually made from hard

Italian wheat. The flour is made into a thick paste, which is pressed
through holes in metal plates and stamped in various shapes, heated
and dried.

Macaroni is highly nutritious being formed chiefly of gluten.
In cooking macaroni, it must not be soaked or even washed with
water before hand, but must in all cases be plunged into water
which is absolutely boiling. Plenty of water should be allowed, a
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gallon to a lb. of macaroni and this should be liberally salted.

It requires to be boiled from twenty to thirty minutes.

No. 665. TO IMPROVE PASTRY

Four or five drops of spirits of ammonia, used in the flour for

pastry improves it, also a little lime-juice has the same ejBFect.

No. 666. TO MAKE COFFEE

Scald the coffee pot and put in two teaspoonfuls of freshly

ground coffee for each half pint or cup required, then pour in the

boiling water. Now pour out a teacupfu! and pour it back again

into the coffee pot. Repeat this, and then stand the pot on the

hob but do not allow it to boil. The broader the bottom and the

smaller the top of the vessel, the better the coffee will be.

N. B.—Some people put the coffee powder into cold water and
boil till the essence is drawn.

No. 667. TO DETECT CHICORY IN COFFEE

Put a little of the coffee powder into a Wineglassful of cold

water shake it up and the coffee will float, but the chicory will sink.

No. 668. TO MAKE MILK COFFEE

Boil a dessertspoonful of ground coffee in nearly a pint of milk
for a quarter of an hour, then sprinkle a little cold water over it to

clear it. Remove from the fire and set aside. This is a very fine

breakfast beverage but it should be sweetened with sugar of the

first qudity.

No. 669. COCOA
Cocoa, for many persons, forms a better beverage then either

tea or coffee and is considered more nutritious and easy of diges-

tion; many excellent preparations are manufactured and directions

for mixing are given with each packet. The usual amount used is

one teaspoonful for each cup of boiling water or milk, as preferred,

sweetened with sugat.

No. 670. HOW TO MAKE CURDS, GENERALLY USED
FOR PUDDINGS

Set a seer of good pure cow's milk on the fire to warm, then

squeeze in the juice, of a lime to curdle it,- when it boils up and
turns into curds, take it off the fire and drain or strain the water
through a coarse cloth, mash or grind finely.

No. 671. HOW TO PREPARE SUET FOR PASTRY

Wash the suet thoroughly, free it from all skin and string, cut
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up into pieces and grind on a sil finely with hot water ; when nicely

ground, remove all impurities with a knife, working it thirough

several times.

No. 672. HOW TO HUSK MUSTARD SEED

After the seeds are picked and cleaned, dry them in the sun, roll

the roller called bdlen over the dry seeds, put into a sieve and shake

away the husks.

No. 673. TO PREPARE MUSTARD FOR TABLE USE

To a tablespoonful of dry mustard, add half a teaspoon of salt,

(or less to taste) the same of sugar and mix with a little water to
the consistency required. If preferred, vinegar may be used instead

of water.
N. B.—Milk may also be substituted for either water or vinegar, for

this gives it a relish.

No. 674. TO IMPROVE BAD BUTTER
Dissolve the bad butter in hot water, let it cool, then skim oflf

and churn again, adding a little salt and sugar. The water should
be merely hot enough to melt the butter or else it will become oily.

No. 675. HOW TO MAKE BUTTER IN A BOTTLE

Take off the cream of boiled milk and gather sufficient cream of
about a cupful, put it in a large open mouthed glass bottle with half

a glass of cold water, shake the bottle well for about half to three-

quarters of an hour, wRen the butter will float up, add a little more-
water and turn it out into a deep bowl. Then remove with a
spoon and place the butter in a butter cup with a little cold water.
Place the cream daily in the same bottle which must be left

unwashed, a little hot water may be used during the winter months,
it will help it to form quickly and use some ice in the summer.

No. 676. TO MAKE BUTTER (ANOTHER WAY)
Place the cream in a bowl or soup plate and beat it up with a

fork constantly until the butter forms ; put into a bowl of cold
water and wash with a little salt, change the water and put away in

a butter cup. Ice will be needed in the summer.

No. 677. HOW TO CLARIFY SUGAR
Stir the white of an egg in about five lbs. of sugar and for every

lb. allow a teacupful of water, stir the mixture till the sugar melts on
a moderate fire, when it boils, just sprinkle over it about four table-
spoonfuls of water ; when it bubbles up again, remove the syrup
from the fire and take off the scum ; strain it through a coarse towel.
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No. 678. EXCELLENT SUBSTITUTE FOR TARTARIC
ACID OR BAKING POWDER FOR MILK CAKES

A teaspoonful of soda stirred in a teacupful of stale sour milk
makes cakes very light, however when this is used the cakes must be
placed in the oven in less than fifteen minutes.

' No. 679. TO MAKE RICE FLOUR
Take half a seer of coarse rice, pick, wash and steep it for half

an hour in cold water, then take it out and spread on a large tray,

covered with a clean cloth and dry in the shade for a few hours.
Now, when partially dry, pound or grind finely and strain

through a coarse muslin. Rice flour is best made fresh for
immediate use.

No. 680. HOW TO ROAST COFFEE

Place the beans in a frying-pan with a little ghee or butter on a
good fire stirring constantly to prevent them from burning. When
half roasted, reduce the fire and roast gently until you find on
breaking a bean that it is quite brown inside.

No. 681. HOW TO PREPARE CRUSHED WHEAT
CALLED "DULLIA"

Take some wheat and pick out the stones and sticks, sprinkle

it over with a little water, after a short while, pound it or grind it

gently in a flour mill ; sift out the bran. Repeat the process once or

twice till the grains break and look white.

No. 682. HOW TO CLEAN SHEEP BRAINS

Place two pairs of sheep brains in a cup of cold water and when
steeped for an hour or two, begin to remove the red veins they are

encased in, gently with the finger and thumb, taking care not to
break them up ; then wash several times and put aside in clean

water until required.

No. 683. TO PREPARE A STEAK PUDDING
FOR BOILING

When the pudding is ready for boiling take a clean cloth or
towel, dip it in hot water, sprinkle the centre with flour, place it

over the bowl, tie it round the rim at the bottom with twine, bring

the ends of the towel on top and tie again, allow the bowl to stand

in a degchie of boiling hot water (the latter must be three inches

higher than the bowl) and boil it for three hours.

No. 684. TO DISSOLVE FISH BONES

For a fish about three lbs. in weight, take a dessertspoonful of
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soda, a pinch of baking powder, a tablespoonful of vinegar and a

teaspoonful of salt. Having cleaned and probed the fish rub the

mixture well in and allow it to steep for not less than twelve hours
before cooking.

No. 685. HOW TO BASTE

Basting on a Spit.—Place a pan under the meat with the fire

underneath, mix some ghee and hot water together and keep rubbing
all over the meat as it begins to roast, continue doing this until the

meat is nipe and brown, keep turning the spit occasionally to keep
it from burning. Serve up with the. gravy which will fall into the
pan beneath.

N. B.—When roasting in a chatty, the ghee and water is poured
over the meat to prevent it from getting dry or burnt.

No. 686. TO MAKE DING-DING

Cut the meat into flat pieces resembling steaks and grind the
following ingredients ; a few dry red chillies, a few pieces turmeric
and 'Salt.

Rub each steak well with these ground condiments and put them
into a bowl to steep for two or three hours, then when sufficiently

soaked, take out one piece at a time and cut a hole with a knife and
string them through and hang them out to dry in the sun, taking
care that the crows do not get at them or any harm come to them.
Do this for three or four days or more if necessary and when dry
enough put them away for use. If kept too long they must be
aired out constantly to keep good.
N. B.—To one lb. of meat, use one oz. of dry chillies, half an oz. of

turmeric and two ozs. of salt or less according to taste.

No. 687. TO ROAST DING-DING

Put the piece of dried meat on the open fire and roast well,
turning it about with a pair of fire-tongs called a chimpta, being
very careful not to let it burn. When quite roasted, lay it out on a
currystone and pound; serve crisp.

No. 688. HOW TO MAKE SOOGEE MILK C'ALLED
VNASSASTHA"

Steep the quantity of soogee required in water to cover it all

night or for twelve hours. The next morning, rub through a
coarse towel steadily for about an hour or two, until a soft doughy
mass appears, use water in the process of rubbing, throw away this
gummy mass. Now stand the degchie with the strained milk, for
about an hour, and drain off, any water coming to the surface; this
soogee milk is used for making huUuah, etc.
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No. 689. TO MAKE BAKING POWDER
Ingredients.—Six ozs. bicarbonate of soda; four ozs. tartaric

acid ; two ozs. fine sugar and one oz. of salt.

Mix together and use one teaspoonful to a lb. of flour.

No. 690. TO CLEAN FISH

Scale the fish, cut oflf the fins, either cut into flat or round
slices. Put the pieces into a clean degchie, sprinkle well with salt

and turmeric powder, rub the fish well together, then pour in a

cup of water, rubbing each piece well of all the blood, etc., wash
several times until it is perfectly rid of all smell; it is now ready to

be cooked in any way desired.

N. B.—Fish may also be washed and cleaned with salt and ata

(coarse flour).

No. 691. TO CLARIFY SUGAR FOR FRUIT PRESERVES

To every three lbs. of loaf sugar allow the beaten white- of one
egg and a pint and a half of water; break the sugar small, put it

into a preserving pan and pour the water over it; let it s'tand

for some time before it is put on the fire ; then add the beaten
white of the egg, stir till the sugar be entirely dissolved, and when
it boils, pour in a pint of cold water and let it boil up the second
time; then remove from the fire and let it settle for fifteen minutes

;

carefully take oJBF the scum ; put it again on the fire and boil it till

sufficiently thick or if required till candy high ; in order to ascertain

this, drop a little from a spoon into a cup of cold water and if it

becomes quite hard, it is sufficiently done, or dip the handle of a

wooden spoon into the sugar, plunge it into cold water and draw
off the sugar which adheres ; if the sugar be hard and snaps, the fruit

to be preserved must be instantly put in and boiled.

No. 692. LEMON CURD FOR CHEESE CAKES

Ingredients.—The rind of two lemons; the juice of three

lemons ; three ozs. of butter, three eggs and half a lb. of sugar.

Method.—Grate the rind of two lemons and squeeze and strain

the juice of three lemons. Melt the butter in a saucepan: add the
sugar, lemon-juice and rind together with the eggs well beaten up.
Stir over a gentle fire till the mixture becomes as thick as honey.
Turn into jars for use. It will keep for some time.

No. 693. LEMON CURD WITHOUT LEMONS
Ingredients.—Three ozs. butter, half a cup of sugar; one egg, a

teaspoonful of citric acid powder and half a teaspoon of essence
of lemon.

Method!—Melt the butter in a saucepan with half a cup of cold
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water, add the sugar and when it is dissolved and boiling a little,

stir in (after taking the pan oflE the fire) the egg well beaten up with
the citric acid in powder. Return the pan to the fire and, keep
stirring all the time until the mixture thickens and lastly add the

half teaspoon of essence of lemon. Turn into jars for use.

No. 694. ROASTING A FOWL
By placing the fowl in some boiling water (just immerse and

remove, do not leave it too long in the water) pick off all the
feathers, which will easily come off; after the fowl is quite clean of
all the feathers cut off the head, leaving sufficient skin to be skewered
on the back. Remove the entrails by gently drawing them out,
taking great care not to break the gall bag attached to the liver and
gizzard. Pull the breast out so as to give it a plump appearance.
Break the legs at the first joints and cut off. Truss the fowl by
fixing the knees to the tail by a wooden skewer or pin or a piece of
twine leaving the stumps of legs projecting. Twist the wings on the
back of the fowl, the liver being placed under one wing and the
gizzard under the other as an ornament. Wash the inside well remov-
ing impurities, when it will be ready for stuffing and roasting.

No. 695. ROASTING DUCKS
^ D,ucks are usually picked and signed and when quite free of

feathers cut off the head, neck and pinions at the first joint, dip the
feet into boiling water and remove the skin, draw the entrails out
gently, just 'as you would do for a fowl, wash the inside well
and truss it neatly. It is now ready for stuffing and roasting.

No. 696. BAKING POULTRY, MEAT, ETC.

For this it is best to use a double tin, one fitting into the other,
the bottom one being filled with hot water to prevent the gravy
from drying up, the upper one should be fitted with a cow-grid to
stand the joint on. Baste the joint with dripping occasionally as in
roasting. Baked pigs, geese and ducks eat almost equal to roasted
ones when well basted with raw milk and butter. Many persons
prefer a baked ham to a boiled one.

No. 697. BAKING PIES, CAKES, ETC.

These require a hot oven, custards or any egg puddings cook
better in a cooler one, but experience will prove the best guide in
these matters.

No. 698. TO CURE BACON
Take twelve lbs. of the side of a pig. Mix two lbs. of salt-petre

with two cupfuls finely pounded salt, sprinkle this over the meat;
let the meat stand on a sloping board for twenty-four hours, clean
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the thick layer and stand it again in the same position. The follow*
ing day rub the meat again using one teacupful of salt. The fourth
day use half a cup. The next two days rub the meat well and lay
it flat with the skin side upper most and leave it for two days.
Then the next two days lay it with the skin down. Hang it to dry
on the kitchen wall, but not near the smoke.

No. 699. HINTS ABOUT BOILING

1. If you allow meat or poultry to remain in the water after it

is boiled enough it will become sodden and lose its flavour.

2. Beef and mutton is preferred by some people a little under
boiled ; very large joints if slightly under boiled will make better
hash and cold meat dishes. Lamb, pork and veal are uneatable if

not thoroughly boiled but these meats should not be over done.
3. Take care of the liquor you have boiled poultry and meat

in, as it is useful for making soup.
4. Wash salted meat well with cold water before you put it

into the boiler.

No. 700. HINTS ON ROASTING A LEG OF MUTTON
Mutton taints sooner than beef. In a leg of mutton there is a

kernel which is called gudooth in Hindustani which should be
removed before cooking. In order to do this lay the leg with the
broad side down, remove the fold of fat and in the centre of the
right side make an incision with a knife, put your flnger into this

and take out the ball you will And as leirge as a marble and Jbefore

you wrap the suet round again clean it of all clots of blood, etc.;

crack the bone at the end and turn down, secure the leg with some
string, rub over with salt and sprinkle with btead-crumbs before
putting the meat into the oven to bake.

No. 70L TO MAKE GLAZE FOR MEATS, ETC.

Take two lbs. of meat and two cowheels, cut and clean in the
usual way. Put it in a degchie of cold water, add a little salt

to taste and some cayenne and skin very carefully as it comes to
the boil. Let it boil slowly for two or three hours, then strain

through a fine sieve into an earthen or china jar. Return the meat
and bones to the pan, cover with boilitig water, let it boil for
another hour and strain into a separate jar; when both are cold,
skin carefully and put them together into a pan taking care to keep
back the sediment, boil again and remove any scum that may arise,

clean oflf. Let it boil until it becomes sufficiently strong. It should
congeal to a jelly when cold.

TSfo. 702. CREAM SUBSTITUTE

Take a saucepan, rinse it with cold water to prevent the milk
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from burhing, then pour in a pint of milk and place on a fire. Heat
gently until on the pointof boiling, draw the pan oflf the fire and
add a well beaten egg ; beat carefully and leave till cold.

No. 703. HING OR ASAFOETIDA

Hing is the Indian name for asafoetida and is used largely by
the Indians in the preparation of pickles, etc. It may be used in

curries if liked. It is said to be very useful both as a preventive
and cure for internal disorders.

It is also useful in cases of flatulency in adults and children.

Good hing looks like gum and is white and bitter.

No. 704. RICE PASTE FOR SWEETS
Boil a quarter lb. of ground rice in a small quantity of water,

strain from it all the moisture as well as you can, beat it up in a
bowl with half an oz. of butter and an egg well beaten and it will
make an excellent paste for tarts, etc.

No. .705. ROYAL PASTE CAXLED "CHOUX"
This paste is the basis of many sorts of pastry ; it is used to mix

an infinite number of second course dishes of various forms and of
different denominations. Take a stewpan large enough to contain
four quarts of water, pour half a pint of water into it with a quarter
of a lb. or a little more of fresh butter, two ozs. of sugar, a little

salt and the peel of a lemon ; let the whole boil till the butter is

entirely melted. Then take some very fine dry flour and shake it

through a sieve. Take the lemon peel out with a ladle, and throw
a handful of flour into the preparation while boiling; take care
however not to put more flour than the liquor can soak up, stir with
a wooden spoon till the paste can easily be detached from the stew-
pan, then take it off the fire. Next break an egg into the paste and
mix it well, then break a second egg, and mix; do not put more eggs
than the paste can absorb, but you must be careful not to make
this preparation too liquid. It is almost certain, that about five or
six eggs will be wanted for the above quantity; then form an
en choux, which is the shape of a ball an inch in circumference, as
this paste swells very much, you must dress it accordingly, putting
the choux on a baking sheet at an inch distant from each other, in
order that they may undergo a greater effect in the oven. Brush them
over with a little milk and egg, put them in an moderately hot oven,
but do not open the oven till they are quite baked, otherwise they will
flatten and all attempts to make them rise again would be useless ;

next dry them. To detach them from the baking sheet apply the
sharp edge of a knife and take them off gently. Make a small open-
ing on the side, into which put with a teaspoon of such sweetmeats
as you think proper and send them up dished on glas's cake plates.
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No. 706. TO PRESERVE SUET FOR TWELVE MONTHS
Choose the finest and firmest part of the suet, free from skins

and veins, place it in a good saucepan, set it at some distance from
the fire that it may melt without frying or it will have a rancid taste.

When melted, pour it into a pan of cold water, and when it will

turn into a hard cake, wipe it very dry, fold it in fine paper and
then put it in a linen bag and keep dry, but not in a hot place.
When required for use, scrape it fine and it will make a fine crust
either with or without butter.

No. 707. ORGEAT No. 2

Boil a quart of tbilk with a stick of cinnamon, sweeten to taste

and allow it to get cold ; then pour it by degrees one to three ozs. of
blanched almonds beaten to a paste together with a few bitter

ones and keep stirring till quite cold ; then add half a wineglass
of brandy.

No. 708. GALLINO CURDS AND WHEY
AS IN ITALY

Take a nuihber of the rough coats that line the gizzards .of

turkeys and fowls, clean them from the pebbles they contain^ rub
them well with salt and hang them to dry. This makes a more tender
and delicate curd than common rennet. When wanted for use break
off some bits of the skin and put on it some boiling water ; in eight

or nine hours use the liquor as you would do other rennet.

No. 709. COLOURINGS FOR JELLIES, ICES OR CREAMS
For a beautiful red, use a few drops of essence of cochineal or

sliced beetroot and boiling water poured over; for white, use
almonds finely powdered, with a little water or cream. For yellow,
yolk of eggs or a bit of turmeric steeped in liquor and squeezed.
For green, pound some spinach leaves or beet-leaves, squeeze
the juice and boil in a teacup in a saucepan of water to take off

the rawness.

No. 710. COLOURINGS FOR SOUPS, GRAVY
AND CAKES

Put four ozs. of lump sugar, a cup of water, an oz. of butter

into a saucepan and put it on a gentle fire, stir it with a wooden
spoon till it becomes a bright; brown. Then add half a pint or a

cupful of water, boil, skim and when cold, bottle and cork it close.

Use as much as required to colour soups, gravies or cakes.

No. 711. TO MAKE BREAD

Let flour be kept a few weeks before use. Put a seer of good
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flour into a large open mouthed vessel, mix it with a pint of warm
water or as much as will form it into a stiff dough, add sufficient

yeast to rise it, let it rise for about one hour, then before it

falls add some more warm water to it and some salt, work it up
well and cover with a cloth. Put the fire into the oven ; by the

time it is warm enough the dough will be ready. Make up the
loaves and put the bread into the oven, shut it closely and in two
hours they will be baked. In summer the water should be luke
warm, in winter a little more ; dever use scalding water.

Bake in tins if you want the crust to be nice.

No. 712. TO KEEP LEMON JUICE

Squeeze the juice into a china basin, then strain it through
muslin taking care that no pulp passes. Have ready some small
phials perfectly dry, fill them with the juice to the top, as only t6
admit half a teaspoon of sweet oil into each or a little more. Cork
the bottles and set them in a cool place in an upright position..

When you want lemon-juice, wind some clean cotton on a skewer
or large needle and dipping in it the oil will be attached ; when all

shall be removed the juice will be as fine as when you bottled it.

N.B.—The smaller the bottle the better, as you can use up the
lime'juice in a day.

No. 713. TO CHOOSE EGGS AT MARKET
Put the large end of the egg to your tongue, if it feels warm,

it is fresh. In freshly laid eggs, there is a small division of the
skin from the shell, which is filled with air and is perceptible to
the eye at the end on looking through them against the sun or
candle ; if fresh, eggs will be pretty clear. If they shake they are
not fresh.

No. 714. AN EXCELLENT SUBSTITUTE FOR
CAPER SAUCE

Boil slowly some parsley to let it become a bad colour, cut,
but don't chop it fine, add to it some melted butter with a tea-

spoonful of salt and a dessertspoonful of vinegar.

No. 715. ACETIC ACID

Is acid of vinegar.

No. 716. A FEW THINGS WORTH KNOWING
ABOUT WATER

(1) Never touch the chimney of a lamp wich water, a few
drops of kerosene or alcohol will remove the smoke from glass,

it can then be polished in the usual way.
(2) A teacup of water with a teaspoonful of ammonia will
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clean gold and silver jewellery. It will also remove the dirt

and grease from brushes and combs.
(3) Fill a kettle with water, add a drachm of Sabammonica,

called nausadr in Hindustani, let it boil for an hour ; all the fur

which the metal is encrusted will be dissolved and then is easily

removed.
(4) A burned saucepan should be filled with cold water, to

which add a liberal allowance of common soda. Let this stand
for two hours, then heat slowly antl simmer for ten minutes and
all stains of the burning will be removed.

(5) Clear boiling water will remove tea stains and many fruit

stains. Pour the water through the stain and thus prevent spreading.

(6) A glass of hot water taken first thing in the morning will

often prevent a bilious attack.

(7) Cool rain water and soda will remove machine grease

from washable fabrics.

(8) Water will not extinguish burning paraffin, it will spread
the flames, flour will extinguish them.

(9) Soap and water with a spoonful of paraffin will effect a

considerable saving of soap, for scrubbing floors, etc.

(10) If boiled water is used for drinking purposes it should
boil at least fifteen minutes before it is poured off.

(11) A ham for boiling should be soaked seven or eight hours
in tepid water, then trimmed carefully of all extra fat before boiling.

Ham boiled in beer is preferred by some persons.

No. 717. SULPHUR AND QUICK LIME

Is good for mildew in plants and perhaps for clothes also.

No. 718. MELTING

Is the change that takes place when the solid becomes liquid

under the influence of heat.

No. 719. TO CLEAN GLASS WINDOWS
Mix a little powdered washing blue in liquid ammonia, then

rub a little of the mixture oh the glass and polish ; this is a quick

and easy way to have polished windows, a little kerosene oil mixed

with hot water rubbed on the glasses and polished with soft rag,

gives it a good clean appearance.

No. 720. THE USEFUL POTATO

A potato cut in two will brighten up the knives and forks if it is

dipped in brick dust or the fine sooty ashes from under the oven.

No. 721. COLD CREAM
Consists of white bees-wax, spermaciti, oil of almonds, rose
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water, and otto of rose to perfume it. The solid ingredients are

melted and mixed with the oil, the hot mixture is strained through

muslin, and the whole stirred until of a creamy consistence, when
the rose water warmed, is dropped in slowly, and finally the otto

of rose. This preparation is an excellent application to the face

and hands, as it is gratefully cooling to the skin.

No. 722. A STRONG PASTE FOR PAPER

Totwolargespoonfulsof fine flour, put as much pounded rosin

as will lie on an eight anna piece ; mix with as much strong beer as will

make it of a due consistence, and boil half an hour, use it when cold.

INVALID DIET

No. 723. CREAM AND MILK

Ingredients.—Half a cup of milk; half a cup of cream ; quarter

oz. of isinglass ; the rind of a lemon and one oz. of sugar.

Method.—Place the milk, isinglass and lemon rind in a saucepan
at the side of the fire, allow it to stand until the isinglass is dis-

solved and the milk "is well flavoured with lemon; stir occasionally,

but do not allow it to boil; add the sugar, strain into a basin to keep
back the lemon rind ; add the cream and stir occasionally until

nearly cold ; place in a mould that has been rinsed - out with cold
water, turn out and serve. This is a pleasant addition to a strict

diet for the sick and is easily made. Butter milk and sour milk are

now much used in mdny chronic diseases. Milk, sugar or lactose

has the advantage of not being very sweet, it can be added to milk,

soup or other liquids to increase their food value. Eggs are always
closely associated with mjlk in the dietary of the sick. An egg is

one of the most valuable articles of an invalid's diet, the white con-
sists of protein and water and the yolk contains a large proportion
of fat. The excellencies of an egg depends upon its being perfectly

fresh and properly cooked.

No. 724. "MILK

For an invalid food milk is tbe most important, as it is often the
chief food allowed for days or weeks. It should be obtained
fresh daily and should never be kept in the sick room. It very
easily becomes contaminated and soon loses its freshness. It should
be brought into the sick room in very small quantities, just for use,

and should be kept covered.

No. 725. BARLEY WATER
Mix smoothly a teaspoonful of barley and a tablespoon of cold
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water into a smooth paste and gradually add a pint of boiling water

;

boil it gently for ten minutes, stirring constantly and strain

when cold.

No. 726. Another Way
Wash one oz. of pearl barley, put it in a saucepan with four

cups of cold water, bring to a boil, throw away the water, put in
another four cups of cold water and boil for an hour or more, until
the barley is quite soft, stirring and skimming occasionally; strain
through a muslin rag and sweeten to taste. ' If allowable a little

lemon-juice may be added, which makes it to most patients a most
agreeable drink.

No. 727. TO MAKE TOAST WATER
Toast a slice of stale bread to rather a dark brown colour, but

do not allow it to be overdone, put it into a jug and pour three or
four cups of boiling water over it and cover it ; when cold strain

into another jug, use it in a few hours.

No. 728. ARROWROOT CONGEE
Mix a dessertspoonful of arrowroot with two tablespoonfuls

of cold water to a smoch paste, add gradually to it a cup of boiling

milk stirring all the time for fear of it getting into lumps; then put
into a saucepan and boil for a few minutes ; add sugar to taste.

No. 729. CORNFLOUR CONGEE
Mijf a teaspoonful of cornflour with a tablespoonful of cold

water or milk to a smooth paste, add gradually a cup of boiling milk
to it. Keep stirring it the whole while, then pour into a saucepan
and boil for a few minutes ; serve with a little sugar.

No. 730. SAGO COKGEE OR MILK PUDDING
Put two dessertspoonfuls of sago into a saucepan with two

cups of milk, boil and keep stirring constantly until it is perfectly

cooked and soft, add sugar to taste.

No. 731. BREAD JELLY

Take a slice of stale bread and soak it in sufficient water for

about an hour, just enough to cover it. Squeeze out the water
and add to it two icablespoonfuls of milk and a little sugar, boil the

whole for a few minutes, keep stirring all the time until it becomes
quite soft in appearance. This may be given also to young infants

about eight or nine months old, as first food, after the teeth

appears.
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No. 732. ALMOND AND SOOGEE CONGEE
Mix two tablespoonfuls of soogee with a little water enough to

cover it, steep for two or three hours, strain, just as you would for

huUuah. Boil a cupful of milk, grind a few sweet almonds after

taking off the skins and add it while it is boiling, pour in thesoogee
milk gradually, mixing all the time until it is the consistency of
congee, add sugar to taste.

No. 733. ALBUMEN WATER
Is made by beating up the white of the eggs to a light froth and

pouring boiling water over it ; let it stand (after mixing well) for a

while, then drain off; you can either use boiling or cold water.

No. 734. SHERRY WHEY
Put two cups of milk into a saucepan and when it comes to

boiling point, pour in a wineglass or two of sherry wine; stir well

and remove off the fire, strain through a muslin and sweeten with
fine powdered sugar if desired.

No. 735, EGG-FLIP

Beat up the yolk of one or two eggs with a teaspoonful of
sugar until it rises, then gradually add a cup or two of warm milk
to it, stirring all the time, grate a little nutmeg in or add a teaspoon-
ful of brandy. Taken early in the morning is very beneficial.

The white may be used if desired.

No. 736. SAVOURY CUSTARD
Beat up the yolk of two eggs, add a cupful of beef-tea to it with

a little pepper and salt to taste. Butter a cup and pour the mixture
into it; place it in a saucepan of boiling water until it sets.

No. 737. BEEF-TEA AND EGG
Beat the white of an egg to a froth and gradually add a teacup-

ful of beef-tea or chicken broth, which must not be too hot.

No. 738. OAT-MEAL WITH BEEF-TEA

Forms a very nutritious diet. Mix two tablespoonfuls of

oat-meal and two of water thoroughly, then add two cups of beef-

tea which have just been brought to boiling point. Boil together

for a few minutes, stirring it all the time, strain through coarse

muslin and serve.

No. 739. MEAT JELLY

Ingredients.—Half alb. of lean veal; a small veal bone; half lb.
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lean beef; half a small chicken; half oz. of isinglass ; a small wine-
glassful of sherry and salt.

Method.—Cut the veaj, beef and the lean of the chicken into
small pieces, add a cup of water and salt to taste, put it all into a
saucepan and place it near a fire for about two hours. Put the bones
of the chicken and veal bone into another saucepan with two cups
of water and a little salt and boil gently for about four hours. Now
strain the liquor from both saucepans into one saucepan and add
the isinglass which has been previously dissolved in a little water,
then strain three or four times through a coarse muslin until quite

clear, add the sherry and pour into a mould and let it stand in a

cool place till it is quite set ; then turn it out and serve.

No. 740. CHICKEN TEA OR BROTH
Clean a small chicken well, free it from the skin and from all

the fat between the muscles, divide it and remove the lungs, liver

and everything sticking to the back. Now place the whole (after

cutting up into small pieces and washing) into a saucepan with salt

to taste and pour over about four cups of boiling water. Cover the

pan and let it simmer over a slow fire for two hours. Then put it

before the fire for about half an hour and strain the soup or tea

through a sieve or coarse muslin.

No. 741. JUNKET

Sweeten two cups of milk with some white sugar. If wine is

allowed, a dessertspoonful is an improvement. Heat to milk
warmth, pour into a shallow dish, and stir in two teaspoonfuls of

rennet or a little fresh lime-juice. This will form a slight curd,

grate a little nutmeg over it or add a pinch of powdered cinnamon.
Serve when quite cold. In cold weather the milk should be placed

in a warm room to set.

No. 742. EGG AND BRANDY MIXTURE

Beat up three eggs to a froth in four ozs. of cold water and then

add four ozs. of brandy. Mix well and sweeten to taste; a little

nutmeg may be added. Give a tablespoonful or so at a time as

directed.

No. 743. PEPTONISED MILK No. 1

Dilute a pint of milk with a quarter of a pint of water and
divide the mixture into two equal portions. Heat one portion to

the boiling point, and then mix it with the cold portion. (This is

the simplest way of getting what is wanted, a temperature of

104°F.) Now add to this three fluid drachms of pancreatic solution.

Liquor pancreaticus (Bengers) and about twenty grains of
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bicarbonate of soda ; mix well together and set aside in a covered
jug and in a warm situation under a "cosy" for an hour or an hour
and a half. Then boil for two or three minutes and serve like

ordinary milk.

No. 744. PEPTONISED MILK No. 2

Add a fair child's zymine peptonising powder to one pint of
milk (diluted with half a pint of water). Keep warm twenty
minutes, boil, sweeten and add a little cream.

No. 745. GROUND RiCE MILK

Boil one teaspoonful of ground rice rubbed down smooth with
a pint and a half of milk, a bit of cinnamon, lemon-peel and nutmeg

;

sweeten when nearly done.

No. 746. SAGO
To prevent the earthy taste soak it in cold water for an hour.

Pour that off and wash it vt'ell, then add more water and simmer
gently till the seeds are clear with lemon-peel and spice if approved,
add wine and sugar and boil up together.

No. 747. SAGO MILK

Cleanse as above and boil it slowly and wholly with fresh
milk. It swells so much, that a small quantity will be sufficient

for a quart and when done it will be diminished to about a pint.

It requires no sugar or flavouring.

No. 748. CHICKEN PANADA
Boil a chicken (after cleaning, etc., in the usual way) until it is

three quarters cooked in a quart of water, take oflF the skin, cut the

white meat oflF when cold and pound it to a paste with a little water
it was boiled in; season with a little salt, a grate of nutmeg and a

wee bit of lemon-peel. Boil gently for a few minutes to the con-

sistency you like, it should be such as you can drink.

No. 749. SIPPETS

On an extremely hot plate put two or three sippets of bread
and pour over the gravy from beef, mutton or veal; add a little

butter and sprinkle some salt over.

No. 750. ARROWROOT JELLY

Put into a saucepan half a pint of water, a glass of sherry or a

spoonful of brandy, grated nutmeg and fine sugar; boil up once,

then mix it by degrees into a dessertspoonful of arrowroot pre-

viously rubbed smooth with two spoonfuls of cold water, then
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return the whole into the saucepan; stir and boil it for three

minutes. _

No. 751. TAPIOCA JELLY

Choose the largest sort, pour cold water on to wash it then-
soak it in fresh water for five or six hours, after which simmer it in

the same until it becomes quite clear, then put lemon-juice, wine
and sugar. The peel should have been boiled in it. It thickens
a great deal.

No. 752. GLOUCESTER JELLY

Take rice, sago and pearl barley, an oz. of each, simmer in

water till thick, strain it when cold; give dissolved in wine,
milk or broth. .

W.P.P. 51


























